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FOREWORD~

Short wave directionl finders serve as one of the
rneane of long; distance radio "~vigatiofl. Their essential
eAvartage Is -the ability to cover large distances with re-

.W"ve'ly little power consumed by the trar.9mitter'5. The
only 1"ctor 14-18t limits to a certain extent exteusive use
C. f e~hort wave radio direction finders is3 the Insuaf'icient
directiozh-fifldiflg accu-racy. The problem of ralsing the ac-
curacy of radio directicn finding at short waves is there-
fore q~uite urgent.

The available literat~ure on short-wave radio navi~ga-
tion Is coata.ned essent~Al~ly in journml articles. Yet, a

zeed is f~elt for papers that generalize and systematize
these varied data., whiich sotietlmes are contradictory.

It is the aim of this book to -fill to some extent

tbie gap and thareby aid. tlle s-u~dents In the correspiinding
sc~ttons of coutrses on radio navigation.

We consider In. thic text the construUcton principle
and block diagrams of short wave direction tinders, we afla-

lyzt, their operatin~g teaturesg and makie reconmmendations con-
cornIng the choice of dilffereat versions.

Particular attention is paid to direction finlders
with long



base, which ensure relatively high accuracy of direction fiding. This

feature makes radio direction finders with long base the most pro-

mi sircg.

Since conditions of propagation of radio waves determine to a

considerable extent the accuracy of short-wave radio navigation, it

is necessary to take into account the features of propagation of radio

waiye when choosing or designing direction finders.

In CIApter 1, written by candidate of technical sciences, lec-

turer O.V.Belavin, are considered direction finding methods and block

diagrams of long-base direction finders. Chapter ii, written by candi-

date of technical sciences V.A. Veyteel', gives a brief survey of the

mcst characteristic errors in radio navigation, due to conditions of

the xn± route, and recommendations on means of raising the accuracy

of dIr6ctiqn f, IV, and V, uritten by candi-

date of technical sciences, V.S. fl'yanov, are investigated the

operaating features of two-channel inertialess direction finders, and

an analyais is given of the apparatus error when continuous and pulsed

radLo zignals are used.

UlApter VI, written by V.A. Veytsell, is devoted to the selec-

tion ar4 investigation of the phase-meter block, which is the fL!rAl

stage Ln the direction finder that operates with signal conversion.

The text contains the first publication of results of original

research on the error of the receiving circuits, and phase moters of

laoratory models built at the MAI/01oscow Aviation Instltutej.



In writing Chapters I and II, use was made of data on foreign

long-base radio direction finders, the description of which can be

found in the literature cited at the end of the book.

This work. w•icii ia the first attempt of diassemnation of

different material on short wave radio direction finding, is naturally

not free of errors. The authors will receive gratefully advice and

critical remarks, which should be addressed to the Moscow Aviation

Lnsti tute.
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Chapter I

HITU0D CF WtMMION FINDIEB AND WLOK DIAGRAM OP LOUD-BASI

RADIO DIRCTON urn

1. SH(R]T-W*VS RADIO NAVIGATIONAL BYSTDO

The use of the mans of long distance radio navigation makes it

possible to guide airplanes over long diataries with a minimum number of

surface-based radio navigation points. For our country, the developmnt

of a systen of long-distanee radio navigation, operating with satis-

factory accuracy at distances of several thousand kilometers, is of great

iani flcame.

Radio-navigational mans vith a range e7aeeding 2500 kilomters

can be attained by usia long or short waves. The possibility of

" lg radio vaves in the centimeter band (reflected from the troposphere)

in still doubtful. Hovever, the use of long radio waves calls for

tranamtters of conaiderable pmer. Radio navigation mnens operating at

these wayes are beat made in the form of radio beacons, vith only radio

receivers aounted on the airplaaes.

In addition, it is easy to produce in the long-uave band

artificial noise, which practically covers the entire band. Zven in the

4'



absence of man-rade noise, random Interference from aeigboriAg redIo

stations my frequently occur. The high lev1 l of atmospbarie w+tie

at Iong uavee leads unavoid4bly to an increase in the poauer of th6

transmitting devies•. The foregoing factors reduce considerably t..3

basic advantage of radio navigational systems at long waves - the

high operating reliabil.1ty (in the absence of interference).

The use of short radio waves (in the band from 3 to 30 k*)

reqiixes no high power transmitters, and transmitters with an antenna

power on the order of several hundreds of watts are adequate. A short-

wave radio navigation system can be produced in a direction-finder

version, by locating the radio direction finders on the surface of

the earth. In this case the operating time of the system transmitters

may be quite insignificant. The operation of such a system is very

difficult to detect. The productionof man-made static is also made

difficult.

The problem of developing a long-range direction finder system

at short waves reduces to the solution of problems connected with the

possibili.ty of increasing the accuracy of radio direction finding. The

existing radio direction. finders for short waves, of the Adcock type,

produce warge errora wben operating at distances more than 1,000 kilo-

met-era, da freqiently cannot operate at weak signals.

It Is necessary to consider the possibilities of producing short
waw rwio direction finders, which result in considerably smaller

errcrs. In auch radio direction finders, the distances between antennas



or groups of antennas exceed a wavelength. They are called long-base

radio direction fi-nders and are considered in the present book.

liatiually, -It tua. s bo hcrne Ir mind tnat shor--wave radio

directicn finders nneot insin'e Ln general high opordting z iability,

owing to tbe characteristic conditions of snawt wave radio propaga-

tienr. It may also happen that radio navigation systems operating

zt .;,ort waves will not be able to insure tne same accUraCy as long-

wave syste_-s. Nevert:ieievs, conditions may occtw under *whicb the use

of short wave systems of navigation may yield the necessary effect.

One muzt therefore coasider short--ave radio navigation systems as

"8lmost essential supplements to means operating at Ilong Uavea.

2. SHOTR-BASE RADIO DIRECTION FINMerS

Radio direction finders, whose main antenna system element is

a A.ocp, operate well in the medium wave band (0.2 -- 1.5 Mis). They

pc,-.-t radii direction fLiding with a mean squared error not exceeding

I uArer tht3 best conditions/I!G/. In the snort-wave basd, loop-type

redSt• di-,iction findoers produce large errors, due primarily to the

cir feutures of propagation of short radio waves, which are re-

' itom nI Uhe ionosphere. The errors axise as a result of the

chan:e in the angle of polarization of the wave upon reflection 12eom

the i,.nospiiere.

The appearan4.ce of errors in a loop direction finder upcn

chan; in angle of polarization of the radio waves is due to the



reception of the eleetroaagpetio field on the horisontal parts of the

loop. Therefore, separated antennas vers used in the next stage of

developmaet of ra•o directica findings at sh--rt vaves. Radic dirc-

tion finders vith separated antennas are called Adcock type radio

direstion finders.

The directivity pattern of an antenna syetea consisting of two

antanas, separated by not awe thsn 0.1 of a wiavelength, is the sa

as that of a simple loop. These we ehort-base radio direction finders.

Various versions of radio direction finders of the Adcock type

have been proposed, in order to reduce fvrther the signal recep-

tion level on the norisontal feeders of the antenna systea and to

redwes the antena eaffect. Data on the Investigation of various

versions of Adcook type radio dfi-eotion finders are given in the wall

known work by V.V.shirkov/i3].

Nevertbeless, ince pickup does ex~st in the feeders, radio

direction finders of the Adcock type are not free of polarization

errors,

Mttere are iabroved somewhat by using separated loops instead

of separated antennan. This redmoes the polarisatton errors and

increases the interference rejection of the andio direction finders

but still does not solve tUe problem of the effective utilisation

of these radio direction finders for long distance and exact direction

finding at short waves. Ouing to the short base of the Adcook type

radio direction finders they produce large errors, due to the influence

I



of scattered reflection. In addition, it is difficult to increase

the interference rejection of such radio direction finders, for they

must receive signa&ls froQ allI directions. Furthermore, tlk ir6 cf

sbarply-directional antennas is frequently exclued. All -his ieads

to the conclusion that radio direction finders with short v base

carnnot be reeommended as a foundation for the construction of exact

. direction finders for sLort waves, cpirating at distances of

several thousands kilometers. We therefore leave out bare the des-

oription of various block diagrams of short-base radio direction

finders, referring tae reader to the literatureA, 10, 137.

3. &G-AA& Y:.ADICi DIRECTION FINDERS

Tne large errors due to the iafluence of scattered reflectlons

and variations in tr*e argle of polarization, inherent in short-base

radio d-rectiun finders, have necessitated a search for a solution to

toI problem -1f increasing the accuracy of long distance direction

f"-irng at short iw-'es by ezaplcying long-base radio direction fitders.

Alretdy at the beginzning of the thirties, in investigattons performed

at ti2e Central Radio .Lboratory on the stability of bearings on the

Leningad-Khb•arovsk l-inei1/, a long-base anteraa 3ystea wac, employed.

Approximately at the start of the forties, radio direction finders

with long base have been developed intensely in Germany. In the

middle of the forties, radio direction finders with long base found

application on a large scale in E~glaad. The results of the work by



Rots with such radio direction finder# was published in special

reports on the investigation of conditions of direction findings

The known material on radio direction finders with long base

has shown that these direction finders must ensure a considerably

greater direction finding accuracy at medium waves and a certain in-

creese in accuracy of direetion finding at short waves. In spite of

this, there is still a lack of literature that considers the possible

block diagrams of radio direction finders with long base and direction

finding methods. In the design of radio direction finders with long

base, qustioons arise of the advantageous choice of an antenna system,

of the direction finding method, of the block diagram of the receiving-

indicating apparetus, etc. Furthermore, aU2 tbese problems must be

related to toe direction finding conditions. The choice of direction

finder oersAeters must insure a reduction in the different errors due

to tha definite cbaracteriatics of direction findings at short uwves.

Yot the literature hardly touches upon such questions. There are many

books devoted a to the investigation of direction finding errors at

short waves by means of long-wave radio direction findera. But the

authors of these books lnvestigate principally the theoretical prob-

lems, without dwelling on practical recommendations regarding the

choice of parameters and circuits for radio direction finders with

long bage. In the present text we consider the principal methods of

direction finding at short waves, block diagrams of lcig-base radio

|7



dieeoticfindors, and reoommadat4ons on the design of radio direetion

finders from the point of view of reduting the asaratu errors.

og-'eae re~.o dkitctlon fini.t'oev c be called secto~r finders,

uinos usukC!4 the %er.i is awagsued vuitbhi a uarrou aeot~vr,'~ ~~

If the position of the sectar can be onanged, then, n.turally, it is

possible to fled the bearing to a signal fro any dir-etton.

h D.YA3&'7ON FDOMDI3G 4TA{

C•mrison of Amplitudes

Di,.%.tion finding can be carried out by radio direction finders

of long base by using te method of comparison of signal amplitutdes.

,asae that w, he.e two groupsi of antaxeAs, the hori.ontal sec-

tion of the dfrectIivty patterns of bhich are shown in Fig. 1.1. The

voltages at the ovitputs of the antemnas can be written as

ubore elevation angle.

9 •- beari•g imasred f1o•oa the direction chosen as the refer-

e4ee point.

S- aAlituie of the voltaae in the dir~etion of the maxi-

Ana of the pattern.

If we take, fAx e=Aplo, the reitio or the diffarence of the

aaplitud•s, we obtain the folo•ing formUlam

; (1.2)
E2 A2 (A;)



1 -=E 0[V1(p,8)-f., e)I K, (1.3)

,where V and V1 - readings of the direction finder indicator in

t*he t~x~x former and in the latter cases.

The ratio of the voltages, as seen from (2.2) depends on the

bearing of the arriving signal and on the elevation angle. Formula

(1.2) can be represented in the form

V-f (P. 6). (1.4)

Differentiating, we obtain

d vd. (1 5)
0A~

Relation (1.4) can beo ailed the direction-finding characteristic

(Fig. 1.2).

The slope of the direction-finding characteristic determines the

directiou-finding scale, and the instrumental accuracy. The narrower

the lobes of the antenna directivity pattern, the greater this scale.

The advantage of a direction finder employing amplitude compari-

son is that it takes into account only the amplitude relationa of the

signals, and the phose relations do not pla any role at all. In

practice the directivity patterns of antennas contain more or less

pronounced side lobes. In addition to the principal sectors, there

appear on the direction finding characteristic also false sectors,

shown dotted in Fig. 1.2. Considerable difficulties arise also in

/I



connection with eliminatdmg the Influence of the "altitude" erro,
inasmuch as
w~x-0m- the elevation angle enters into Sq. (1.2).

A block diagram of ti r&eceiving-indicating uiait of the r~ci

direction finder for ampditude comparison is shown In rig. 1.3.

Actually the diagram shows a two-channel receiving-indioating

unit. The voltage from the output of the second channel controls in

A~fý etagi3, ,WhcI changes the gains of the cilu els simultaneoualy,

tI•ant!drvin. tae voi'tge at tne output cf ths second channel constant.

f, fP,.oG

i, /;
r/

F.1g. 1.i. Arrangement of the directivity patterns of two

antennas In direction finding by 'Ube amplitude-comwsaison method.

1 -- directin of the zero reading of the bearing, 2 -- direc-

tion of the incomiii signal.

/ I I,

II

t / I '•I/ ! - t

1dwl

a~ena i dretto fndngbytheacplieooipaion2etod



Fig. 1.2. Chraoteri-stio of direction finding of a fdier

opfiratLag by the auWlitude-GoqS?'I5son mtbod.

-- signal bearing, 9)-- reading of radio direct.oa ' nier.

FIg. 1.3. Block diagram of radio direotion tfider, operating

by the maplitu-e-ao ron mtbod.

S- voltage of tb . first axtenua gr oup, ý2  - voltage of the

maccad antenna group, 1 - voltage applied to indicatcr, AGC -

automatio gain eontrol age, 1s.k - first ohannal, 2k - maoond

channel.

The voltage at the out.put of the first channel is

= (1.6)

vbere K in the gain of the ehannel.

Accordingl, the voltage at the output of the iecond channel is

u,,--=KE2 = const=c. 0.7)

Inssrting the value of the gain from Zq. (1.6) into (1.7) ve

*ee that the voltage at the output of the first obannel is proportional

to the ratio of the voltages at the input

OCL (1.8)

Tb. mpitude of the apparatus error* of an amplitude-ao pri-



son radio direoti•n finder is determined by the operating qualitjy

of the hGC circuit, which should operate very effectively. When

uA -Le i input voltage is changed by a factor of 103, the ouitput,

voltage at the output of the iiecind channel should ciange only by

several percent. Usually mKxUJ~f an amplified AGC circuit is used.

In addition, the apparatus errors of the receiving-indicating

iwn t depend an the field intensity of the received radio station. If

t16 inpixt voltage ic inasufficient to operate the AGC, the circuit

yields lax.ge errors.

A variation in the directivity patterns also leads to apparatus

errors. This variation should not exceed 1% at a 0.20 bearing

cc Lx~y.

The possible occurrerce of various apparatus errors makes it

Lapossible to consider the amplitude-comparlson method as basic in

radio direction finders vith long bases. It can play only a subsidiary
was more

ro.t. Thls method ii used xmx frequently earlier, when the factors

that determine the stability of the phase characterieties of the

receiving apparatus at short waves were not sufficiently studied.

Slow Rotation of the Directivity Pat.tern

Another method of direetio. fiuJing is based on a slow rotation

of the directivity pattern. In this case the signal amplitudes are

not compared siault-aneously, but successively in time.

The directivity pattern of the antenna system, which has a

Iii



sharp null, was rotated by smoothly switchig the anteonas with V"

aid of a special device. By rotating the pattern, one finds the

p'.Dition at which the signal is not recorded by tke indieAtor.

In the early radio direction finders of this type, the indicatr

used was an earphone conneeted to the otatput of the receiver. Dire*-

tion finding by slow rotation of the directivity pattern can be

readily explained using as an example the Wullenwever radio direction

fiaiexr Vwth a sine coapensator (Fig. 1.4). The antenna Uystem of

this radio direction finder consists of broadband antennas, arranged

in a circle. Located In the center of the antenna qystem is a

direction finding booth, in which Is located the sine compensator

and the receiving apparatus.

The antennas are connected in groups of four each and are

phased to one direction by means of artificial delay lanes, located

in the sine compensator (see Fig. 1.4). The delay time froet one

antenna to another should change ainusoidally, and this is why the

passing apparatus is called a sins-sompeasator.

Tho sine compensator consists of a dual cylinder with non-

co••ucting walls. The inner cylinder can rotate independently of

the outer orA. On the inner and outer cylinders are placed

metallic switch blades, between which the necessary capacitive

coupling is produced. The delay lines are connected to the blades

of the internal cylinder, and cables from the antennas are connected

to the blades of the external cylinder. Located on the top of the



aim 4oanec is a beaing seals. Wbea the Internal syUMnde of

the sing ioqsato is rotated, the dk1v Patterns of the groups

Fig. 1.4. Bloek di.agraa of the antonna wystem of ths Wailea-

mgover directlim finder,

Rea - reodver,, SC -- airs oomperator, DI) - delaq elemats.

Soooth rotation of that pattern ILa t~tained by the fact that

bstucen too blades of ti. lam? cylinder aes pLaneG +a.Wo blades of

the ox+Aer cylindr. The oaztpzts of the two groups of antennas ae fed

to 4L owl~hv which ean oonoat thea .iLths fcr addit~on or for z~

tu~m difference (lis. 1.5).

16
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.30o.

Fig. 1.5. DL-ectivity pattern of antena groups for different

connections (left -- connection for sum, right - for difference).

The searching for a signal occurs with the directivity patterns

connected for summction. In this position the inner cylinder of the

sine coapenoator mtu rotates until a maximum sound is received, and

rojghLy, accurate to several degrees, one determines the bearing of

ttL rr-io station.

After the signa- As detected, tLe directivity pattern is

switcled over for difference and the direction finding is continued

for minimum audibility. In the case of a long base, several inima

ara obtained. The operator selects the minimum corresponding to the

readings nbtained during the search. The instrumertal accuracy of

bearing determination Is on theorder of several tens of minutes and

depends here on the patterns of the antenna system and on the signal

to noise ratio.

AS In the case of audio radio direotion finders, we can



speak of a seanaitivity modulus, taking this term to man the produnt

of the angle of silence by tfh intonsity of the signal field.

Tae instrixwntal aceuracy increaak• with n•e•n r.e, '

since at higher frequeacies the directivity patterns are sharper.

The preznaes of apparatus erros is verified by mans of an external

heterodyne. This makes it possible to introduneethe necessary cor-

rections in the bearing readings.

DirecAn fining ILB always along a perpendicular to the base,

thus insuring maximum instrumental accuracy. A radio direction finder

operating by te method of slou rotation of the directivity pattern Mas

low o ratir-• 'ffieisncy. This •hortcoming is inherent in all

aetV.ods of non-&imu!ltveoua comariWson of sigal amplitudes. Tbere is

no instantaneous rdading in this case.

Rapid Rotatton of t__ Directivity Pattern

The insufficient operating efficiency in siow rotation of the

direczivity pattern can be 0lLminated to a considerable extent by

using rapid rotation of the directivity pattern of th4e antenna system.

For example, it is posaible to rotate mechanically -the internal cylinder

of the sine compuesatex. It is easy to 'mderstand that vith thas,

the input voltage of the receiver will be modulated in aiaplitude.

If the directivity pattern has sharp nulls, then the vol.age at the

output of the receiver will not contain the oarrier frequency, and

will have only the side bands. The block diagram of the radio

/S'



direction finder, operating on tw mthod of rapid rotation of t1W

directivity pattern, as shown in Fig. 1.6.

Assume that we have a reference generator, the voltage of which

"ta synchronized uith thx position of tho rotor or the motor wrich

rotates the direotivity pattern. Let in the simplest came the

directivity pattern have the shape of a Fig. 8. Then the •x voltage

*.at the input of the receiver, if the voltage of the carrier frequency

i.6 also present, i4ill be roportional to the quantity

sin t 1l +n sin (0+2t)]. (1.9)

and the referecoe voltage will be paroportional to

sin Qt. (1.10)

The receiver wilU separate out the voltage of the envelope, the

frequency of which will be equal to the frequency of rotation of -the

directivity pattern. If we measure tne pbse differences of the

voltages at the output of the receiver and the reference voltage,

It W•il equal the bearing of the signal. We see that in this method

use ia made of additicrial forced modulation of the signal as the

directivity pattern is rotated, and phase measureaent is carried out

"at a low frequency.

In rotating a diagram whieh has several sain=ia, as occrs

in direction finders with lar'ge base, the voltage at the

receiver output does not have a fundamental frequency component of

the reference voltage, and contains only harmonics of this frequency.



The - bearing reading beeoms aaibguoUs.

.PR
I

IR ~

Fig. 1.6. Block diagram of a radio direction lander based on

tbe method of rapid rotation of tbA directivity pattern.

1, 2, 3, and / -- antennas. dpr -- rotating device for

direativity pattern. Ree - receiver. Ph - phiase aster. M - motor.

RVG - reference voltage generator.

The overall directivity pattern of two groups of antennas

connected diteratae• ly can be represented in the form

f(6).sinn, (1.11 )

whore 0-bearing
n - an integer, cbaracterJaing the directiv properties of

the resultant pattern (in the ease of a long base).

When this pattern rotates, the voltage at the Input of the

receiver, taking Into account the additional carrier-frequency voltage,
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will be proportional to the quantitty

sfnwt[1+msinn(O+Qt)j. (1.12)

Obviously the voltage at the output of the receiver will.

contain the n-th heruonia of Ue reference voltage. The frequency

of the reference voltage must be aultiplied by a factor of a. The

phaae meter measures the pbase difference

i-ne. (1.13)

Thus, the coefficient n caracterises also the ambiguity of the

reading.

However, the method of rapid rotation of the directivity

pattern has substantial shortcomings. First of all, the interference

rejection is greatly reduced. At short waves, interference from

neigbboring radio stations manifest themselves quite strongly. In

the case of alow rotation of the pattern, the operator can listen

separately to the signals from the radio stations, entering into the

pass band of the receiver, and to match the strength of the signal

at the output of the receiver with the position of the pointer on

the sine-compensator scale. This eliminates to a considerable extent

the Inflsnoe of signals from neighboring radio stations on the

results of the direction finding.

In the case of fast rotation of the directivity pattern,

all the signals which are received simultaneously by the antenna

system are modulated, and the signal of each radio station gives an

m u mmmmmm m m m Ilmmmumummm m mmm mmmmm m u14m



envelop. of one and the sam frequency. The phase =nter averages

the readings -R gives an error in the direction fiading. In this

Taking tbEe abortccmir•gs into account, tk.a method of rapjIJ

rotation of the directivity pattern can be recoaaewned only uhan

it is azaumed that the signal from tbe direotion-finding radio

L;d.n, cr)8eting :.rn a atmtiJnuous mode, will be sufficientl.y strong

au,.ipirerd w.i- th e s3ic&al of tVi neighboring satVi',,g. A ta,•nical

realisatin• of this metho6 involves certain diffinulties. In -,e

case of a long base the pattern can be rotated eltnar mecwaxlcally

3r b-. electronIc swit.hlag of the antennas. Tie iLaerference re-

Ject•'on is alsil redwold by the need of employing detection wvhen

saperartng th envelope. ia this case, a deterioration of the ait-na-

to noise ratio may .occi.

Wben tle. radio stations operate ia the telegraph mode, the

So;.kd ,-*f rapid rotation off the directivity pattern can be employed

If the phase meter !a; low inertia. It must be neted that tbo

ro'tation of the directivity pattern can be realized by electronic

CW.itCijW of the antrnna3. Uere it is ,xduzuqxtU essential that

the xit.trn ,.s rotated by 3600. Modulation of the signal can be

(rentainod alio by swlzýtng the antenna aharacteristics within a

specified bentor. This idea leads to radio direation finder schemes

wita b!.cng ses, based on different ctu-.-,- .- conversions

of the signal an they are amplified, prinuipaliy in one channel.



Measurement of Phase Difference a faANW

A block diagram of the phase mthotd of direction finding is

sho,.d1 in Fig. 1.7. Tbe phase differeace is measured bevween vo1taess

Ln two Antennas and this difference depends on the base (distance

Oteeen antennas) and on the bearing of the signal (see below, Fig.

?.3). This dependence is expressed by the formula
2zd

~=--•sin 0 cos. (1.14)

For small bearing angles, the formula can be represented in

the form
•=x2zd0 o• ( 1 .15)

AýX

A comparison of this -ormula with (2.5) diacloses that the

direction finding scale depends on the ratio of the base of the

Uavelength., By increasing the base It is possible to incre&se con-

sidprably the accuracy of direction finding. This advantage of the

phase method as regards accuracy drops out immediately if the base

i± taken is:= shorter then the uaveleagth. Therefore the phase

method of direction finding is not employed in short-base direetion

finders.

Formula (1.14) leads also to several other featwres of the

phase method of direction finding. The scale of ber ing reading

is a nonlinear function of the ptase shift angle. The linearity of

the scale increases the closer the direation of the direction-
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finding radio station Is to being perpendicular to the bas.

If the base is longer than the wavelength, then even uben

tAu ,oassible d.Lrection of the incomlin, sigael is confined to one half

plaue (owing to twu pr~ejnce of a soreen in the antennaayatem, an

aabiguity my occur in the reading. Assuming that the bearing of the
a

signal changes by t90°, we can see from (1.14) that ka phae.

wzL't, of _l vit' i'l e repeated if the base is successively in-

creased by half a wavelength. Cosaequaently, the nuber of sectors

of ambiguity. Na, will be given by the £okmula

Tthus, thei pha-* methoxJ ix leads to ambl.guiity in reaidinig.

Dxdlt- on the vavaiength, the reading scale will be

d5.fer-int. It Is therefarG nrjoessary to libve grapha to convert the

ldicatrr reatings into bearings of the signal. In these graphs the

parameter is the wavelength.

Of
r -

I*>ti 
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Fig. 1.7. Block diagram of the phase method of direction

finding.

I and 2 - antennas. Pb - phase meter. I - irAlaaactr.

Finally, it is easy to see that a ohange in the angle of

arrival of the radio wave leada to errors, which are called *altitude"

errors. If the angle of elevation is not measured siaultaneoualY with

the direction finding, the operator will assume that the phase shift

is due only to the bearing of the signal and will calculate the

bearing from the formula

where W• is the bearing measured in an inclined plae.

It Is maore correct, however, to use (1.4).

Coparing formulas (1.17) and (1.14) it can be noted that the

altitude error of the aigun•

AD 6"-- arc sin (sin O'lcos P). (1.18)

It is thus seen that the phase aethod gives a non-uniform

scale of direction finding and altitude errors. However, the non-

.- linearity of the scale and the altitude errors decrease when the

direction fining is olose to a perpendicular direction to the

base. Therefore phase direction finders are sector direction

finders. It is simultaneously possible to obtain the bearings of

signals only within a narrow sector of angles near the perpendicular



base. The principal advantage of phase direction finder is the

possibility of increasing the accuracy by increasirW the base.

Tne need for gr daphs to convert t*e ru.vAierA of the

indicator into bearings for each uavelength reduces scaswhat the

operating efffniency of the direction finding with a long base.

.tf ono attempts to realize completely the accuracy in short-

L•.:• dLrton fnd.j.rs, t'ien it Is also necessary to dave grapns of

tto radio deviation, 'which in this case should be plotted for each

frequency separately.

Consequentlý, the Iresenc.i of graphs for the conversion of

t.a rc!,.ings cif the indicator iAto tearL'igs of the signal in direction

£fideri withl lo.rg base, i4 the realization of" the maximum possible

a:c r-acy, is not a new requirement. The amubiguity in the long-baae

direction finders is eliminated by certain knao~ methods, such as

e~p •, ir It. additicn a short base.

Ir the vacond base of the radio directicn findar is equa& to

,L&I' tLh w elvernth, thren the ambiguity uill be eliminated within

t!e ýC n's mf one half plane.

Cons~que~ntly, the pmase method makes it possible to increase

consi,-;:4:.bly the acc'r'acy of direction finding and is particularly

converanernt Ln sector radio direction finders, when the sector of the

signal btiaarin,- does not exceed several degrees near the direction of

the perpeudiciL"ar to the base of the direction finder. Receiving-

ir:ciicating apparatus of the direction finder is in this case the



phase meter (see block diagraa, Fig. 1.7).

5. ANTENNAS OF LONG-RASE R0DIO DLRV.TION FISMS

It is first necessary to consider the featur•e of the anteana

systems. The antenna system of long-range radio direction finders

should be sufficiently broadband, to insure reception of signals at

frequencies from 3 to 30 Mcs. The antenna system should furthermore

have a definite directivity (principal lobes of the diagram), and

have where possible no considerable side lobes. Finally, the antenna

system should be constructed in such a way, that the sector of

direction finding can be rotated smoothly or discretely, insuring

direction finding of signals within 3600.

Singlie Antennas

Antenna systems of a radio directinn finder with a long base

can consist of individual antennas, as well as of groups of antennas

so interconnected as to obtain the required directivity patterns.

The antennas inciued in the groups can be both directional

and Inon-directional. The requirement of switching the sectors leads

to the necessity of arranging the antennas in a oircle and of using.

suitcbes.

The requirements that must be satisfied by a single antenna

are above all a sufficient coverage of the frequenoy band. Con-

sequently, the antennas should be broadband. Individual antennas



R6

Fig. 1.8. Asyawtrical

vertical dipc.le.

Fig. 1.9. Directivity pattern of asuymurioal vertical dipole

with redwaed wave resistance (in Ues presence of a am-esn).
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should furthermore have a directivity which is determined
by the use of the entire antenna system.

The simplest antenna Is an asymmetrical vertical dipo-
lc Ui-Ip. 1.8), which, rtpresen*Cs a cylinder made up of' a net

tic~a~y suspe:et wirs, sus euded vertically on a non-
cozd.tir• base, ard ...,sld neiow Into one -, foi:t. _;e
resistance oQi the antenna matcaes the reeder employed (uzual-
ly 75 ohms).

A canopy made of a wooden ring is mounted on the top
side, and the conductors are stretched along its radius. A
Smatci-ng resistance is connected between the cylinder and the

Anrt-:una operation can be improvea by using a screen
i3:t, oC wire mesh, stretched behind the anterna at a distan-
ca oa a, aarteer of tlhe average wavelegt-h. An aproximate di-
r-ectIvity pattern k.- an antenna with screen, consistirw Of 32
vertical conductors and a canopy, is shown in Fig. 1.9.

It is possible to use in a direction fider a rhoabic antenna

[6], •lch mekes it possible to obtain considerable directivity,

produces a symmetrical output, and is also broadband. Rioever, for a

rhombic antenna it is necessary to employ a conisiderably greater

working area. As a single antenna one can use also a long-conductor

antenm (Beveridge antenna), whicn represents a long mire supported

on poles. On the end of the wire one connects a matching resintance

•I12/. The length cof the antenna should be several times the

wavelength (up to ten timea), i.e., approximately 200 meters.

Naturally, the installation of a Beveridge antenna calls for a

larg,. area.

The calculation of the parameters of broadband antennae for

short ,,vea have been discussed sufficiently in detail in the

literSture4j, 2,* i79
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Groups of Antennas

The directivity can be imprced by joining individuial antennas

ir groups. This !•-co.3 perticularly nio•s•zuy if tM viugle

antennas consist of vertical broadband dipolea. For dirbction

finding it is neceesar7 to bave two voltages from two groups of

antennas and a device for switching the sectors over. The character

of the directivity pattern of two groups of antennas may be different,

depending on the method of direction finding. It is possible to cbtain

two directivity patterns, the maxim or which are in the saw

direction (Fig. 1.10). The antenna groups must be placed in this

case in such a say, as to insure the necessary dimension of tUe base.

If a cirection finding method based on amplitide comparison is used,

it ia necessar; to obtain voltages from twore a nat= groups, whose

directivity patterns start out in one point, bat at different angles

(Fig. 1.3.1).

'Ire)

u-d

Fig. 1.10 Fig. 1.11
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Fig. 1.10. Direotivity pattern of two group of antennas

uhan phased in one direction.

Fig. 1.11. Directivity patterns of two groups of antennas

ibsn phased in different directions.

I I,
! I / AA

To HF amplifier To HF amplifier

Fig. 1.12. Arrangement of phasing of antennae In two groups

in one direction.

AA - antenna amplifier, DE - delay elements, M - electrical

axis of the first group of antennas, MONO - electrical axis of the

second group of antennas.
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The antenna systea of a long-base radio direction finder

usually consists of a definite number of individual antenama,

I along a cLZI of selected radius. For example, in the

Wullenmever dire c tion finder, there are forty antennas arza-&ed in

a circle 60 metors in radius.

Eaoh group usuelly consists of foen antennas. To form a

j oap or anternas3, as can be readily s~an in the diagram of Fig.

'.2, P Is neces3ary to connect delay elements between the anternas,

and these can be made in the form of artificial lines or cable

sectins. To be able to switdhthe sectors, the delay elements are

placed in the receiving-indicatiag unit. ThO delay elements can

hse rcn.•-..ed as shorn in fig. 1.13 in each antenna, and with this

toe veve resistance of the common feeder shoiiLd decrease, depending

on the number of antennas in the group.

The delay elements can be connected also between antennas,

a. sriown in Fig. 1.4. In this case there should be connected to

the end of the feeder of each antenna a resistance equal to the

wave resistance of the antenna feeder. The antenna feeder should

be connected to the delay line through a decoupling element (usually

an active resistance).

Naturally, the decoupling element will not make itposaible

to transfer the energy completely from the antenna to the common

feeder. The gain of the antenna system, when ouch a

connection diagram is used for the delay lines, is reduced. The
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The Voltage tranasferred from oae antenna to the coma feeder trouh

the deaouplLnzg element is

R, + (1.419)
where Zd is the impedance of the decoupling element.

Antennas Feeders

Antennas

Co feeder To receiver To eceiver

Fig. 1.13. Connection diagram for the delay elements in each

antenna.

DE - delay elements.

Fig. 1.14. Connection diagram of deby elements between

antennas.

DE - delAy elements.

PractLce h•a shcwn that the resistance of the decoupling

element should be four or five times greater than the vave resistance

or the feeder, and this will cause the field distortion in the

common feeder to be small.

The signal transmitted by one antenna into the input of the

receiver will be attenuated by a factor of four or five. This

leads to a red-tion in the signal to noise ratio at the input
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of the receiver. Since several antennas are connected to the common

group feeder (for example four or five), it is found that the signal

vo.,ý, ge at the rec-.ce6r input frocm the anteana grcar will be tq

same as the voltage frax the sagrnl antienna. Thus, the method of

connecting the delay elements shown in Fig. 1.14 Is less convenient

frcm the energy point of view. However, in the circuit shown in
2 g. 1.23 it is difficult to make use of the signal power gain,

since tnr wave impedance of the final feeder may be very sm=all and

difficulties may arise in transforming the voltages in the input

circuits of the radio direction finder.

The connection of the delay elements is canled phasing of the

ant'nz.asin the group. When piAsing in accordance vith the circuit

shown In Fig. 1. 23, it is quite difficult in przttz practice to

oi-tain a smooth displacement of the directivity pattern. The sectors

cen be switcaed only discretely. T.e sector switch is shown in

Fig. 1.15 in the form of contacts in the circuit of each antenna.

In the case of phesing in accordance with the circuit shown in Fig.

1.1-4, !-o is easier to effect a smooth rotation of the sector. How-

ever, it was perhaps necessary. to take energy considerations into

account primarily, since a smooth rotation of the sector is not

an essential requ-irement in all cases.

To receiver
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Fig. 1.15. Connection dlagram for sector switch.

I, 2, -3, 4, and 5 - antennas, 1., 2', 3', and 4' - switch

Contact$, DE - delay elementO.

Improvement of the parameters of the antenna system and of

tho stability of the directivity pattern can be obtained by using

grounding. Usially it is effected by means of radial wires connected

to x concentric ones. A groundlr grid is obtained, which is

buried at small depth (approximately 0.5 meters) in the earth. The

grounding grid is located approximately at a distance of one wave-

length from the antenna cirule cet on one side or another. The

principle of the grounding device does not differ in this case at

all from the principle of the grounding device used for antennas for

main line radio communication at short wavee[27.

6. )STHODS OF MEASMIIN PHASE DIFEUNCES

The block diagram of the receiving-indicating unit of a

phase radio direction finder represents essentially a high frequency

phase meter. The circuits solve the problem of amplifying the

ingq signals and msaumwing the phase differences. Depending on the

method ad used to measure the phase differences, the suitable

circuit is chosen for signal amplification.
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Sometimes, for convenience in the analysi, it is possible to

izgK segregate those blocks of the radio directioa finder, In

which the poase difference is measuswd, and otIrr blocks, in whicii

the signals are amplified. Since the methods of aignal amzplification

In sector radio direction finders are determined essentially by the

methods used to measure the phase difference, we shall start the

aalysis of the block diagrams with a study of methods of measuring

phase differences.

Methods of Direct 1aasurement of Phase Differenw"

In the direct measurement of phase differences between tka two

voltages, one fixea definitJe instants of instantaneous voltages in

the channels. The phase difference is deterain6d from the difference

in time for these instants.

The fixation of the definite instants of time leads to the need

for using pulses. Assume that there are two voltages in two channels

tig. 1.16). When the voltage in each of the channels passes through

zero amd starts rising, the phase meter generates narrow pulses. The

pulseo obtained frox the voltage in one chanel are used to trigger

a sweep stage, the voltage Lrom which is applied to the horizontal

.tc deflecting plates of a cathrde-ray tube.

The pulses generated by the voltage of the second channel,

are applied to the vertical deflecting plates of the cathode ray

tube. As a result two pulses will be seen on the oscillograph screen,
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and the distance between these two will indicate tbo phase difference.

The advantage of this method is that the co nared phases

vaas-r r-long to voltages that consist of a very small nuriler of

complete cycles. One can hardly expect here good interference

immunity. This method is good in laboratory practice, when

the voltages in the channels are free of noise. In practice, natur-

ally, the devices that generate the pulses operate at a fixed level

oŽf input voltage. It is therefore advantageous To amplify the voltages

in the cOrnnels it such a way, so that amplitude limitatlonz can be

practiced. This will make it possible to exclude the dependence of

the phase-differen3e measurements on the amplitudes of the input

Voltages.

UU

Fis. 1.16 F 1.17

Fig. 1.16. Voltage diagrams in two channels, showing the in-

stants when pulses are formed for the measurement of the phase

differences.

ul-voltage in the first channel, u2 -- voltage in the second

channel.

Fig. 1.17. Voltage diagrams at the output of do generators.

ul - voltage in the first channel, u2 - voltage in the
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8eco0d channel, udc - voltage at the output of the do generator.

It is possible to W'oif'y scomw-hat tbe pulse lethcd Ot Phw-

dLiffrenA measurezant aa to increase ita interfbrencs lii , by

employing integration. in this case, as prevbuals, one obtains first

two series of pulses. These pulses are then used to trigger two

dc voltage generators, vith different polaritias. The pulse of each

series starts one generator, and abuts of'f the other. The voltage

diagrams at the output of these two generators are shown in Fig.

1.17. If xkffuxa we ni' connect to the output of the generator

cirouit an averaging network, then the polarity in the magnitude of

the voltage at the output of this network will determine the phase

difference. Ths phase difference of the input voltages can be

wa•a.-rd here within + 180o. A pulsed-intagral mthod of phase

•affs'e urae.Qnt has greot interference iswmt4mM, although it

does ecquire that the input voltages cantAin several dozen& of

cycles of oscillations. Different trigear circuits can be used as

generatria.

CompeneAon Methods of Ias• •_j~jferences

The idea of all the coupenwation aetrods is based on cnnectiag

into one of the channels a phase shifter, uhich coapensates for the

phase shift between the voltages in the obannels. Versions of this

xaethod differ by the methods of compensation. The compensation can
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realised either automatically or manufl. In addition, yrovision

a an be made for different indicators, whiaeh fix the instant of

elinination of the original phase shift. The phase difference is

read directly on a scale that indicates the position of the hanadzl of

the phase shifter.

"In the non-auttmatio versions of comqensation, visual or

auditory iadication is used. A typical method is that of coibining

the signals. An example of this method is shown in the block diagram

of Fig. 1.18.

U10

Fig. 1.18. Diagram of phase-different nasuremsnt by the 2sthod

of combining of the signals.

a, - voltage from the output of the first channel, u2

voltage from this output of the second channel, BA - block for ampli-

tude balance, PS - phase shifter, G - sweep generator.

Assume we have a two-beam oscillograph with a common sweep for both

beams. The direction from the first channel is applied to the
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vertical deflecting plates through a phase shifter. Tue voltage from

the second channel is applied to the vertical deflecting phase of

t% cond electron gun through an amplit-ie-balancirg stag#-. Tw C

sine waves will be seen on tne screen, one under tbe other. lkre,

naturally, it is necessary to synchronize the frequency of the sweep

genrerator uitn that of the signal. By changing the position of the

-,`a'e-snifter knob it is possible to place the sine waves exactly

oii, unde:r the other. It is now possible to shift one of the beams

vertically and to equalize the sine uaves amplitudes in such a way

that one sine wave merges with the other, by means of exact setting

of the phase sbifter knob. The phase difference is determined from

the position of the pnaese shifter knob. The merging of the sine

wave sives a very higb accuracy of phase difference measurements,

appr Yxixtely to 10.

A shortcoming of this version of signal combination is tie

low opsrating efficiency, for much time is consumed in performance

of each me as.rement.

Another method of realizing the method of compensation is

shown in the block diagram (Fig. 1.19) where a voltage-summation sta-

ge (suAmmir4; urit) is used. Here, too, one voltage is applied

t.rough the phase shifter aad then to the summing unit, and the

other to the summing unit through a network that balances the

sign~al ainplitudes.

It is quite obvious that if the phase shift betmeen the
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voltages ad the antennas Is sero, the amplitudes are identi i, and
shifter

the phane A produoes a phase shift of 1800, theA the voltage

at the output of the smni.ag stage wlln.,1" ero.

a Pa

Fig. 1.19. Scheme for measuring the phase difference by the

method of compensation, using a voltage summ~ing stage.

u1 - voltage frox the ou~tput of the first channel, ui2 --

-voltage from the output of the secondabaanel,, BA - amp~ituxie

balaacizg block, SS - sumimln stage, Roe - receiver,, i - indicator.

The operator listens to the signal at the output of the re-

ceiver. 'When the signal at the output is detected., the operator

turns the kxxdo of the phase shifter until a minimum signal

Is produced. He tbon balances the amplitudes of the voltages iL

the anterwAs, attaining a sharper minimum. Tne phase shift between

* the voltages and the antennas can be read on the knob of the phase

shifter.

In thbe diagram (mee Fig. 1.19) thu dotted Usme shows the

connection between the indicator and the phase shifter, produced
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by the operator.

It is naturally posalble to use instead of a suming stage a

voltfe differunce st4ýia. This does not changco the •et.. at a)2., but

now an original phase iifforence of 00 will cor•rspo.-A to a zero shift

in the phase shafer.

An ortaut factor is that when using a summing stage It is

posiiblo +btain a"plification in one cbanne! and to increase the

sensitivity of the setup. The accuracy of the phase-difference mwasure-

ments is not worse iare tUAL in the case of combination of sine waves,

and the operating afficlenoy is also low.

if the phase difference of the initial voltages changes rapidly,

then in automatic measur=aent of the bearing becomes practically iiA-

possible. An automatic rotation of the knob of the phase shifter is

hovever impossible to realize in a circuit with a simumng stage, since,

in addition to rotating the knob of the phase shifter, it is necessary

to balance the amplitudes. A system is obtained with two interrelated

controlled elements.

Instead of combining sine waves, it in possible to use the

method of combinin pulses.

Let us imagine two sinusoidal voltages, the same as in the

pulse methods of aeasuring phase shifts . If one of the voltages is

used to obtain a circular sweep on the cathode ray tube, and the

pulse from the second voltage is applied to the central electrode,

thin a circle wAith a xxlzz pulse will be prodw'ed on the screen of
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the cathode ray tube. As seen on the block diagram (Fig. 1.20) the

pulse from the second voltage is obtained in stages which are

connected past tre paase shift6r.

PSN

PS P~3N

Fig. 1.20. Diagram for wasuring the phase differences by

the method of compensation and combination of pulses.

u1 -- voltage from the output of the first cnannel, u, -

voltage from the output of the second channel, BA - amplitude

balancing block, PS - phase shifter, PSN -- pulse shaping network,

90o -- phase shifting network producing a 900 phase shift. I -

indicator, Amp - amplifier.

Also applied to the central electrode of the tube is a

pulse from the voltage of t~he first channel. In this case two

pulses will be seen on the screen, directed away from tte center of

t.he circular sweep to the periphery (Fig. 1.21, left). If we now
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rotate the knob of the phase shifter, then ts second pulse will be

shifted along tke ci-cular sweep and finally will merge with the

marker pulse.

Tbe method of combining pulses has low operating efficiency,

but is in sanqy oases aore convenient. For example, if a

.ulse radio navigation range finder Is on hand, then the pulses

is'cused above are always obtained in the range-fider equApmint.

These are the interrogation and the response pulses. Consequently

it is possible to measure very well the phase differences at the

pulse repetition frequenoy, in spite of the fact that the second

voltege is non-uinusoidal.

Let us indicate that the instrumertal sccuracy of aW phase

me-Wr can be increased in principle by an unlindted number of

times by multiplying the frequency. In the example given above it is

possible to multiply the pulse repetition 1requaency and to MSas're

the phase difference with greater accuracy. Howover, by increasing

the sweep frequency in the pulse method of measuring phase differences,

it becomes unavoidably necessary tc reduce the lengths of the pulses,

or else they may occupy the entire circle on the screen and the

measurement loses its meaning.

Muzltiplication of the pulse repetition frequency and use of the

phase measurement method undoubtedly contribute to greater acouracy

of reading. However, this accuracy still remains oonsiderably lower

than the accuracy obtained when masuring phase differences at the
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pulse frl Izng freqmuncy.

In the case of a continuous sigial, there are no prinoipal

lmiz'tatons on the increase of the Ins trumental aceraV;1y of paese

difference readings, for example, by Lrequsn,.y multiplication. In

practice, however, the possible instruaental acouraoy of phase-

differeice masureaents i. always limited and Is determined by the

etability of tbo apparatuR and by the conditions off propagation of

radio waves. in addition, In frequency aultipliaetior the reading

become ambiguous, and this uilU require a subsequent performance of

several rough and accurate measuremaats.

N.iarker

SIgnal
pulse

Fig. 1.21. Display of p'Ises nn a screen with circle sweep

wnen measurang phase differennes by the compensation asthod (left -

pricr to merging of the pulses, right - after merging).

Practice has shown that the best accuracy of phane-differenoe

masureaents In various direition flaers usually amounts to 0.10.

In aaz cases accuraoy up to 10 is quite adequate. It must nut be

forgotten hrre that tarn measurement of phase differences is usually

carried out in a raige of 3600.
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FLA11ay, methods 3xAet for automatic comPODsatiOn of phase

differences. The use of an automatic compensation schems for phase

diIAX4.c-ernces Is poss~:•,l~ vhon exact balancing -•-f the voltage d"

iL too chaniielL is unnecessary. As is known, tE uWe of" a suamirin

voltage stage calls for amplitide balancing. Conseqjently, it is

necessary torreplace this stage first of all bv some other stage

wr.Ich would respond only to phase differences and which would yield,

regardless of the voltage ratio, a zero voltage at the output fnr a

given phase difference. Such a stage is a phase deector.

The block Uiiagraa of ". automatic comp.;nsation scheme fwa

phase dil'ferences, using a phase da'ector, is shown in Fig. 1.22.

The rlnciLuam elents of the network aro a phase shifter and a

phase ditector. The phase detector prcuceu at the output a dc

volltge, proportiona2 to the product of the input voltages and the

sine of the' phase shift between them. Consequently, independent of

&I amplitudes of tru input voltages, if the phase shift Is fully

coz.tpneatd by the phase sbifter, the voltage at the outrut of the

p-ase detector is zero.

Tte voltage f'o!o the output of the phase detector is applt.ed

to the motor control. circuit, which rotates the knob of the p.jase

saifter. After the initial posse shift between the input voltges

has been compensated for, the motor stops. Tbis scheme has now a

higher operating efficiency than those considered above. Naturally,

if the measured phase shift varies rapidly, a dynamic measurement
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error appears. The metbod of masswing pbn diffreroe8 with

automatic coapenoation has a certain tios lag built In, cuing to thm

us~e of a fo~low-up drive. 'Ihis tias lag mmzz~u~ft my

S.... ..... be Inrbased by the choice of the paransters

of the control circuit and of the filters connected past the phase

detector.

Fig. 1.22. Blmck diagraa for the measureaent of the phase

di&.,oreaoe by the mothod of automatic couper3ation.

u1 - voltage 'ram the output of the *irrt channel, u2 -

vcltage from tie output of the seeoi chanel, PS - phase shifter,

FD - pbase dstect-.r, M - motor, CS - control system.

Ue autoxatio coupeasation scheae Usa high interference

immut'y aMd shuuld be used whmnever a l1r rate of variation of

thi ph'ase differences of the input voltages is expected. The acouraw-
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of the masurement of the phas difference by th compenamoa methWod

amounts to aps-oxmtately 10.

The atomaticw .pensation scheme for the phase differences

loes the advantage cf the possiUilqty of ew.iyio g d , .

asice it in nenesyary to "pply llo tie phase detector voltage- which

are already quite highly uizlified. It is impossible to connect the
;;,•ee ditector 'a the input ai(e of the block diagram of thu radio

direction finder, for it Is .oL.ibla to obtain suf-ivcient gain at

c, an do is necessary f'c- operating of the control circuit. It ia

probably simpler technically to construct two identical receiving

devices, in.tead of a stable amplifier opera+tin with a dc pin

on tV% order of scv•-r-l milllonr.

Indirect Method of Measuwing Phag !)ifferences

Numerous aethods of measuring phase differences are ba3ed

on the tra.isformation of tU signal phase differences in suoh a way,

a, to be able to uai the =mplitude ratios to determine the unknown

difftranoe, or else to r!eplace the meass rmerd, of phiss differences

at high frequency by measuiuaaot of 1-hase differences at loi4 fre-

quency, or else to use some asthod of idirect measuremnt. The

easiect way t'o make such a meas ewent is wýitb tht aid of a phase

meter vith a phase detector, the block diagrtm of which is shown in

Fig. 1.23. ýt is seen fr(a the diagram that the two voltages are
to)

applied mm the two bhase detectors, and one of the voltages is
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ihifted In phaee by 900. As a -eault, two do vcltagco are produced 4-t

tkiA output of the phm'ee detectors, and thk3se voltages are proportionlal

to tLe product of tho azupl-Ities of' the :1ripu.t voltatgos und tvx jslz.

and twi cosin~e of the phase shift angles respiaotl~ely. It now

remains only to compare these output voltages hi magnitudie and~ t

take their ratio. Tkhis voltage ratio is ceetermined in an indicator,,

'4ihis esse~ntially a do ratio meter..

Depending on tk'e indicator, different ver-siors of~ the schene

c~n be used. The indicator may be a magne tic needle placed in the

field of two mutualli-perpcndicularr coils, fed from the outputs of

the pbase detectore (see Fig. 1.23). Usually the needlo of the phase

Mter la placed on a mag~netic ring w'hicL rotates inside the coils.

Tne~ ~oil3 are fed frc,-4 the outputs of -Lhe phase detectors ttwough

direct curren~t ampif.,1iers. Such an indicator scheme has a certain

AIM2
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-- kao troara 04i ;cutp Adt wftti 'i ~.±M1r

u1 -- votg oi b utuoftef-a 6-rWI.r

voltage from tbe output of the second channel, 90c' - networic

uicib :h tt the .. tg phase by 9CO. L-,A -- do., amp~.Ufibr, TCj, T2

Lr- sectcT rz~jic- directian fXnder:3, operat~ing tw~er cond~itions8

GIL' str~oag iats.-ferenicc fLýrom ncighboriA4,. Sttos it is imrport~ant

to take th.e btaring r 1t that in3tanT,. wh~en tther. is no

S.Ignal ^,.-am the initer fering st.a-ic.on (whor, )jerating ý); U3Je~raph).

ini thi-3 Case `..be 3-wrga tiijae ciols~y of the po-'nter indtcator may be

~ri~~1. nerefore iL short-imave sector radio dfrec-VA.cn f'inders,

wl-U~ zt.ve ph~ase anari~a -. *tk phase -Jetecators, it ia soruieties better

to aj-e a cathode ray tube ais a ratir, detectour. A block diagraa

I-.tn -wicatoz is shcojn in Fig. '..Z4.

As 7an hel sen. fIIo= t~wc diagru, tne dc voltages froa 'the out-

pus f the pnase dutect-oze are comrautatet4.-. in order to obtain on

tbis tzu'e a line (instead of a qv't) dixectood &vV from tChe center.

Tiia3 *iatootki voltages obtained after coramzt~ation, thIe aapliti~ea

of~ wh.!ch are proportional to the voltages Prom tbe output of the
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phsee detectors, are applied to the deflecting plates of te tube.

The phase difference is dererained from the slope of the line 04 the

tube.

UC'

Fig. 1.24. Block diegrea of an indicator of 2 phase meter

with phase datector. us' n a -.athode-ray tube.

u1 - voltage from the output of the first phase detector, u -
2

voltage from the output of the seonzd phase detector, Coa - coamutator,

GCV - generator of commutating voltage, I - indioator, 9 -

reading of the phase meter.

The scheme with the phase detectors is particularly convenient when

the phase difference is measured at a low difference frequency. In

tais case it is possible to ensure good stability of the phase motor

parameters, to decrease the iafluence of the variation of capacitances

in the cirouit, and to obtain gra•ter interference rojection, by

taking one of the voltages to be greater than the otber. A

more detailed anValsis of the opero'tion of a *hase meter with hbane

detectors and An a cathode ray as iniicator is given in Chapter VI.
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1`11.g 1.26

1~. 25 0.

.'ig. 1.25. Block diagram of a "sum - difference" phase

meter,

u. --- voltage Prom tne first group of otuin.as, u2 - voltage

ýfrom the second gzooup of antenras, 1S -Osuming stage (sum stage),

DS - voltage difference stage, 90°0 - phase shifling stage (900

phase shift), i - xirst amplifying cbannel, 2 - second amplifying

cLmn&~l, I -- ir~icator, v, -- readLng of phase aeter.

Fig. 1.26. Vector diagramn of the su= anel difference of two

Voltage-CS, of equal aMP2itude.

A rather siiapie method of converting a p4aso difference into
k voltagb

apIj-iiULde ratio UL the llsw, -- di!fference" nethod. A b2Iook dia-

ram of. a phiase meter oDerating on the Osum - difference" prLiciple

Ji3 st7own .iz- Fig. 1.25. In this circuit there are tuo voZtages with

phase shifts -4T nd -9/2. When the amplitudes ol these voltage

are equal, as can be seen from the diagram (Fig 1.26), the stm of

the voltages is
2UsinwrCo•S -

2 , (1.20)

anO thie difference of the voltages is

V =2 Ucoswt sin (
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If one of the voltages is rotated by 900, sy tka sum voltage, two

in-phase voltages are obtained, the aplitudes of -ihich are Pr-

.'t. ,th-nal to the ainva an tna cosine of half the Pangle of the

cragiaal phase shift. If these volttaggeas e n-ow applied to a two-

cbamnel a~plitier with equal passe shifts and with equal gains,

then tbe ratio of the vo~tage amplitvdes will remain the tam at

I= ý,utputa c. the ctmannels. AfteY applying the voltages from the

oatput )f the ampLifying c annels tc the deflec-Li.g plates of the

cathode ray tube, we sba:l obtaln on the screen a diametral line,

the slope of which ixnicates an angle equal to half the angle of

ttle phase saift.

U! 2'

' is the angle mhde by the i1a6 on the iadicator.

Hanco

(1.23)2

A3 Qan be seen, the circuit based on the use of the "sum -

diffps'enc3" stago bas no time lag, but, requires a tvo--bannel

rmplifi'rr. When tah gains of the channels or the phase shift, are

not the a•e, the slope of the line ehanges or else its presentation

oi the screen turns into an ellipse. Any etunaing of the cban.els

also can lead to apparatus errors. 'The a~paratus errors of sucL

networks are considered in greater detail in rubsequent chapters.
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The roeading st'ale vhen uairng the "sun - difference" aMtkod

in reduced to one qif. In addition, only balf of ivhe tube scroen

is 'xý56d. In pamoreaz. r.,0Ic d~lrectica £inern., +0'A seco-M; noiW.-imLg

Wol2f of tine tube acz-eonr iio bcýýt used for re,&dLag -ti~ I.rqeny cftj

d1.reati!:x-f~vdi.rg radio stations,, 4for exAmple,, by neasiring tae

1ezagthfL of t~e lines.

7. AW4'I..1TI0AON10 CflBUMITS FOR~ SIGNIALS !N WE-B)SE SiiCI-kT-aV

RA.DIO DIR~ECTION F1,ikW~

la~ i&u'our z. cvigt~ctn radio direc tion finding

acherAs it iýJA ~ to xL' the signa).s. .Dependj-ntg an tw~

methiod chosers to meewe ~the pr.&W differeflc.a, differeat amplifie-od

t.,rn cbcucttlt casý be u~se for the aigxiels. i.t maset be tak~en

'~to acov.AiXt, tc-vr that two sinea.;3 arie from th~e antewina

if o sina sonversion lb !aac at the Input

to- pw ono Of an'n t~iho pbix,ý differences, i~t b*ecomes

ri-enbssry to CImpa V&x! OI~t~nrw amp'3Jin CALrcuits' -tbe

Princ-i'ma *Uc ~i.h is t~x amplifi~cation of tiho signAl witki

-r3tor.tiorn of the Utvpitlxi and piMze or coiLy the phase relati;as.

12 ~d orwver~ilcn Is pruot4 .cee~ the prizjepa3. appi~cation

can trz Ii ow cim z131, mos~t 1requantly ian intermediLate-Creqiu.ncy

amplifier of a superbaterodyne receiver.
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Thus, the amplifization circuit may be sigle-chsen l and

twc-cb 1ln~.

Pure Singe-Channel ASWlficai on

The tern "pure aingle-chaanel azmplifation" will denote here

cl.rcuits in which the two signaas are amjaLified in one and the same

receiver. If the signals are separated in tim (pr1se), they can

be displayed separattly on tae indicator screen. The distance between

pulses on the sweep line will obviously determine the difference in

phases of the pulse repstftloa frequency.

I Z

1; ý

/

Fig. 1.27. Diagram of aingle-channel emplifier with switching.

- voltegc. from the first &Toup of antennas, u2 - voltage

from the second group of antennas, S1 and 62 - synchronous switches

at the input and output, Rec -- receivw, F - filter.

Pure single-channel amplification is usually not employed in

radio direction finders with long base, since it is necessary that

the dtrection finder measure a high frequency phase difference,aid
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not the phase difference of the pulse repetition frequsncy, ani it

is furthermore -renesrsy that the raaio direction aisdr be able to

r l-, Uit h a8 n .% -1z ;;41 l.'ý

Pure sigle-cxnel ampif~ication is used in various radi,;

navisatto- pulse systems.

"iben operating with a continuous slgnal, it is possible to

(4'l"Oct artifici&aly time sparat!Lr of tho eiglnals rea-eived by the

an•t.ennas. For this purpose tt is ereessary to-use a circuit izcorporat-

ing switching of tte output Ad input (Fig. 1.27). As can be seen

frca the diagram, the signals from the attenAaD are amplified

alternately ir. time in one and the same direct amplification receiver.

Naturally, in this case the queation arises of remembering the phase

of. one of the signals at the output La the absence of this signal

ftom the input. The pbase must be 4smorised at that irtatnt, when

the switch applies to the receiver the signal from a secoAd antenna

gpoup. The memorization of the signal ptasa can be realised in

first approximaticn Ly meana of fiter, with nax-row bandwidths.

-'r direction flners with lon•g bbse at short weves, such

a sch caMxIt be raco*%endadi t'ecause the sw!tdhing produces

additional cross talk, since not caJy the main signal is transformed

intc paLs.s at the Lput, bat also t1• i signals from neighboring

radio stations. The vid4*-. af ti- spectrum fron each input signal

is detar-mired by hw ovilching frequency.

The spectrum cf the output signa! will consist of discrete
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bands, the spacing between which, in the frequoFAy scale, in equal

to the switching frequency. With this, the components of the spectrum

of a strong ! radio statiLn of neignboriLg freqtnty

wq enter the receiver, and produce cross taik. No suoh cross talk

is producd if the pulse signals are received from the ether. This

deterioration in the interference rejection m& be reduned somewhat

by changing the switc•ing frequenry. Then the signals of the neighbor-

ing radio stations will abift in tbr passband of the receiver, and

the signal cf the station to which the receiver is tuned will remain

stationary on the frequency scale. However, an arrangemat for

changing the switcUng frequency makes the radio direction finder

more compl-cated. Thus, the sch3as of single-channel amplification

%ith switching of the input and output can hardly be recommended

fcr use in sector short-wave radio direction finders. FizalJ.y, there

are such singLe-channel amplification circub, in which ilo is

neceOsa-ry to amplify only one signal, once the input signals from

the two antennas are converted. Such a case oacurs when measuring

phase di.fferences by the compensation principle uslng a stage

for summin or subtraoting voltages.

A radio direction finder operating with Such a circuit has

low operating " efficiency. It must be noted thrt this sap/ifioa-

tion circltit cannot be considered ab pure single-channel. Versions

of tais cirouit will be given below.
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Aj ification ilitk�i� rquescy Separat!.on

Anotier type of ciriuiit, baoed cn ti amp if-catieo of a

aigaai in a aL-4!e ta±~ri re oircuits iutn -Lc .;ltd!ge3 Cl !A2.

differing frequencies.

Since the differeuce in the frequencies of tae two signals is

waall, the am~plifier will not produce ary substantiul posse in

amplitudxe distrtions.

Let us consider a mthod for a singie-cmanael ampiIfication

with separation of frequencies and double corversic.n.

The task o1 the cL-cuit is to amplify two signals and main-

taLn the-eir phase relatlof4 3. A simplified block diagvam of the first

frcquercy conversion is suiown in Fig. i.23. As can 'Le seen, we have

here a ic.-w frequ.ncy and a high frequency., hkete..*odyne. Kfter the

al.xr M--3, the difference and the sum of the frequencies ere

st=srsted by filters. The voltages, -rdch differ somewhat from
aix*cs of

each other in !frequency, are applied to ordinary,superheteradyne

recoiving channels M-i and M-2. The voltages prodxued at the out-

puts of the mixers are soiewhat diff%,rent in frequency, and can

toerefore be amplified in a aingle channel.

It is technically difficult to realize the first converrion

network, owing to the complexity cf the qrob2cem of neparating

two rearly e-lual voltages past the mixer K-3. The differenco

frequency usually rpaches severalhhundred cycles, and the betero-
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dyne frequency is several megacycles. A solution of this problea

ot separation o_ sigrals of rxL close hi:;h

&e ',encA~s i, jp...•i<,Le in practice throuft, the use of qrarts

filtere.

It is quite clew, however, that it is necessary to retune

the roceiver, and oonwaqaently also the qwrts filters. Obviously,

In the case of •: •Ai tuwnj of t'e receiver it is berdly possible

tco real3za tbe fixt--c•veisiaon scheme.

Att A&

fe -F

Fig. 1.28, Firxt oonversion cfr!uit for produotior of two

aigaals whicII di±C:r .igiatly in frequancy.

A, and A, anteiaws 4-1, h-21 aM M-3 - mixers, F -

filtere, -IF - i.-teredladt frequency akplifier, H--F - low frequency

hterodyne of freiquency i, H-fe - beterodyne of hig frequency fg.

The secm4 coav••.rsioa. •,aku it possible to obtain voltages of con-

stant frequency at- the otpUt and to carry out the nasuwement at

lou frequency. The second conversion cirouit is sbown in F..g. 1.29,

and the stages that enter into the block diagram of the radio
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direction finder, which are used prior to the in.t ,f the common

intermediate frequency amplifier are the same as in the circuit of

Fig. 1.28.

A[Ad -1 F-,

Fig. 1.29. Circuit for second conversion to obtain two low-

frequency signals, wlhich retain the phaese differences of the high

frequency signals.

IF - Common intermediat e frequency muplifier, M-i, M-2, and

W43 - mixers, AMP -- amplifier, F-1, F-2 end F-3 -- filters; 2 -

frequency d•.vider with coefficient 2, uj and %2 - input voltages,

H-F1 - heterodyne of low frequency FI, u1 t - 'oltage at the

output of the mixer.

Týh limits of vlaricaine of signal frequwncy in the

inter eits frequency aapilfier are limited by the bandwidth of

tihe inpat filters (see Fig. 1.28). By choosing the bandwidth of the

intermediate frequency amplifier several times larger than the
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frequmncy F, it is posaible to obtain actisfeotory noul.ity of gain

of both signals int the intermediate freqrency amplifier.

A broadening of the bandwidth of the intermediate fr~q'znt"

ampLifier say lead to the appearance of interference from neighboring

radio &ationts.

.wet us tzace the variation of the phase differences of the

voltages from the two antennas in the circuita shown in Figs. 1.28

a~1 1.29.

let one of the voltages at the input has tue phase shift + P'

and the other a phase shil, - "

After the first conversion, tLe phase of the voltagesmvil

be respectively

where gand &W F ar-e ths phases of 'the haeterodynes of the high

and low frequeuicy (sGa Fig. 128). These voltage phases w!il be

vetaiaed at the outpuct of the intermediate irequency amplifier after

amplif ication.

Ine phase of the voltage from the output of the mixer M-I

will cbvioualy be

- +(1.25)

where qF is the phase of the voltage of the Leterodyne of

frequeancy FI (see Fig. 1.29). Consequently, after the secorx con-
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version of the sAignals in tbo mixers M-2 and *-3, the pbkaa of the

first voltage, of frequency 2F - FI, vill be

2T. 4- 2e-. ,- ••.6

ani the pbape of t±,e 3coW voltage, of frequency F1 wLL.i ý..

"rter- cnversioia)

YI-,. (1.27)

.Cnally, the fiequenoy and tne phase of the latter voltage is

divided in two and then th pbass of the voltage u2 at tue output

will be

The difference in the phases of the output voltages ul and u2

will oe

2T (11p-2?.9)

frcm vn.bh it is cipar that if the low freqkwncy heterodynes remain

c o tr, s eaId if fuwtermore the

fo.iowirig relation holds

" 3

then tkr, additior,! ptise d.fferenrc) w, is ;xfyouceO by sag2e

converilon, will be xero. Te ccoereniew of both io'• frequency Ietero-

,2yna can 6e ensired by obtaining a vollage of freqw.ncy F- from the

atarodyr o01 freq'b..cy F. From the cirnuIit shawn in Figs. 1.28

an, 1.29 it is clear tbat the conversion of +be signals complicates



,'ay the receiving apper-tus. Tr#1 iden of s.m.,lifying the

conversion nwstwork lies in utilizing methods of additional sigwLU

aodulat!.on or unni heterodyning of signals. This makes it possiblb

to msawure the phese differences at low frequencies and a.iipfies

•;•:.stwit, al-l~y the receiving devi!st..

Ybdulation

The. block diagram of, the radio direction finder is shown In

Fig. 1.-3O. i6re the ratio of tte phaeos of the input signals, of high

fi-equency, is convertect first in a "suw - diffearence" stage

into an ampiitude ratio.'- The amplitude ratio is tnen converted,

by means ofadd It Jonalmcdulattoa, into a phase o06 an envelope. The

phase meter measures the phase eifferenzce betwe6n tbe volta.ge at

the output of the receiver and a refer8ace voltage of a low fre-

q-%w.cy &sterodyne, which produces forced Mcdulation of Ue signals.

The magnitudes of the voltbges at the output of the "sCM -

differaence" stage are determinmd by formulaas (1.20) and (1.21).

After toe phaae of one of the voltages is ratFnted by 900, we obtain

the following voltages of the balanced modulatcwo:

u~2U sltin at'co



Fig. 1.30. Ainplfiucation •iith signal ooavers4on by additional

nodulation.

1 aad 2 -- ar~tenma•, 3$ -- suu• stage, DS -- difference stage,

3M-i an~d EM-lI -- balanced modulators, Rec -- receiver, •-F --

gene.~e tor of' frequency F, x2 -- frequecy doubler, 1 -- indicator,

F -- filter, 9Q0 -- stage akilftizng tks voltage phase by 900.



Tbo spectrum of the voltage, at the output of the halanood

modulators obviously consists of sideba&W frequmawles. The valume

of tCase voltages are

"us = 2UK sin t sin 2t cos I
2 ( 1.32)

ý2-:UK in at cosQ li•t  ;

The total voltage, if the gains of the balanced modulators

t) are identical, uill be

,,--2UKsin stsin (t+ ). (1.33)

After detection, the voltage it the output of the receiver is

uk =UKs~n(22t+i). (1.34)

The voltage of the low frequency hbterodyne is

uo=Uosin Ot. (1.35)

JzLsEuch as the voltage on the receiver output does not contain

the £1rst harmonic of the modulation-frequsncy vol'Age, it is

necessary to double the 2requoncy of the reference voltage, before

it is applied to the phase aster. The phase moter measures a

phase difference, equal to the difference Ln .-hases of the initial

high frequency voltages.

This signal conversion is considerably s&Apler. Each balanced

modulator is made with two tubse. The phase-shiftLng networks can
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be made either with tubes or with resistances and capacitances.

A high frequency phase shifting stage obvioualy employs tube. The

"- differenceut" ae cari be sufflicieritly broadband acid etploy

high frequency transformwrs.

A shertcoming of the circuit with signal Jonversion by forced

modulation is the posiibility of occurrence of additional apparatus

f4rrors. The inequality of the gains of the two modulators, in-

acouracy in the setting of tV pk~se shift at 900 i the low and

hi1-n frequency networks mmy lead to apparatus errors, which must

b6 taken into account by plotting a calibration curve for the con-

version of tne phase metar readings into bearing. Naturally, one

shoiCd strive to aak: the apparatus errors Stable. This makes

it uuraecessary to srtploy frequ:ent calibration.

If the ratio of the amplitvzdes of ths input signals changes,

a direction fir .- operatinxg itia a siagle-cearie3l amplification

sciaeme and with eonversion by additional oadulation produces errcn-

eous readings, a~d thdis is another shortcoming of this vethod.

Ad~io direction fiLALdg jwith short. weves is noconipwxed by

fading of the sigral. It ia ther4cfe incre advantageous to

develop a phase-type r a~to direction finder, in which the change

in the ratio of tho signal ampliites at. the input does not produce

errcýs in the readimg of the phase difference. One such conversion

sc.ne iill be considered below.
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Single-Cbpawie Amp Ifcton wit4 Sigal Conyersion by t4He iterodyne

A bl.ock diagram of the single-channe 1 amplifier with signial

conversion by the tbeteradyzie method in shown in Fig. 1.31. The

voltages at the jutput of the radio direction finder antenjas are

ua=Utsinawt;y (1.36)

where 9'is the phase abhIft, determined by the direction of the

incoming signal and by the length of the base.

I l HFA PS

FiZ 1.31. Circuit for signal conversion by the beterodynie

HFA - Thigh frequency amaplifier, 1 and 2 - input vol~tages,

PS -shase shifter, Roc - receiver, F - filter, I -- indicator,

GF-- generator of frequency F.

An electronic phase shifter,, which operates from a low

frequency reference generator, is connected in the receiving channel
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associated vita one antenna.

The voltage rt the generator output is

U. =Usin (et- +.) 0 . 3A)

where inig - intial phase.

TIA voltage at the output of the phese shifter is

,1 =-U,K1 sin (.,t+÷ t+;.). (1.39)

It is clear from (1,37) and (1.39) thau Lw input to the

receiver will be two voltzates, which differ slightly in frequency.

After amplification and detection, the beat frequency voltage is

separated.

The voltage at the receiver output is

",04=- 'UjUA'cos (2t -,p- - Y. 0 .40)

If we now place a phase meter, which measutes the phase

difference between the reference voltage and the voltage from the

output of the rcceiver (after first shifting the reference voltage

900 in phase), then the reading of the phase meter will equal the

initial phase shift between the voltages and the antennas. The

phase meter will Indicate a phase difference

whee i(t.4!)
whiere 9 i3 the reading of the p~ise meter.
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Fig. 1.32. Block diagram of electronac phase shifter.

1 - input voltage, 2 - output voltage, 90 0 - ph e

shift stage pr'oducing a 90 0 shift, B-I, B-I! - balanced

modulators, G-F - generator of frequency F.

The change in the ratio of the voltage amplitudes in the

antennas leads to a change in the amplitude of the output voltage,

but the readings of the phase aster remain unchanged.

In order to insure good operation of the phase mater upon

change in the ratio of the input-voltage amplitxes, it is necessary

Lo install, in addition to the ordinary automatic gain (oontrol

circuit, also a -iArcuit of automatic control for the signal strength

at the receiver output (low frequency). In this aaplification scheme

it is possible +, employ an electronic phase shifter.

The electronia phcse-shIftr circuit (Fig. 1.32) is kaoun as

tje circuit useZ for separating a single aideband fraquency in radio

transwitting devicssfOa . The phase shifter consists of balanced

modulators and phase-shifting netvorks.

If the Amplitudes of the Vo3tages at the inputs of

the balancsd modulators are equal and if the gains are equal, then

the voltages at the outputs of the balanoed modulators are:
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u, U,Ksin wt cos Qt; (1. 42)

U11. L' 1KCos wt sil 2ft, (1. 43)

wh-ere K is the gain of the balanced modulator.

The Lummary voltage

n"M -- KU, sin (wtJ(-St), (1. 44)

evidently contain onrly one aideband frequenc).

it is of interest tu analyze in greater detail the circuit

cbtakied vien the gains of the balanced modulators are not the aewa,

and to clarify tae character of the receiver output voltage for this

ca38.

The voltage at tch antenna outputs can be determined from

formulias ý.i.36) aen Ui.37). Let us denote by a the ratio of the

gains of the balanced modulators:
K's, (I.45)
K,

axýd 'ty k the ratio of the amplitudes of the input voltages at the

on tewas

Then the voltages at the ovtput of the balanced modulators

ar o

U; =- U1K, sin wti cos 2t: (1.47)

U1 =- UaK, cos wt sin Wt. (1. 48)
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Formula (1.37) can be represented in a differeat fora

U2 = U sin wt cos '• P U, Cos Q, sin 1p. •I

The total voltage at the receiver input is

,..--UmU [(cos ?-j kA'1 cos 2t) sin wtt(sin f +haK, sin Qt)co ,t].

(0.50)

If we denote

A -co; + k A(, cost; (1..5)

8 sin -- kaK, sin Qt, (1.52)

then the voltage at tie receiver input can be represented in

the form

11.=L:L(A sin wt -+ 8COst) (1.53)

tZ.,•= s U i sn (ot-•, +,I 4

wLere U is the envelope of the ihign freqianu voltage

Cf ~ is the phaso ar&Lg, on rhe adgigh frequaxcy side, the tangent

of which is

t9 ?I,= B/A.. . 1

The phase angle ti is oC no signifioance to the further

ana~lyais.

It is nov necessary to determine the voltage at the output

7,



after detection. The amplitude of the envelope and tbe phlise

are functians of time. The frequency r-f variation of te amplitude

and of the phase angle, of the rinvelope are determined by the frj-

quency of tbe refereLc.3 generator.

To %nalyae the detection products, we shall consider the

characteristic of tte detector to be quadratic (for the sake of

simplicity),

Then the voltage at the output of the receiver will be

U•,a =PK (A2 + B), (.58)

where w is a coefficient. that is determined by the gein of the

receiver.

It is of interest to know the voltage of the first and

second haimonics. Leaving cut the constant component, we obtain

l'or the first MarmonLic voltage

2U,U20K, Vcos'?--a2-sin ?cos 12t- -arc tg (a tg ?)1; (1.-59)

and for the second hMr-onic voltaga

PV1(U -- ,2 ) co• 2 t. (1.60)

If the reference voltage is seifted ahead in phase by 90°,

before it is applied to the phase meter, then the latter will show

the phase shift in accordance with formula (1.59)

arc tg (, tg,).



It follows therefore that if the gains of the balanced

aodulatw-s are not equwl, the circuit will intrd.oe an error

(g9 in the measuremata of the output pase difference

arearc (a -g1)- (1.62

The apparatus error • C can be taken into account in

calL)rating the radio direction finder, and it is important here

that it be stable. If ema&. phase differences are weasured, fcr

e xampie, on tixe l•oUer-wave portion of the band, then by increaaing

the coefficient a it .6s possible to obtain an artifioial increase

In t-ie sceale. SIXce the 3Cale of the radio direction finder,

i.•.., the xamber of deraes of phase shift between voltages in

tho antenne per degree of bearing of the signal, depends on the

frequency, then by changing the coefficient a in accordance with

thr. quircy it is possible to equalize the scale of the radio

direction finder.

In the calcuiation of beartrg, it is more convenient to

aave a scale for the phase radio direction Uinder, wbich is linear.

Niowever, it must be borne in mind that as the coefficient adeviates

from unity, the voltage of the second harmonic at the input of the

receiver increases, as follows from forlals (1.60), and the

ampli.tude of the first harmonic becomes dependent on the measured

pamie shi•t angle. Therefore, if one is conceraed with high

stability and good waveform of the output voltage, the coefficient
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a must be cnosen tc ue equal to unity.

An advaii • ' 4 tn pna3c--type radic di. ,.cticn finder is

t.at it employs tno pr:.ncipie t"? ,' ,ipar-.i. tn e I eii,'

for the conversion of. bee signals, rattier t~un modulati)n (;f tho

signals In this %:cnnection, a signal of only two frequencies

i3 anplifiud in tr.e recjiving channel, and not of three frequencies

om. :-ier and two sideba•uds), as wcucs in tkui case of sigrAl con-

vers.ion by additic;na. modulation.

(.Ono other r-wark aust be made. In trti bioýck diagram (see

Fig. 1.31) taere az- shown allead of the pnasn snifter two high

C';'.ai.cy amplifitsrs. It is essential tý; have trne two ra-gn-fre-

qx•rncy dap~iZ'e.t .at t1hu input tuned by a sines,: knob f,;r twc-

rea son•s.

First, twr phasLe 3hilter aAy attenuate tiie ';inae., and the

absence of preamplificatlon ixi high frequency may

1-.teri -'ate the aipaal to no,.9e ratio at tne r-z'zeivur liput. This

Purtains In p~itxcuha to a ,ocnanical pased shit'er.

Secondly, t"•. przse shiifter may he essentially a nonllr-nr

e±almont, for example, wnen an electronic phase sh.'fter Is used.

T6, presenc3 o-f a noriLinetr elemunt et tae input of tL3 receiver

,i 1o:, to thae appearance e rross-moduatlon distortions and

r-a deterioraticn in the intt rferqnce Lmunity of the radio

d, tion :'inder.

TV



One mustz~t think, however, thiat the~ prsence of two higtt-

ir-ýuisnly amplificuti-n st~sgee alto te input of the3 receiver

eiininatez the3 basic advalaxTI~gea of 3e-EfD:amp.lificaticri

scbszme T*&o 1rincipal is AMil in a staridrd aing-le-cbannel

receiver. in addition, it is eotsy -to make idernt4cal two rel~ati'vely

b~roi~4bvnd ampl1fisir. at iiigk frequency. Tne priaoipbl diffiCulties

in ýO ~e two-ca~anne). syztems kt.3 wbon Ithe intermediate frequanzwv

am,.Llifiers ar,* tý, bý; baleed in Pha~se. T1,ere fue tw tuse of

high ftevtuuscy &a~plifiers in -the piiase-type radio dixection VixKder

2.rxcU.~ , althoug~l it 'doeb complicate the- circuit somwtaet, It does

.A.nort~aat si)it~taatially th1e actual ~ions.1t~ivity of the~ radiQ direct~ion

Lliadisr.

SJ.rnplG two-channel amplificati~on is essential in realization

oý th mthod of hase-daiference zmeastreaent by the "s~Zlm

.A t Lf½renaa" method , I!V a ar~ttode ray tube at; unr indicatcr (see

kg. 1,5, Both ampLl!'~ying channels waut satisf'y the requireirazat

of ~ yof tho gain3 "z of the phase WfdiAP. This equality zuet

z)%4 Lýtntaed not only for a single point of' ti~e rasonmnce characteristic

OLvt hithin .be beiiiidth of the trnam~it-ý( Oroquanciesa for all

pcilt~s, ar alase ins~,riuwntal orrars wi.ll appear. Ink variub scheive a

uded to measure ?);ias differotices, these errors will vary.



A detailed ,analysis of the instrumental errors in tkw case

of a tzc-chanel ,uIrP3.ue is given in latec coaters. it wvs prezi.udsly

a.aaumed tviat vaen -uiia signial is riacexi',Id iL ý of a -,i;C

carrier frequency, the requireaents Lnaposod on ti cnannola can

be relaxed, compared vith reception of a pulse signal. It has now
been

proved, however, naat the magrnitude of thfj instarumental errors

remains approximately the saie In either came.

tpMplification 'ILrn Use of Driver-?re uancyVoitag

A two-cnaznsl amplification schee employing a driver-

frequency vzoltage, apUlied to the jitermediate -frequanoy amplifier,

is stown in iig. 1.33. One applies here to Lkhe iputs of both

intrmod iate- frequency amplification channels a driver-fre qenracy

vol tage, .nlch differs iasigniicantly from the

signail frequency.

The voltage appearing at the output uf the channe.s 4ill

hMve a frequency

41 + F:,

whl'se fi - value of the int-rmadiate freqnricy during detuning;

foi - the aame Ouwing exac'c tuni4i of the rsce_'ver to

the redio station.

Wben the receiver is exactly tune& to the received radio

statiou, then the freque.'cy of the signal in the intermedlate

frequency channels vill be foi. The frequency of ti-e voltage
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appearin1g at the output chrAnels will be F.

lig. 1.33. Amplification with use of driver-frequency

voltage, appliAd to the Intermediate frequency amplifier.

M-1 and M-2 - siwars, H - f9 - receiver toterodyne.

DF" -- driver-frequency heterodyne, IF - iaternediate frequoncy

amplifier, D-I rAd D-2 - detectors, I - indicator.

Taere exists several versions of umplification with driver

Ifreqluency. One can apply the driver frequency voltage not to the

intarmediate frequency amplifier, as in the preceding case, but

to the inputr of the receivers (Fig. 1.34) aid to use automatic

freqiancy controi suoh that the f•equeroy of the output voltage

r•mains unnhar*hnd. Here orte tunes the driver-f•r"uency heterodyte.
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Fig. 1.314. Two-c.jarjnel aam.lifiLstion of' signals usting

~rivr- e~nc . a yi~ied to -.t r~cativ7,r Lv'pUtd.

u1 anid u2 - iAt-vcKltagea, iRec -- ýreceiv@!, F-i and i--i.-

fItters, AFZA - a~twmatic ft4.q~cncy con~itrol, M~ - driver frequ*nay

I plot of t4xe nignals oni piiaec-frequoney chreterig-i.-

-11 thn I channe-313 is isho'm in Fig. 1.35. ancitiri the phase of

k.~terodyne of' tkw d± d~river 1frequaacy by IF-61 and the phase

9blfcs ý)fC tba signal in tvý first a4d se~cond cbaar~ei. resptetively

(7) aI d we jýt-axt the aidditL~i&1na phase shiLft vaicki tria

:b.15 i3xp:ien,, all-ter I~ti~i Am.ams that two A r -i

fie fl] to the iJlput of thle iz.tbermediata frequency amykilf~tr wiTh~

Sp;ý-L enidft beUwc tki~en O-C i~m 2C in the receiver, the

,mkk Zlriver frequency v:a2ltage 'w111 uLtp3Y! gce a phase 8al1ft q
4- iL the OLL-t ch&nneI" and '~d -t J d"tescn mnl

ThIIe t.dhO phase, 3±.2.fta af the ri.gna2. and of the driv'er Pre-

t~l4ey w43.1 !>02 for tiae voltageij at the oultput of tbB vIntrd.1,ate

VfI equncy eamp!U tior of the fi."st !hramnjl

aoC for th~e voltages ato the outpuit of the izitexaaiedate frei'eiaoy

eoý' ltny secon cbalnnel -~V+f~

7Y,



/ sign. 1 lead

Fig. 1.35. Ap--a- of the sigaals -,) the ireqlency

scale wrien using a driver frequency voltage in a two-cbmnnel

amp.i'ication scheme.

1 - phase characteristic. of ts'e first channel, 2 -

pkaoe characteristic of the second channel.

The detectors of the receiving channAls separate out the

beat frequenci-s of tue beats between the signal ar4 the driver

frequency.

The phase difference at the output of the receivers, based

on thae beat ftrequenoy, can be represented In the form

Thus, in a oircult with a drive. frequency, the additional

pbase shift in the amplification is due only Io the inequality of

tho rela-Live paaee shifts in the channel between the driver frequency

and the signal frequency, and not to the absolute phase shifts. In
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other vworidh, the resultanit pbesp ekhift fr tfiax aiap. 1 iicatia will

df, ?3PAu Cr~ly O.- t-1 If::-,. 5S 4~ tz4 -jp. u 6 pro..Se C rbc r -

L-'tICS Of :..!VC. CflxtW&s i.4cr , -

wii2.1 'r iadex-nderit of the dE~tunirg., 17-.is re~ultt car-, orz st fromi

iortwu~ia car, be rivr ttea

2 11?7+

Lr wy mrý1u directi-an flaeers t~o- wrcný-ýc i t½ F-zJLpA'fy

tr~. ~~it ~dr-.-var ftnqumcy was re~ujize/ý ek-(.esIU~Liy. I7te

rv a~ *~c'Of ri1at, tirnes In the, a~c df & crver freq%*..Cyý.

J~w~ f X= ~'ap.e 7j ý '~ 6. the explIet WJ.thiot a~ drivez: !Ye-

frequ.ency X-fj-Giy .--. "wt-atl

.ore@,ipende-t of the versicn of Vkic driver-,$rcjutincy

S- tale fcl sin i?-Waritie s of this~ 3rflW3Le adouQd 'Le izdi ated.

-ins atabilit~y of thke frequ~ency a~t ivhiern t~re phiase difarantce

i:ý rr-isixsed, is deterained by the stability of the driver-ICreqtency,



kieterodyne. In addition, ieho4 tuning the receiver by the, gcbes~

3hownl in F~ig. 1.33, the out~xat frequency will ch~ng a-L tý,, tine,

sA. tt4 a may ijifav-a2 a,''ýz -hi cttic o- -1~ pr.e 3

Tkisrat',ure,, 3cheJwhs aer aiece'3.sry fk~r autat~iDAVC r6g oet tc O

driver frequeazzy. 71"In priacipai. value~ in sociemeas withi dri~ver-frequency

vj2Ltmges is tho lass o1' (etectors LIn the chamnz~el. This reduces the

Xx3flý s inee t~ia deitectars cen jUErduze

fi'rces~ talk.

~ina1jtai drivzr-Vrequency vo.ltag,3 cannot be used~ when

w dli.er~tior. Uirding b" means of' pulse's, which require the

.iu-rA,3Oint of' the pl; e !il d1erezice at tigh freque3ncyr. Consequeintlyr,

schIeZ-as with d~ri'ver .7t*reqwirzcy can be uwsed sucessauLCly on~y f'ý)z

61. e~ 'nf'inding by uj8sfs of' a telegraph signal. However, for, these

ca~isi. it Ir ±'re-pzatly more advauntageous to em~ploy t~ie coiv~arsion

'_.n~ tdtcn~tjd aibcre, which ar;o simipler to rtoali~e tachnically.

T.-zlcfctý c~eIme 'witA' dr~.ver frequency have a i11nmt.hd application.

In sclierv with drxiver frequenxcy 'It is esaezitial to une

autozitic frequency control. Inistead of an eutomatic frcjqu.ency-

C'~;~.circuilt 1-1 is posa~3iibJ tu. ue a tvo-fch.axieI aaplificatioa

* scerlem, in iW.4ch tra. signa.i. frequency intb4i inter~mediate frequency

* ai*pIAfler wLU. be unchan~ged dtiung tl~e t~urin of the receiver. Such

a eohemet is called a two-channei. am~plificationi achews with driver

Liet-e'rcdync .



Amplificoation WithLrivar hater2ýZe

A~ block dl.grem of ti amp'lIficatior. vsx licz uith a driver

kxi-Wroyne id ahown in Fi~g. L.J6.

As caia b-e seeu, in t~his twrj-cbAnnql s.ei~eme of SLmpliiicstion

there is a double 1frequ~ency conversion. After the fir-st conversion,

tlýe. signali tal~en from one of the inuxridiats freqzwncy ax-p2Mfier

c~-anne-'s is anip] iIied and is then m~ixied vith the bignal ftrow an~

additional heterod.,ae., ThF resultant signal1 Is ua.-d as a h-:;ier')dyir.-

voltage f or the second aoxnar',%ion in mixer3 M-.3 andI M-4.

Afte~r det~eraininIj the chrAzge in t~ae

~izlpiaasJ3 in same3.lk seque~nce as kfl ths amp.lificatiofl Scho31e

witt~t d.2 Iver frequency, it I-- possibl"e to note that tke pbase dif.ference

bet'woo-z the s.ignals -rt the, Input rem~ains rioitpletely the Fam~e also

foi- týku output v,-oltages. T.Ihe freq~w.acy of the output volt~ages rem~ains

.mc1-ano v'-n the rccaiv'qr is tuned or vherL the siignal ftrequency irs

oir. ---"P and it alway~s remrains equal to the rq cyoth

additic;fl&l hetelro'yi,3.

-Wban ealizLihg an amplificat-Lon schem6 vith driver hetero-

dy~e, it,. is ncessary to take steps to jwevecit tkr.- vol."age fromi the

~dd~i~'~.hfturc~dyne from qitering tte Laput of the interm~ediate

frcý-winy a4lifiers, since tne tUning fre~jugney of the intermieiate

freque.ncy caplifie--a coincidae v~ilko the freq'kiLcy of tileA additional

In direritioof'sizxiing with a signal that consists only of



one carrier frequency, it is en3ugh In a two-oibannel amplification

scheime wita driver Pietercdyne to 6quilize the paramwters of tneinter-

mediate frequency amplifiesiz in both chanxels ,r'ly i.w one paL.•a o.

tbA resonance curve.

In direction finiing with pulsed radio signals, an

amplificetioQn sciitme with driver heterodyne does not give az- sub-

s9Ttial Wdvantages over simple two-channel amplification, since 1t

is no longer Lecessary to have identical channels within the frequency

band.

Fig. 1.36. b!fk diagrzi r t± amnli•ication of s-gnals

Utrk a driver i•sterodyne. N-I, 14-2, 1+-3, M-4, and Mr-5 - mixers, IF -

interDiediate-frequency amplifier, F-I, Y'-2, anM F-3 - filters, 1-

fig - receiver heterodyne, M -- f" -- additional heterodyne ofg g

fruquency f 'g, Amp -- amplifier.

When dire tion finding vita continuous signals., aingle-



cwmne~le amipirica'ýicrl aacoeae COMPGt~e muccessfuliy With tudsa ctems

Ias3oi oan signal c,.nversinn. It. musti be nai.-te, xaov~evz~r, tuat for

no 6-3It-ectocr 1:3 ne~ded an~d tn12ia pcis-Ably riud-.xes -irpiwnat tIke siexaitiv-

.Ity "if' thf circuit . '0 oiee.

~'t4. 22g2.J~nva 8nd with ýr ,2iasdi -:aur '



ERRORS OF SHMT-WAV RADIO DIRECTION FINIMRS, DUE TO

CONDITIO1S4 OF RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

1. IFFLUUCE OF T1E IO•0UxPE Oh THE ROPAGaTIU OF RADIO WAVES

Ary investigation of ahort-vave direction flnerd muat be

connected in some form or anctrer wits a study of the singularities

of propagation of shco't waves.

The most important circumstance is that the radio communica-

tion be'teen ths transaitter ane txm d0reeti•r• finder is r6alized at

ahcrt waves by means oC a "s6i ray," i.e., with the aid of radio waves

which aro reflected ftroia the ionosphere. Therefore the quality of

toe operation of the directioni finder depends substantially on the

state of the ionosphere.

It is inwon t-ht processes in the ionosphere 4re not stable.

The degree of ionisation varies conti uoa3Jy depending on the solar

activity. iLegular -arl&tiona are observed in the density of the

ionization and the height of the layers during the day, the year, etc.

In %ddltion, irregular changes osctw also in the ioaosphere, sometimes

very radical (ionospheri stc-ams), uh;W c may compl.etely interrupt the

radio communication. Even in th6 normal state of the ionosphere, there



are irregularities in it in tkbc from o-f czdensatioas of ionization~

ZL 'ilu~ia," ~WUCIc LL.;V rIKtiVE1,, rapicly 5i~th in ~n~ir.~

la a ertlcrdJ directiton. i-.rr-z -h.:6r1i~&L5

tion tyz.e, .ne o:17eot of' ic~nt Lr.ari' i r g .L r te :in P s

itvse..ff in vk.4ý03 well knocwn fadings Of tne Sigtrail. TiiG effect of~ tile

~ rt' isA- ulnere on n~a~vigation~al radio 11az-.s is

i-e 26 mpitcated asA! hns 'n#- xid

~ ~ 3.U11L~.ar1l3 n di~rc.cziLn ".ind.ing at 8nr~ ;

M~1fust ~~ 111IU06J trio S'bSTantial inflUSMce of J.OC&i robLj6CtS.

tMy sizics '-,f vw,1_icn are comWpn-abla wl'Oh the uavaeiugta. This cfrcimt-

!n'tanse IuaL 4A Ulaen into ac 'u14"t Wi16'ieh'La tne il.cxtýC.fl Ai levat

',N; consider h,,Icw thie ck ractt4iriatic errors th~at arisc-, 1,018.

ýW ý a.1 bcarLiig. iq~ sbnrt w',ivcq, and a±1~r, corta.Ln ritn~ces, a"iAed

atIL(~sn tflo ,:,(,1xacy of ti-x. C1Ot fTi'iding.

'c ni2y ISis narri.od citeaentlaily a3~ app~iid to long-

*:~T z.~-c~n irde3, &IL ti0UoLzu umt o" trxi rc....clusiori reair~ In

Iný Cors oring ttie io acras a Lxcaneou.ý3 iereti

-&in a harizorntal plane, it is possibla to analyze questionc

-+ ~-wavie radio coxaiunication. How~ever, such2 an analysia cannot



contribute t, ,rpBAt~ of many pbernowna %ibick ariase In direction

f1rini~ng at snort --avI~s.

on,3tains local corindvn,4lICloa of iorJizat-ivC~~j2, tk tai

ionobphefth is Inboogneo~ oiis nox =41 In a v~rtic*J- *'PI82-

';-'-y also in~ the horir.Qfltai. plane. Txe, var...atiozi of thie ionisa&tion,

~v7 .:~ s~ie~e A tFneifte, U itotion ofiP.rad, whe-

p~rt .~rtfl-,Ctlon ta at a aori-ont~id Tr3t~etir~g ofer 0 -- pniznt

r~f ~iaSt an i11nclitied laý,ex, e,._ - Lirrcr in U4~ deterLminatiOa

~. ~ ?~rng - rro- dup. to lateral defleation.0



density in the horisoatal direction leadn to the cwving of te s equal

ionization density aucfaces, i.e., to a cxrv.x4 r to an inclination of

the sarface of the zefleAtizg layer. Tnis f..ausea trte propagati.-. Kf

the reflected radio waves Vo deviate from a great-circle arc. In tnis

case the conditions of reflections recall in general "mirror reflection,"

and the plane of the "mirrcx" is so to speak inclined to the earthls

sz'-gaco (.•ig. 2.1;.

.4.8 C4 f

I

i!-

Fig. 2.2. Projection of the trajectory of the radio beam

)n the vertil. and i~orizontal planes.

17 - angle of inclination of the reflecting :layer of the

ionospftere, R - distance between the direction finder and the trans-



mitter, h - effective height of tn reflecting layer.

W~hen the reflecti•.; laybr w:)Cup'sa - borizCSte..t peto*o

the radio beam prcpagates along the phth AOB. Tntz hcrizontal projection

A3 gi.ves tie c-rrect direction to the transmitter. If the reflecting

layer is irncliled, tk4 point of reflection is shifted and

t, ra'io b•3am prcpxg.gate3 &long, tnw pat-q AC,'. The horizontal projection

cf t-.e beam at the point of reception B does not show the true direction

to tne transmitter A. An error & appears in tty measurement of

t:iFY bearine.

T'e3 bearing errors which are due to the inclination of the

reflecting layer, areftfequently called errors due to lateral

inclination.

Fig. 2.2 show•s projectirjn of the patki of bewa propagation.

on verticea and horizontal planes. From the diagram one can find. an

appz4ximate relation between the inclinaticn of the layer in the bearing

error A e , ascuming that the angle A'? is small.

ro-om elementary relations me nave

Ae k (2. 1)

Sh'.•- -- distance to the radio direation ftiing station;

h - effective 1eight of the ref1ecting layer.

AS f'llows from geometric considerations, the magn itude of

ti-e latc-al aeflection errors decreases with inarsasing distance

alzwat l-perbolicall- r a once-reflected beam is received. As the



autiA4plicity of reflection increasts, tkie errors due t~o lateral Incli-

nat Ion inc~resse1i6/. Thus, in the case of double reflection from

'tno .iý.ao15pklre, Vie erro~r in T.4e 2~~e~ tc-f the* baaririe 1.2. i'qr

by t."If :ml

(71, 4),(2.2)

'.i ner6 &-vnd eangIes of t..ransverse inclination of the iono3-

-re ir. Vie first and seconad r hflctioa poiats, eaouing Ifrom th6

-alititudie cf trwi layer at tne, poi~nt of reflect.-._s

in the derivation ofT Eqs. (2.1) and k2.2), tiw earth aud

t"4 ionoaiphere are .,onsl~dered arbitrea-ily as plane . Trnis approxiLwaticn

is ~ a~raL.y,%t ~amai dista~iccs, buit the principtiJ.

r iu La,.r a7ain corxrect alsi iii tzie Saeral case. Tais L nlinati,,-n of

the .La~yer at 4%-Ole second pointl of' reflectic~n affecte the error of~ tne

v:re sqtxrýrgly tnnthe Iic~lination of. the 'Layer at VA- first

* i..NAturally., at- equal Jncnat,.ons of the. layer, the a~rection

-kndW of a sing] y-r,3f lle,-ted beamn can~ insure grea~ter accuracy th~an

di-r-ct"or~ fix-i3ing -wit-r- tiv- aid .-.f do'ably, t-rii~2y, etc. or wtdtiplyv

_ce eams at equal distanice.

The_ e3rrors due to later&!L L~intcation are part~icular-iy

substantial. at smaill dist--i~ces, comparablea uitn ti~

hnelpbto the Jlayir. At distances~ on the order ot 3'J k'lometer's.

toe'rrors due to lateral inc.Llst-ion reach± tens of degreas in

bearn (~wken cperating with tlie F layer tinder normal conditions)



and e:eed considerably all the remaining erro of the radio

direction linder/16/. This circumstance aakes it possible to in-

vestigate the "lateral incirna-•aios" of tne i3n-,cs-ner6 witL t?,, a-; i

of radio direction finders, mourted at sxawU distances from ti•

trznsmitter.

As a result of experia-ntal I'ivetigations, it was estab-

liabed that the inclination of the reflecting ieyer is a random

quantity with zero average value and with a mean squared value of

approxiiattbJLy l. The average period of variation of the inclinations

is 20 to 40 minutes.

Measurements of the bcaring of reflected waves nave mado

it possible "o detect also another type of ionospheric iinclinations

with a daily pejriod. Their appearance is connected with

periodic variations of the ionization under the influence of solar

radiation. Th se inclinations are particularly noticeable on

rcutes in a meridio•al direction in morning and eveanig hours.

Experimerts have confirmed the reduction in errors due to

lateral inclination with ixncroasing distance, aW, the independence

of the values of t!e er-ors on the pa-ameters of the measuring

apparatusf, 167. May Livestigators believe that the error due to

lateral inclInation limit the maximum accuracy of short-mave

direction finders. Frrors dus to lateral inclination are not the

only type of errors in direction finders which are connected with

the influence of tihe ioaosphbre. The 'whole series of other types of

7/



errors, both sytemzatic and raalom. ar.isiP4 dI.iii workc with.

irlz f2ýý'edrradi~o wae- ---':J%~2~i3O

:iel4/ :&Veve'r tiie"io :'o Can be wDUtC06a0-e cnly at az'-..

$ninCC 3f l~lgirwJs.

pciz.-izat..L6on erro'r, ivric appea's wi~en I.nc 11crizoixm e.0crp

ýlc acrJ t's on ttvý i*;z;-rsr 3-~C~ c-týi ~ ~ tc. id~

~cJ-2'~ >~ t~ ±~:A~~i ~ "t -t I.- -; ,aazecd, nowev6r, -hat

n. of r,- AA: oft' t~ e d by.~ .;,e

&~~ ~1~~V~yto ti brtne ~~

"''I.-ve i'rcx.-, vll22 art ýt. tlij. .ia~put, o,4 eaga of j'- er.z I- of th.e

rs~li~ dLzectiUoa i'inrll6. C o2 tnese w-! be Indu~ced .-n t~le tinterlna,

a=.! tae cthet in tkie feeder. The pkiase ~iitbetveaw t2-~ ý ta 6e

SInzdicat~or t-- -- an f~lutuating, i.e., an orror appears in, tile

of Ithe beal-ing.



T~he ad.Snal reil1ected trcm. the ionouphere arrives at t.he

di~-ec tion fInder ziaXLt a 'cirtain injoý- witt a horiz,)nta.1 plane

axrror. The reedi.ngs of' tie- pbu~e cdirecti'~n Lindar W-re coa.etie

w~ithl the d~treotlon of arrival of LUe signal. by means of' fowiala

wh.),'iich daet~~i~ the p.',Ase differeace botwJean the siguals in

.a-Lis T;he depid&'v~ene3 of' the altitude error on "ble aiImuth

ol evrJticn a~igle ia deteric.lned by C urrmula (110

WC sea tlAL th-a angle ý4' can 'no determined axactly if we

1(YIOVI tile angle in the contrewry,case. the angl.e is aSSIM&I to

b4O toc-'tAft am .3aq1A t,-, a xic cortai~n average va.1AiB, whica is

l'~ ttia zivezn iadlo 1ine. Here obviuusly, an altit~1e

e2~ i1 irxVicited, dep'onding or, thie dif.ferences between2 tne aes=wed

Tr does ao xoead 20 - 30' and tha tneasiemrentz are

c arvL -,d D!. in a aan ,--wr ,.ator- near the perpendicuiar dixectlcn to

If III -is nsco~sxy ' timia complk-ilye tw altitikbe

er-ý. addit~cn,2 maelt of tne. plt.as differerice ':aru be madu

"4ith a d-eti ŽWiex * wr b-age is Perpeudicuda to Lhe, direction

In Wh.b caae te PhvAse d fere=io is given by the f ormaula

2a - COS PCos.(23

'73



Solving Eqa. (1.14) and (2.3) simultaneoualy, it is

possible to eli.%Lnatt the angle and to determine the bearing

accurately.

At short waves there are always received at tue imW re-

ception point several radio beams, reflected from different regions

of the ionosphere. The bearings and elevation angles of the

different beams will also be different. A short-wave direction finler

always operates in a "complex" field, which consists of many "simple"

plane waves.

The analysis of the operation of a phase direction finder

in the field of a complex signal shows tUmt the position of the

bearing indlcstor will be determi.ed at each instant by the directions

of arrival of "he individual beams, their relative power, and the

p.ase shifts between the voltagas due to different tsams.

The phase shifts vary quite rapidly with time. This causes

ra~oiC fluatuations in the bearing indica-tor. The rapid fluatuatiors

are carried out abeh.it a certain average position, which can be

determined by time averaging.

PA 12
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Fig. 2.3. Determination of aliitude er:ror of a

direction finder.

M and N - direction finder antennas, d -- direction finder

base, P - elevation angle of radio beam, • - bearing of radio beam,

measured from the directinn of theperpendicular to the dlirection-finder

base. I ' -- beari in the inclined plane.

The simultaneous action of many beams causes the appearance

of Ir.terference errors in short-wave direction finders. Tne

appearance of interference elrors is frequently accompanied by

coanges in the amplitude of the signal in the antennas (fading).

There are many reasons for the arrival of beams with

difiIo.rent directions at the reception point. The five most claracter-

istic cases are illustrated in Fig. 2.4.

At large distances to the transmitter, the propagation of

maie -iaves may proceed over different paths, There may arrive at the

point of receptions singly, doubly, and multiply reflected beams

fr-oM tAe ionosphere, (see Fig. 2.4a). The points of reflection of

the different beams will be aapart by many hundreds of kilometers in

a horlzontal direotion. Naturally, the inclinations of the layer at

diaferent of the reflection are different in magnitude and their

relative values vary independently.



Conseql~wntJI.y, tue inclinations of the d.ngly, doubly, arnd

r~Itj rcf'Lected bjeais will be different and indepcnident of each

c'Uir. W-.-rmeA ,,av wmowiv/1~j41 V5 ti~t tnie d' Tferezcs hinL'g

of rays of different minUhplicity of ref-lection is ctA-ractsrized by

a mean-squared value olf 4 degrees at d.Istances of approxi-

W1.11Ply 1.00ki-etr,

Re."s re."Ibted froma different layerc or' tjile ionoaphere

ýse Fig. m.b ay u'rl-lvc r differeat di~ro-ctions. The l-at~e-ri

Iiniatiozna !upon reflecti.on from theo Y 2.yer, area as a rute 'Larger

,ýnan upon reflection, from the -a layesr or from the spcradic- Es layer.

It is k..-wr that upou reflectior, from ti8 iopnosphtire the

bea.- breaka up inVr -an ordzmary7 component o arM e-c'tracrdinary Oors-

pntx. The dirzec-t-.Cjn of ax-rivial of toe two rnagneto-Ionio Comiponents

cof the sigrAJ. (o and ,A ray be, differerit, aa a resiult of t-ae di.fference

In It,- horIzontal gradients of iorizat~ion in the regicn of reflectian

a~rinay and, oxtxaordinary beam (ses Fig. 2.4c).
Tii rj3 s-ncc, :-f local irregularities in the ionization leadis

t aPPe3-arance of soatttered ref eection-u (sea Rig. 2C.4d'), vhiic h kous

a ~~oinperpei-4r~ular tj the dir,)ctin of propagation).

TPkTH scatte-`Xi rt:'lecticns T~AY arrive at a considerable angle

to tnPe d:U,+ý.oon of t.-ie pjrincip-al Sjpr'il. InCILnat~ona Up to 30-

500 in auirx-th have lbe6% observer)i. 6j1 Thhme .san-squarad icitr;

rC&,i be estimat41ed to be 5 - 7 0 Scattered reflections are cai-acteriza-
by a s.alpower whickh isi one or tiuo orders of umaguittxde loes than tEhe po'
Of~ ths miain signal undler normal conditionks.



Ionosphere

Layer

Io no- T
sphere

Eartlh

P !ono sphere .

Scattered
Il-eflections

Earth
4,t)

Fig, 2.+. Causes of formation of a complex field at short

w aves.

a - multiple scatterings, b - scatterings from different

layers of the ionosphere, ýocated at different altitudes, c -- Mag e!

splitting of the beams, d - reflections from small irregularities

and scattered reflections of radio waves.
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The reflected signal, ever, when thie ionospbtore is in Vliet

st* 'I e ., ts aaA1.-Cfr:C

* .~ /

7 s. o. 1.jC

C.~

C )4-- - - - - - -- - - - - - -

1'~Li ~-. ::e.cjc~r.z 'r>7~.~~~:: ~-.

- ....
'--

- r C. .-. ~ -- ,. *

t- r-n

PI- T C9 X -- ~1 ~.~.,-~

- ..- ... cr-qu -r '~ i rF l.: " f.J~-

~~ .}~~~~~ue~1, Cj;-Tt*'~ ci :ý ~'-rc .'Lf .;a'

~~r.~->n pcd';Ir ari i L m r'v*Ui~ cr'stcd ~if''m;~~

~i }~ ~jctrW1*-i "~.: a Loa atCr' E rroL s, o:'



3. METHOD1-)S OF iýEUC IN G i T rcrpF kNICE E [P(ROS

icin ew tf rh rnc: 1 ci ae ci~o~ Cw tos :'iIart

tbera accul-a",Iv of tle p ýi~etc LLAJ~ ,& t~- i-ee-tta

lLtt-he,- to possible -methods of rediacing thesc- errcnrs, is quite

a!I L;: t-iC-11 IL~irrAt Irainximizu aýýcarncv reth iicic-,

tir: r~~ iý £&uc iii 4t(; tL"fc ta ~o niow no satisfpctorv

:~U.N e rr ~ ~ ~iz'.Id, 1ovwe-vrr, th~at at larr'- isr rce the, rcdativý-

~ ~ e:'rc Ju to erqi ~'ral ~ncliýn-itio dhc~ae-~ erelr re

r~~Li2~~~oc Z rer fOte t"SINa al SC. g)%Ivc' riotceab' eus

m ~;ivf-Ugiaticn,2 ltdcvO!& eU~if f pciar'-~o

r~.~w- ben -eortI.ill view Oft 0iis, WnI ih~al` rIotJw) r

i n sscrai. 'W .au rr16rrely iti~Cthat a r r-J;, - c,,: r,

orrV eosertiaiaP7 by tliorovah shiellJi nq of

Mehcsoff r-ducl.ncj the aI.titude erpror-s are -relatively well

hr~~. As -nia ted r thi -rcding secticm, he altitudeP errors

;.,!(.s'3 corIF ide-rabiy upor, go" , to sector ", rection finider or



else car be eliminated in :iirection fia~dirq by rneans of two

mutual"y-perpe!;dicular based-ý.

Th-v-ccur-acv ý i t .; fi"j'r ma r_3~.ic

sl'jer-ibly by re,.ucoig~ ~cL&'Cee~os 1~e~rrc -rc

zarise bvc.-ý~p -he L~c~ n Iiier r~cc,!vc-s a large ur, e of

b,?'a-: firorr iifrm 711 e, r es Thrf c, ir rl TO !rcEýce rt

""<riI s to ec3Lir by F soe Tnari- ur otIer': 3o.- *,or.io

cf I:,,3 ýah tri-at art-iwr at the rirfvic a-,oi- *h- sh.r'--

path.. On. L!'e other Jr-. e. irt~trfere_ý---ce of manýy b-:anrr~i.'s in

rapLid fluctuý.t~ons in 'Jr-e. be? r-In inci-I--m.r. mesta~n aesIw

taif Ihe (1 a r g e a c.1n as a fe a v e r,4IqE1J C ,V r ra L Crai. t11i

a( curzi , f ciirc c!i~or firwdinr. -also nra&

Letuc~eoSidz:ýI in creatrer deta-il ccrtain mtosUe3e

red~uc~r1_r ter.1erence errors of ý21ort-aedrcinfrce

Spatla` selecdion of c -- esilra ~ re-a' c1 e V -1 O~c ao

r o rr -s o n .Ii r 1 d~irjctivity pattern for the aaten-na System, of the

dire-ctio firder. TIhe Jirec*Jvifty pater + f ; h ntnasi b

clor iii a v ýrtiaj pla~ne i,, such , ixjýarnzicr Lis to icas:the intensity

of rýczqep'n.r of be;,rrs thsit arri-ve gt ;1'mali. ngleFs- IX- the horitzoatnl.

It "S easy to n.ote that at a qivez- ci"stance, 'the- barn~sar riving

at Fmal'. ang-es will bý_ those th.at exPerieýnced the ~:aetnumber

o~f reflect+(ons. The directicn of arrival of these beams is closer to

the, treirection.
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Experiments show that re-radiation. from local obje-cts,

scattered over a large area at distancess -xp to several kilometers

fr'r ýe .trc"i'r mder, caiusý an error of approximrately 0.25

i-i-,~ bearing 'r!^f-asurc-rnet.'L At a frequi-ncy cf j.Mics at-i G.

5~ Mcs at' smdi1 values of elava--cr angle.(- an") wnen the signal

directionx co0ncides approximately with h yxeraisfte

Jd-.c-tiefnder Th m eas'r,ýrnorts Wetr - carr1ie6 out with a

ci.~'..ifl fr1e havirx;j a~n 530-mo-ver baste wl'.h nor 1-Jdrecztioral an-

c;rr SL t7.1 4f1e i~ctv of the anit(--n--s is inicreased -,n

h o rizontal plane, thle errors may be- red1uced cons iderably. ifl this

ca-e the, direcý`on fin-l7er beccomes thne uýefctr fizzder. 'he workrini

sc'of db dire-t icr n f dr canr, Oc sh iftej a s ccrn':e ent. , if

nE'CC !(-J,- no orlm al criio.As the irco-Ivity i.-F increase,

bc-laitvJ er-rco.; -Aue tc, R-ate'O reict le n~rAsh.

Thv: rýxterjit to- whnich the direct vity ý4-tern cýrn be narrowved

+-!wnC i;-6 ii bv requiLrezments of a riornial servicin'g Of t-;. ork~rng

2sec":Or of ah:dr>to hi nd by the pcormis33ible micr of

The ar-te~nnaytei Therefore, the (--.en f~ c rays wl.hIch ievilatc

>ss tha c 1 r 1 fromi theP pr-*rjc-'al ieci car ha-r-6-y be

riedabtani a11I by th i -r meth'-,0d.

Tesignal arrives at the direCtior. fir-tr fromi the radio --tation

6~~~ iffe:rc-nt patths, find corvsequertily, %ith different tirre delays.

i-f t transrnitter operates in pulses, It is pos.,:Ibe to separate in

tine dir2eetion finder that portion of the signal, which arrives first.



In, thlis case- the r Oea-rt!J -aI' wrn'lt!It 'C accurac I,-ncreasesz

snethe first pulserasepree >s rfetosrwsrflce
fre 1?ý 1 .1 Is Iw sre F

-~ ~ -I'' ''ii C

clý he rli-e-"Mý- e-

ba I(' : W-i'l L .. f lC,' ~ l ~( t ~F

-meaure tC-

?Lrcnc:i''Vat~ sijait or 1- c~tvir. arparr½ cl .c"fM'

the~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ t'o o:fraOre ;. i 7 Ireqei CFJkh rers~* .



latior. of pulsed signals is used, then the bandwidth of the phase

meter" carn be made quite narrow. It is cb,.ious that narrowing down

the bCTndwidth of the phase meter is equivalent to increasing iL.s

time lag.

The greater the time lag of the phase meter, the smaller

wil b-e the intensities of fluctuations of the bearing indicator. For

effectivre .sponsc- t.o rapid flu.tuations of the bearlng indicator, it

is necessary to reduce the ba.idwidth to hundredths of a cycle.

A reduction .n the intensity of the rapid fluctuations rnay also

be obtaitned in a Practically inertialess indicator as a result of

nin.:eri.al -averaglng of 1he instantaneous readings. Such an averaging

ov.r for or five minutes can insure the reduction in the mean squared

e-:ror- c.f be-aring by approxirrately a factor of 1. 5.

The increase in the accuracy obtained by averaging the reading:
over five minutes is illustrated by the results of the measurey

of the bearin.g by telegraph s;tations, as listed on the following tatlefiv/.
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Paco-~)Cpeu...j Ksaj- CPeu... UsaA-
ImS AGI lacor PaTKtC~at pa1Nlecu8. mecatu,

nepezaT ouiviiu nem e. oul"6wA nuflel N
MW ra no uruo'eii-raoocqru pu A

l)A RIA OTCqelraui OxcCe~uI~

9, ~~~ ~ ea. -~___ ____

19 0 120 1.0 ,88 as c ,)
210 1.0 1,31 1,5 eub

1.40) 1.11

(7:82 0, 59 ae-
11,)1.22 0,b J I4Msb

1551.32 1.10 AH

~~i tr 'r:, r1~ c~z rfor ~t e I s

a* :3rr- -s cAu ire (Ahe-ar'rit,, error q-.vr Oy the f5U>.J7G5

4) ,- XerL- .ý q i a re bernc rror ais gjive. by a

v•:C Oen, fiv!E: -- k-T',,derees.

U ~~~ &iaV j r-T 1Cýf~t -~-iay

STemeasurter•,ern ts vwerc carriele out under raticlarly



Approximately similar results can be obtained when using

5
pha-se meters with Iarge "ime lag. In either case the increase in the

accuracy ic gained at the expense of the increased time consume1 in

the re-ading.

Among the many radio beams that arrive al the direction

finrder, there frequently exists one sp-.cularly reflected beam, the

pow;"e cI which constitutes a eonsiderable fraction of the total power

of the receued ~�In�al. Thus frequently the directior cf arrival

of the j.ie-culariy reflect-ed beam is closer to the true direction to

the radio trarsmitter. Therefore a direction finder which separates

out tie. Stronget Oeam has dhe greater accuracy.

S uch a seT..ration takes place in any phase direction finder

to one degree cc another, if readings of the direction finder,



in the presence of serverral beamns approach the direction of the

o(r of maxim-um powe r. Vi~ee, the c'eutee Of otPh-ip aroxim ati on

Sdepend-s subst-aant-ial", oil thýe +r1 f~~~vetm~jr

The longer- tie base of the ch-rectior. Ender (,more accuarately, the

gireat~er the ratio -/),the c-oser th~e bearing, reading !is to the

c~rctnof 41- struonqes! beam,.

Thce !,,giu an bje veri-'fiel bcy mear-s of the foJlowimg, argii-

inethatk the ra-Ilo direc-tion firider i's actled upon by two

bo:m ti a~arc~lre oearrivit c from adirection

0, ad th acori i~ a eam r-'irn from, the- Jirection.e~

Lc~t s a~ur~ eaic at t-e eiev-a-ion anlsof both, bearrns

~u srn -s o thiaL

cc~~Cos~,1 (2.4)

The first bea r ir-lc,,cs in tile aritenr!ir,~ and T14 of the

direicf finder (ceeFi. .) votaqes- -which are of equ~aI phase.

The .econ beam,- will als indue, voltages in t.hE: antlennas, IT and N.,

buý th,ý,e w,)ill be. separated by a Phase

= 21c sin(2.5)

The pha"-se shift yIbetween, two voltages in t-he antenna M'1



is a quantity that varies with time in a random manner and depends

on the difference in the paths of propagation of the first and second

be• m.

The vector diagrams of this case are shown in Fig. 2.55 for

three differeni instants of time.

The indicating device of the direction finder measures the

phase shift I between the resultant voltages at the outputs of the

two antenna:.

It is seen from the vector diagrams that the measured value

of ? changes with time as a result of variations of the phase shift

".Let us assume that the first beam is the principal one, and the

second one is the interfering beam. Then, obviously, the correct

measurement in the absence of an interfering beam should be equal

to zero.

TAhere are possible cases of correct measurement in

spite of the presence of an interfering beam (instant t3 ).

In the other instants of time, howevez, an error in the

measurement is unavoidable. The bearing indicator will fluctuate,

and it is easy to see that the maximum deviation from the correct
position corresponds to the instant t 3 (•= •ma-)" Let us find the

corresponding error in the determination of tne bearing. For this

purpose we make use of formula (1. 15), assuming that the direction
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finding takes place in a narrow sectcr( i is small). Assume that a

certazt2 reading • is ried on the s'ale of the drection fir]er. Then,

by forimua (I. 15)tj, e bearig of the beam is

S1(2.6)

•'t t g'c2 t't
EI-M

Fig. 2. b. Ve-,tor- d iagra of the vcitages in the direction

fin. ar aer,m na ;.

A-,.I-ying formula (2. 63) to this case, we note that tihe maxim,-m

errcr.it' the +~te-*inTation of th)"i .ins-ant z?)

2r4d! •ma- (2x. 7 )

Let us investigate the variation of the quantity A & max

u,,or, icrease i the direction finder base. For this purpose we

return to the vector diagram at t `-t2 . Considering that the diagram



is symmetrical with respect to the vertical axis, we can write down

the following equations for the projections of the vectors on the

v.:-ýý c,mic ~ -t A ,• oriZont %[•.: . .....

=M cos :-"--• + F-2.1 COS'-
(2.8)EM: sin !, E2,1 sin 72 .- 0.

2 2 1

After finding from the second equation the value of EM and

suistltuting it in the first eqaation, we obtain, after a few trans-

formations

K tin (
_r (2.9)"m.zm, - )2 rc tg ....... . ... _

wher-: K ,/ is the ratio of the a. plitudes of the voltages

due to0 th second ad to the firOst beams. Now, using formulas (2.7)

aWi (2.9), we can obtaia the value of the mnaemum error in the deter-

mination of tbe bearing:

" sin I-d- 'in 02)

homok --- arc tg -'. (, !
" vd I- K c o A (o, - , )

Let us Investigate the dependence of ax on the

ratio d// f£r the case K <.1. From formula (2.10) we obtain in

first approxiimation

a K - , (2.11)
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It is seer, fro-i f ormula k12.11) that an increase in the

di:';tonfinder bip:e (more acc-zA~tely, an increasc. in thb ratio of

nz of t! ,ic.t~-Jn~i~f~tL i8..L

error.

Toums, aan increase ina tne direction findsr ba~se c', -."c a

~ reeerrors -Of the direction Aindiir, which art--. e

st,,,'-,jg,4 defIec~t.634 ray'3 (scatterel ",;y ion-3spAIllerio

.vagUsr 'ite s ror re~-rad-lated by locai. obilectif).

The, most atbstant.ial inc~rease inA *tkw directioo finding

er-roxd vac-unn ttne baaa ira increased to sr8veral waveicLangtas.

A ur;z zr,ýaae in~ the ratio d/,A Mrdl',y increases tne acc~rri:;.

tAu v same' ti..me.;8ý !(.. :ong b-aSes tilp r3adiflg M, 4~E f'' fAic U1

A l he. f- ctu7tP of tite bearing indicator becomre core izkterioe

4- & arsa frci fortnu.as 'k.)and (1.14)! that inmx creases 'witfl

It iai pr'ally imp4--ssib1e to use a baae sli -kizaos the

we~;tL.or fo'.r,£r in tinis. Carle it is possi~oLe to. eo~

t.'?3E2ý xniidu resul.tant amibiguities In the delverumirat-lonr

1-f thu3b..~

prws dazre1x lAon ýI'nders eml.yad at tha i~~ timae

znz t,- ~ wave .'ea-, t~ases of spprcxiz ataly 2 to 4 Uneene1rto

Ln t-he Prectice of short-wave di~rectionl finders there

o~-~Q ~r~a~eacccrding t,. whicai one miust not take a. bearing reading,

I~nvse i-nstAnts, wiwn the fading signal passes through a mirdmuin.

i C;



This decreases the errors due to a relative Increase in the

level of the noise dCwing fading. In addition, this rule ia confirmed

al~s by the on-araoter of the cowiection bstveCn trio amplitUrO 81V

the phase of the signal. Even in the exam.Lnation of the aimplest

case f- ading due to the interference of two beams - it is seen

that the maxiaum error at t -= t2 (see Fig. 2.5) coincides in time

'with t. small amplitue of the resultant voltage (EM and EN),

In the case of slaultancous reception of may beams, a

statistical connection is retained between the variation in the

amplitude and the variation in the phase. The character of this

co.nection is such, that a small amplitude correeponds on the average

to large phase deviations. Consequently, by excluding readings with

small signal amplitude, one discards readings with the maximum

errors. This increases the measurement accuracy. However, such an

increase in ,be accuracy is attained at the expense of increasing the

time necessary to take the reading, dur, Ir a certain portion of the

time it is impossible to make the rea~ding becauze of the small

signal amplitude.

In concliaion, let us consider sW.U another type of selec-

tion, whiah is practiced in short-wave dfrectian finders. This is

the so-callad mental selection.
are

By mental selection ". meant peculiarities in the bearing

measurements, when this aeasurement is carried out by the operator,

unlike the purely automatic measurement without human participation.
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In observing the direction finder screen and simultaneously con-

trolling the signal by ear, the operator establishes a connection

betuceon the readings o'f tri, ind4cator and tre sound sil-als. T'aut

whae observing the screen the operator is capable of aegregating -ne

sharp deviatimns of the reader. due to atmospheric interference,

since they are accompanied by characteristic crackling in the ear-

p hCne .

When neighboring telegraph stations produce tae infterference,

the operatur can catch the instants that are most favorable for

reading, unen the signal of the interfering staticn fade. And

since the teleograpn signals of two . different stations

sometimes differ in tone, an experienaed operator ftequently can

determine what readIng on the screen cc-responds to the necessary

sta'ion, and which is due to the interferin& station. Here the

operator makes use of the fact that a bearing indication appears

on the diraction finder screen with a cat.cde ray tube only during

tue instant when the telegraph key is pressed down, and that the

indicatiLn vanishes daring wie time of zae pause. This makes it easier

for twh, operator to estzblisa a connention between the sound and

the visual observations.

Thus, iLn mental selection use is made of the high selectivity

of the ear to refine the visual reading.

Another feature of the operator's work is the time delay

of the reading, due to memory. Even when observIng the screen of a



practically inertialess direction finder, the operator actually

carries cat an averaging of rapldly fluctuating readings. The

t1\xtiAtiof of' tze iidicator, -Ldw to the. interfererce of many rays,

io usuaily not sQ fast as to make v.3e of persistence of viaisi.

However, by observing the consecative changes in the positions of the

indicator, the operator can retain them in his memory for a relatively

long tim-1, and thus carry Qat a mental averaging.

The capa'ilities of Lantal selection are essentrially

Conectejd with the time delay of tha indicator wsed for tii reading.

Aetually mental selection can be used coapletely only in

practically inertlaless indication. A phase meter witn time delay

reapon.- sodwly to tVi cnanges in tVie bearings of the signal. This

rics a the operator of the possibility of taking tbe reading at the

nstmt dwnein the intergerence disappears for a short time, for the

indic.ntor cabinet ciange substantially then. It also becomes

q•at c difficul to establish a ocnnection betweer. the visual and

a'vji•t •ry obse~rvationis.

T'e ex-•rimrnetal date show that msntal selrnctior-n a&kes

it freq9r :t1r tauch more ndvaeatageous to ube inertieless indicators

ani- snsures tAgn acc'sacy.

Conditions are ei-counzered, n."-ever, when the Lest rebults

are prod'uced w•Itk .9 time-delay indiator (the presence of 'Ownite

noise, and strong scattering of the tamL sigasl). in this coanection

it is. better to have apparently two Indicators for the direction
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finder, one with high inertia and the other one with low inertia,

so as to make use of either depending on the actual reception condi-

tions.



Cbapter III

EFFSCT OF CHANNL WALANCE ON TEM APPARATUS NtRQS OF TWO-

CHAENE RADIO DIM'ECTION FINDERS

1. o Versions of Tuo Channel Ampfication Scemes

Th& dtrection finding of pulsed radio signals is beat

oar ried out with low-inertia radio direction finders, particularly if

the number of" radiated pulses is counted in units. The observation

of passive Instantaneous targets, partioularly seteoriteu, I

is possible in this case by radio direction finders in conjunction

with a pulse range finder using a mavelexgth on the order of ten

me ters.

Fig. 3.1. Diagram of two-oabnnel ri0eiviug-indlcating

apparatus with post arliaioatica of the signals.
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Fig. 3.2. Diagram of two-channel receiving-indioating

ep'.Nrat%.' with O 1ifi•.ti.fn of the sigreis.

In the preceding chapter we have shown the advantages of

using low-ineztia direction finders for longer signals, since these

radlo direction finders wake it possible to carry out &ental selectiona

wVicr i,.creases tbe accuracy cIf dir3atlon finding.

Low inertta direction finders are tado-chAnnel radio

directioa finders wlth cathode ray tubes/12, 197. Figs. 3.1 and

3.2 stAow the diagraas of tuc-channel recei~ing-iadicating apparatus

uzed in short-wave direction firders wviti iong base.* Such devicee-

snýve two prAsv1i1 ! amplification of the signas witn the necessary

aelJctivity, and zeasirement of the pyAse difference. In both c1r-

cults, the phase differences Are wasured by the 'Isur - difference"

method (see Chapter I). The difference between the circuits shown

In Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 lies in the fact `,hat in trie first one the

apl••'yixg channels are conaected after tne "sum - difference"

device, and in the secozd thaey are connected ahead of it. We shall

tlierefore call arbitrarily tre first circuit (Fig. 3.1) a

post-amplification circuit, and the secoxd cne (Fig. 3.2) a pre-

ampilification circuit.

* The operatine principle of the phase direction finder is

treated in Chapter I).
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For noriul operation, the afplifioation obannela should be

absolutely identical. If the ubannels have non-identical parameterl,

arpp4rstus errors arise.

The only ohaxtiel differences tolerated in wL:. -desi. -ed .

ment are those at which apparatuzi errors do not limit the direction-

finding acouraoy. Thus, at short wavesp the mean-squared direotion-

finaing error ovtr long diste-ncoe amounts to approximately 1°, 0 w rg

to the i. %fience of radio w-ivc ýýropag.:tion conditions, Th:- aypara-

tus errors iri the Aetermiination of bearing must therefore be oonsl-

derablr less than the indioated value.

In phase direction finders, one dogrse of bearing corresro-as

to several degrees of pjhase difference, so thast the toleranoe. oan

be refaxed soiiewhat as regards phaze-dIfferencz measurements. The

a&Daratus errors, nevertheleos, otill amount to a considera 'ie fraction

of t.he beari.ng errcr, for it is teao~ioally quite difficult to en-

'c, -,erfect identicity of the channels.

Lmt ua exaaine the apparatus errcrs &ue to non-identicity of the

ohanznels of the receiving-indicating devices of rad o dirsection

finder-s For the analyzis we choose oirou ts with post am'.lification

(see Pig. 3.11 and with peamplifiontion (see lig. 3.2).

If the inpat to the amplifier it the at-tionary mode is
e (t) =.- R sin w,,t,

then the output voltge is M (t)-KEsin (lot+ ),

where

K - mofulus of the gain coefficient;
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-- prisaa aAg2iý cof tr* ga&u cr DAý3- Sdift.

trý de~scribe the d11rt'.-wxs bm-'n ,7P~ i ~ ~ e by mefW.i"

of' the ratio of' tntt ic~dtiJ of -the g-a

(3. 1)

-34 01 , (3.2)

aere sacoa -fi-td.o

'I'bu., tile ;JýPr'tti'y A. O1AVdCr rkzi v wptix~..aL

W)k aqblZ C,ýrty o.,t wnj. ~1~ 3 of or1ý appma~tu, errOrs as

iW~ ~.of~o these notk-idaraticity pr~mt~z of tne ./ )

'rhe vot,:w r-ac Vie a- 51 a"',er

pR ' ~t 1
Lr-ug Itbe OSýWk -- 6iiee12 vAc- 4a 4  "' phaae-

8.641ft~Lflg Stage.. 'The amJ2l.twxes of the6~ vn.~ar: are mwrportional3



to the siae and ooaine of ballf of ttie angle of measuwed pbase

difference

u; -- EPslnin~ ' tI ?.
2

u. = COS E. -sin 0,t, (3.4)

lorkre u'd -- voltage at the input of ac•anne.1 I.

u -- voltage at txe ir'Put o:? Crannel II.

5- easured P4isse differenze.

"Tis voltages ,kn tUe deflecting plate& of the tabe (past

the aiapl1*iAg channel) will oe
U I--- KIEo sin 17sln (ot + 0 1); (3.5)

U2 K•r cos sin (-'s ;t -.4- rb), (3.6)
2

or, Ldkir.g inxto account thie differences in the paaara aldfts

u -- KtEo sin :•A -, i n w(t; (3.7)
2 '

U2  K, EcoS-sin (Ft- s) (3.8)
2

S:the nel•z.nation of tne beam is proportlor•i1. tc tne applied

y:= K, sin- sin woo; (3.9)

X;;= 1(2COS-• sin (u),t- , (3.1i0)
2

wijre x - .horizontal deflectioa, y - vertical deflection.

Assume that the sensitivity of t1b deflecting platee is

tbe same in the horizontal a&M vertical direction, and the propar-
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tionality coefficient ia arbitrarily set at 1i/EO(mm/v).

The Zqa. (3.9) and (3.10) can be repesented in the form

"' £= \•'i~n fh- T4,,e figjTX 6a t3 e ,.ithode ray tdoe
Y'-- ' tg Co K, xy + _-- .1 sn'f#l (3. 10I

KT2  2 ~ K 2 ) 2 2
From analytie geometry we note that such an equation is the equation

of an ellipse, tho axea of which are. inclined by a certain angle Y

ela..e to the axes of the tube (Fig. 3.3), with

2a tg Ifco.'4
A. (3. 1)

42I- ~gi- 2

The error In tne determination of q/2 1s given by the difference

2

and the x error in u1il o twi. e as larae

Fig. 3.3. Pattern on the tube of the screen.

Therefore, the overall expression fe-r the err-or in te measure-

ment of the phase difference is

A =arc tg (2 -- I) " 1--(d 2 -4- I - 2acos+),Alaqcos, . (3.13)
2a OS- (d2 - 1) cos T + (, 2 4- 1 - 2. coo ,) cos&2 y
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To determine the extremai values of the error it is necessary to

.'..nd the derivative s" ,et it equal tr, zero, anJ to

rae a w..um value. AB a result wo cbtain

1Pa=are cos (:-1(2414CS)
I (a2 -- 1a).2 4- a cosl+I

•/(" - i)z (al + l -a c'* •) (;P -+ )2-- 4az cots, I(a!- )4

0.a2 + 02 -a• Wos4,S2

Y+.-4ý-2c-'o 2 (3. 4),a'q-ý 1)-- 4a•cos2*,

Analysis shous tnat to determine Comax rrespcndini to

tne .. Uaximu. -aLe of tne msximum error, it is necessary to take in

•3.2.) a plu sign in front of the rdIca&L for a K I and a minus

6gn,. for a > 1. Tn!hs muss be taken into account, for in general

w,* I q 1.n. ai•0 the extrema of the error aza not of tne

To find the v-lm of the mxiku error it Is rnecessary

tc insert in f.*rrLza (32) the valuw from formuis •(•.

From f-Muia. (3.13) and (3.14) we can obtain tUo parti-

c. &_ar cases under the fnilowing conditions
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Fig. 3.4. plot of thie error vs. the magnitude Of the

measu~red phase differ'3nae.
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In the first case, when C/9O, the pattern on tUS screen

will be in the form of a line, and the formulas become

a-I
- sin t

.I~~ itr

a-

a-~- I (.7

Fig. 3.4a shows a plot of tno error' based on formula (3.15).

For the cecond particular case, wnen a -1.0, we obtain

COS. 
sin i2l

A=-are tg ,cs, + 1" 0(3.18)CU$a -0- I CO 1

1 cos4-1Cos+ +

?mI=--arc cos -, (3. 19)
2 cos÷++l

,AMU -arc I COS _-.-I

Fig. 3.4b shows a plot of the error based on formula (3.18)

W:L.'(I Fig. 3.4c shows tie error based on (3.13). The graph

corrresponding to (3.13) corresponds also to the general case, when

a 4- 1.and ý'j 0.

"W•e see that depending on the amnpltuLe and phase unbalances,

the shape of the error curve varies, and in addition the curv 6 bas

different absolute extremal values. We note also that the errors

vanishes, no matter how non-identical the ahannels are, when the

measured phase difference is equal to zero or 1800.
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It was Indicated above that in the general case the pattern

on the screen is an ellipse. Let us find the ratio of the minor tr

+•i major ievmi-axi •ee .a 3

If the equation of tae ellipse is represented in tne f'o~rm

Ax2 + 2B-vy + C, 2 + F:= 3,

then the ratio of the axts Js given by

Analogously we obtain Zrom (3.11)

ft2 a2 Ig2-I +4ajg.)COS2

-X,- "j-i ~..~/( -~t~ _ 4a....jg 2+ I/ + lIg - .) g ,-

wate m -- lengtn of the anor semii-sxs cf the ellipse;

p - length of the major semi-axis.

To determine the ratio m/p in tne cases when the error

has a maximum value, it is necessary t.) insert the value of (-i9 max

f-om (3.14) intc (3.21) Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 show the graphis of the

dependbnce of the zaxiýnu error on the amplitude and phare un-

balance of tne cbarnneis (a and 9/ ). Within the Uimits of the

diagram, the dependencA of the error on a is almost linear, while

the dependence on Y ret.al a a quadratic curve. As • varies from

0 to 4 100 the maximum error increases very slowly, but upon further

increase in the phase unbalance, it increases rapidly.
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Fig. 3.5, Effect of omp2Utiie axibal2arxce or Li and

i'sr Uifl'Grant Values oftw pi'~ase *xxk mbn 1oule~ (solid 2.illea

I:, 4-!craax, dotted for -,,p).



f 4 r s 5."-dZý - -:Lt~

C --

ýI t ' 'L.A'A)tt Viia.Ue t r 'lrs prarBaeter3 a

* - ~ " rito et:~.L :~t~is~a~ t~ ~~..-4

~j;.a~r'tjg-ftia~ auf'icrktiz cre-anlels, Such that tno uaxi&X1uaL
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error does not exceed a specified limit.

a

Fig. 3.7. Ckraph shiowing the dependence of the maximum

error on the amplitude and~ phase unbalances.

.3. ERRORS IN A MFE-AMPLIP1CATION CIRCUIT

The voltage at the ou.tput of the amplification channels

in a circuit with pre-amplification (see Fig. 3.2) are

were -the phase difference, due to the difference In path,
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to be measured.

'The votages ot t~he output of the amplificaticn cbwannel

uKE sin (W./-+j.+ .).

o', taking into account the differences in tae phase sbifte

usMWK,Esin #; (3.22)
"U C K2" sin (a).-- T•"-) K~E sin (it-- IV). (3.23)

vhere

Thu•., when KI tz K2 and ". 0, tae voltages at the input

c.1 tCe ajpIlficaatr:n channels wvl. haveunequal ampiitwes, and tae

phase difference ci.nges by the value of the piaee ,lnbalance of the

c riarxne2ls.

//

Fig. 3.8. Vector dtagram for the general case.

S- voltage at the uutput of channel 1, U2 -- voltage

al 4.q output of .;hannel II, Us - sum voltage, t- difference

vo0tnge, U'd -- .oltage of difference with phase changed by 900,
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47 -- phase difference between voltage Us and U2 , X. - phase

difference between voltages Ud and U2 .

The voltages from the output of the amplifying channels proceed

next to tt3 "sum - difference" device. *

Let us consider the general case, whwn the aaplitudes are

not equal/iTj. Fig. 3.8 shown the vector diagram for the general

case.

trom the geometrical construction of the vector diagram

we have
U2 2 2

U9 = U2, + U2 - 2UU 2 cos T;

US + + UC - 2LU 2 cos Co
Uz in V ---UtsinuVtgij,,,, ------(,r; tgx-- U,--U,cosW

Considering that Ul•KIZ and U2•-.K 2 E, we get

U•-EK2 (I + a' + 2a cos q,)jl =ES=E

U<= EK2 (I + a' 2a cos Wi)'4-- EiD,
as &n --___sin_

g i +a Cons ;-a cos'

* The method of measuring the pbase differences at

equal amplituiles of output voltages is disouseed in Chapter I.
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we.re S=(0 + a'+ 2a cos IF)"'* (3. 2ý4)

D-(I + a'-- 2a cos '1)"2; (3.25)

'o EKN.

Tne phasa difference 'oetv~een the Voltagea •d a -4 2,

Fig. 3.8) wi-ll be

tg -=tg( -- •0 ) ctg - t C

tg9i. a bin W

The voltages applied t- tha deflecting plates of tne tube are u'd

and us, and the pnase difference between them i&
r T--,.7- ,

t Q tk7--tgil =- -a-
I + Igtgi 2 sin 4'

Tne voltages on the plates cf Vie tubes nan be represented in thze

form

uý= EoD sin .ot; (3.26)

1,5 == EcS sin (,,t-oo ). (3. 27)

Ac>+t:,-dingly we obtain for the deflection of the beam in the vertical

arm aorizontal directlns, atesuming the sensitivity of the

plates to be equal

y-- D sin wt; (3.2•)

x=- S sin (wt- r). (3.29)

Sqs. (3.28) and (3.29) can be reduced to the equation
y 1+ : ) /D ',2 X2_

Y 2 -- 2T cosrxy +(7,S x D$s•,, r. (3.30)
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Thus, according to (3.30), the pattrn on the screen is an e-lUllp,

the axes of which are -turned at an angle •" , witn

V

tg2-- S (3.31)
()2

cos r ,(3.32)

inserting In (3.31) the values or 3, D, and coo r from

(3.24), U.25) and U.321, we get

2-V' I T gZ -- ' ZO. F~~

1 +0I- 2a cooeI ) (1( -,@12 + W slnt tr
It+&2+24aa.

hence

S= .(3.33)
2

Thus, If the voltages bave unequal amplitudes ahead

of the "sun - difference" device, In accordance with (U.22) and

03.23), the slope of the major axis of the ellipse on the tube

screen iuill still orrespond to km the phase difference of the

input voltages. Howe-er, when the amplitudes are equal, the

eUlpse degenerates into a line, and th•is is much mare convtnient

for ease in reading.

The ratio of the minor axis of the ellipse to the major

one can be determined, according to (3.30), from the expression
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1)2(1 )ý)2 +4 D2- COS 2 r

S? (3-34)

Sa2

p a+

wneir3 a is the ratio of' t&-e voltage am~plitudes ahead o.ý.' taie "sum -

dL.'sr~ce' device. The ratio a izi tae circui~t sir in Fig. 3.2

is 6q;i- tc! tne ratio of t~he izoduli of' the gaizns, since it uas

assumend tthat twi- arnpl~ittes are tae saaxe at Uie inpuit c! tohx a&rjPii-

Ifrjag clhaio.46s.

Consequnntly,, thie inequalld of the mrýLL A. Qn ~iS

i.e., tbe pre:ience of an. ampiitvudo ,rl..alance, cnu~stts the iwige tc

b~ec~c~e elliptic a3, bI), doe: nct cliar.."e -he directioii of the major

!ýj of tlie elli-oSe i.e., it. does no pr~uge a !jyS+Cjrti apaa-

tserrnx. Or, Utzk o-,her naan, the phiase unbalance of' the cinsnnels

iýr.teirs in its entiraty Into thte erro)r.

Thu~s, too a:nror

A =-- 2w / t4(3.36)

L-ndependent ofT trie zagnituxie of' tthe measured piasse diffeereneG.

This analysis enables us to compare the circuits 5120w1
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in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 as regards apparatus errors. Ctvioualy,

the circuit which permits ,greater differencs L- the amplilying

A circult with pre-implifi.cation adaits ol a large

amplitude Lnbalance, but allows no phase unbalaice. If it is

technically easier to make the cnannels identical in gain but not

,., plase Siift it is best to use a curcuit with post--arpli fication.

..evert,.eiess, a -ircuit with pre-axplificatLon is .;sed successfulily,

ecawse tif apparatus errors that it introduces can be readily

calculated, since it is equal to the phase unbalance of tIh cnaannels

and is ind pendent of the value co the measured pnasi5 diffi r ince.

Tb. sý circu•stance akes tUis circuit in many cases pre-

If no provision is made for the control and regulation of

tilGe "entizity of 0he channels, coasiderable apparatuts errurs in

tI- aewasurment of the phase difference may enter into a circuit

with pre-amplification, sincL it is difficult to ensure identicity

r4 phase shifts in channels, fven witbin 101, over a wolongrd time

i nter1rval.

Lix the circuita considered helre, the non-identicity of

-he amplify! ýg channels, in addition tro apparatus errors, ray cause

errors in observation, i.e., errors that arise when bearing is

mEa si.red "ro the pattern on a cathode ray tube

3$•reen3
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~.CaSmRATicN -s L

In tiwo -'-rculits, thui PattC'r'i ;,, t"'!ý ocrorx: of týA '

is in general &~n e-lipse, azx1 the dfreetio. )416 its mrajor axia

daterrnlaef the ro~t1in4;. The ratio of the zinor axcis of' the ellipse

tO the3 rnjur M~ rnp, ci--racterizee the possi!)i1ity r-f rsading.

'IS aost Cý)Aveaien+ to mnake thle readitgl wrhen the eJlipit~ de-

ganerat.63s into iL line~. As rn/p increases3, it become~s less con-t

venient, to makce the rcadings, andl whan n/p.-x 1, ie.e ,when the

ea!:ipse becoms P. --L-rcle~, a resdirig is i~poesibla.

R-sd~gs ate. by different operators with the same ellipse

~sdiffelrent4 "he readin& (3rrors in the directiocn of the

manor rwia of the ellipse are of random cbAracter. It caa be

sasuuoned that thie law of distribution of thle dobsrvation errors

vwlJ. be riormal. T, epach value~ of the ratio rn/p there IuiJJ corree-

p en def'inite value of' the mean squared error in reading., 5"

To obtain tih., dependence of k5' on rn/p, 5xperim,3nts

weeporf ,rrnd.. in wbh.cn severdl operators tooic read~igs based

on tiie =naJor ax-,w of' the ellipse A4th diifereit. 'eaJ.uaes of 1~/1-0

and the aaehr a,.Ges of t);se llipee on eaoh pait.tern was ejual to

the scale diaweter, the tbW.ckness of th-e 1Lý.ne of th.-e ellipefa

:aý*wh-d one scal#e division (thG arc of' 2) andi the timae of

x-ridic~ng was nolk lesa: than thr'ee seconds. Fo~r 6cau ellipse pattern

wvith a correspo~ziiag ratio of amea, from 10 to 30 readings v.ero
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madei and subsequsntly procestsed.

The retsults off the experim~ent confirmed ttia normal. law

(2 ista-Mi~tic~i c. t~c *,'3rvet-ion rrr~rs. ~TnEý ý:'Ck 2fý "

oa rn/p, obtained .'-n t-j'ac ep~riwizints, iS saiw4n 14- F'ig. 3.9. T,-i:a

accuracy oi reading from the line, will deper~d to a great degree

alretidy nn tthe t)J.icknee of the line of the pattern andI on a certain

_'esiax. lhrreftae inP the 6xperiijtents tne ue-an. squared error

far m/p. 0 6oes rnotE vanishksi(ee Fig.. 3.9j. Obviouslly tlae quality of'

the scale and the inickrzess of Vie line determ~ido the miaximumn reading

accur.racy.

Thus, If tlhe amplilfyin& :iaanaels are not ideritical, a'i

err.n' ar.Lees w.-inh car isito of' an apparatus error aud of a random

Obaervaticui err1'X. The scic'ocy of' directinxn finding can in this

casfi be estinrated by the quaatity

4, (3.37)

v~hee /~,--appa.-ravas arror;

6 ~ mu ~ zI~ qivira obser~vation error.

The sjirf of tq,- defined by e4Xre.sion (.3.317),
Ln. aco~da:acp 1uit.- theA Probalcil'it~r ti~e~ory', is t~iv second morent

of the distrIbuti-Lan/9,/. Ws shall call the amg error , for

brsnity, thie genera~l error.

In th::r3e uaees when the apparatus error has a maxi~mum) the

14.,Vdude of tho total error is

,&;? 2 (3.38)
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T T -7 - - --

~ 3, ~ ta ~ i -z d c .tsrvatiun error

c ri the the'te± vAP atternl.

in a cic"S 1a-,A ozt Fig. 3.5

! 2'- valms Of til 6tao~r~~ srv&-+. ox'4 (arrozr were takcen -rrom

a~r-$Iflat.-ýIa the Obre-arvatiPon:rj a'x 'sx not a ig f lt,

t~~ta atsrtler* x no; -i~3tltclty of the w elia

isaicrear-A.*.f~~n' et.~ tf"tk orrw Pw us. &appra-

tus~ err;or is seen nn. tIz. j'api-L (3f -~g 3.)t ~ na2fcr

dOes nOt ýwcdle an A-pewlnW error, b-at Ini~resao1 tri

observaticat eFc., ever, even~ ja P11t I~~ nApUtU

a mana wopared farrf)r on~ th~e 'wde of mfer-q~ 10. It is also



known from practice that it is not too difficult to obtain chawnnls

.'ith amplitude trht is equal within 20%, and therefore me shall

.ot consider tAe observatlon errors spe-C8.4ly fom now on.

Nevertheless, it must be borne in mLnd that when the

apparatus error is small, the observation error influences sub-

atantially the accuracy. The observation error naturally can be

red acEd by using the average readings obtained by several

operators, but this is not almays possible, f4or it Licreases U±s

time required to perform the readings.

,6 .

12

Fig. 3.10. Dependence of the errors due to the non-

ideAticity of amplifying channels (solj.d curve for La dasemd

ourve for 46 -C max).
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C apter IV

EFFCT OF UWMXILAL CHANNEL PARAMIRS ON THE APPARCATM EDRCWS

OF TWO CHANNL RADIO DIRSCTION FI•-•MS

1. PMAKV1T5 OFC14 NON-IDEEN'ICITY

Ir. tho preceding chapter the non-identicity of amplifying

channels was characterized by the ratio of the modull of the gains,

a, and by the difference of the phase shifta, •I , of the charxnels

at the signal frequancy, without regards to what the amplifying

channels comaprised.

Since thu awpl4fy1g channels in two-channel radio

direction finders must insure the necessary selectivity, the

actual channels have suitable amplitude-frequency cbaracteristics.

Fig. 4.1 zhows the characteristics cf channels for the

general case.

It is seen that the channels may differ in their band-

width, in their resonant frequencies, and in their detuwing

r'elative to the signal frequency.

It is of interest to examine the errors, if the chant. -s

are detuned relative from each other and the Ia.dwidthsa of the

cbAnnels are not the same, while the frequancy of the received
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aignLl diiffers from tne resc-r~etfreqiw.v?&es of thie churjela.

Teer-'or az.ev L-s speclfieci ir, mermn3 cf quan~tities that

ratio of th~e banividttis ~ -~,and &Is,- rti*f quant ity

~Or I~(-) k vhtii.c1 c1)pMICterIXE*'tLre turi14g of t* receiving

~ 2+ k 4. 1)

TXItIi n-i-ideraticity lv-a'trx ~ ~ amp.Uifyirg czmonels vilU b-

(4.3)

It' It; do~vijus iaa. -4"' tiw c."Awmels urt3 ccmpli~te1y un.4eritlca.1

' ~i'is, ivatn ana4si.s of Mne VSyV$t4'IatI(- 6-rxr "he indeper~ent

variabl.es v-41- b6 A# w

--s probable that the error w'ill. also depeaiV on the type ef tvhýe
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stages used in the amplifying channela (for ex:mple, tuned or

b. cadbani) and particularly, on tne number of stages in each

Fig. 4... Axpli~vde-freqtuncy characteristics of4

'-n !nne ls in tne generalcase of non-identicity.

S-- ~�uuing frequency (rescnant lCrequcncy) of

c.rj:,-nj I, -' r2 - c-uannel- II,

signal frequency, ' -- detunir.g "z;f cnanvel I relat've

tc t1 , ignal, ;. -- d1t6mirg cf cianne. I relative ta

c -gnal, / .. detunjng of tne chaineis relative t: eac-

:tflC2' 2 . AL. L, -- bandwittn .1 c1'anel i, 2 L; , -- band-

widt! of c1.nne! Ii.

We confine ourselves now to an analysis of channels

that are resonaat amplifiers. The circuit of one stage of

a rponant amplifier is shown in Fig. 4.2.
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As is known, the gain of a multi-stage resonant ampfier

is *.f " (4.4)

wherein - nuiber of the stages in toe amp.Ufter,

Kr - gain of one stage in resonance.

-- generalized ctuning.

The generalized detuning is

Ct !- = 2 6r 2 -1 a ( 4 .5 )

'where /• -- dctuang ( o - r);

Q -- te figure of nerit of the tuned circuit,

V
- the damping factor of the tuned circuit;

LJ d - resonant frequency of the tuned circuit (W /

24Q--- bandwidth of the tuned circuit (2 Z ri- L: d/Q).

It can be considered that

Kr= SkY,

where S - static transconductance of the tube.

Rr L/Cr - resonant resiitance of the tuned

circu:iL.

The amplitudle-frequency and pbase-frequency character-

istics, according to formula (4.4), wil have the form

K= I a ; (4.6)

(0 +2) Y

-- n arc tg . (4.7)
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In for-mta (4.6) the gain at resonance Is taken to equal

•.ni ty.

Fig. 4.2. Xiaeam of -one stage of a tuned amplifier.

The baiwidtn cf the. amplifier Ls

Oihr.re 2 A ilL -- barndidth of one stage of the &Mmpllfi•

;x -- a quantity wich is a function of tee num*er

of stages.

The QLAntity a4' ý" L4r• 5

V a- 2 2(A-I)'. 14.8)

Wit incroeasiLng number of stages in The amplifier, its

ba.dwidth wil docrvaie. for a specified bandwiddh, tnU daM.ping of

tUx t'ured cLicuit saald be greater, the greater the number of

atages
I I "

Thc modulus of the gain will be represented In the form
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K ,(4.9)

Tae pbaae angle of the gain will be repreesnt4d in ttz for&

*W .-narctg(Ži) (4.10))

Taking into considerat±in the faregoing paramKters of

cnannel non-identicit, we obtain for eacli ctannel

K, I 4. )
-I ,- - L+- 2

a v4"',•, 2

•" :1 (4.12)

(4.13)

+ -MR -tI. -- -W 12R -5

nJrct (4.14)

Let uis estabJish the conzwction be-usen the parameters

M"' non-identicityv, used in the preceding chapter, with the new

a parameters. For this pixpose we substitute In Eqs. (3.1) and

(3.2) the expressions for +the aaplitude-frequency and pkaae-frequency

characteristics of tVie ampliriing channels, In accordance with

formulas (4.1), (14.12), (4.13), and (4.14).
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We toan naVe

- .1-f7

n f±arc -gi- 14 4 arc tg( awl +. 6  (4.16

in the express~ions for tae apl=F A. V ~ .nc cnarac-

teristics, qcr.-o-ding to. fo:,mUlas "4.1-1) and (4.23) Obtained fro!'.

~44,tte resonance coef'ficients of the chB.-nel gt'las weri. assunmd

to '-e ideintical and eqoual to unity.

?io¶.evse3, wit2;n t--,e capacitance of tne resonant~ circui~t

is ccnotant, iAts resunant resistance viil cnange 'Wita tne bazxl'widtrl,

and consequewntly, the gain 4r ,j!U also -nange, if tnae ttransconductance

ttne~ tlibe Is c astant.

For exanole L S

K~=Sp F((7 4 Q

ie., Kr is inversely pr.oportional to tne oandwJidtLt. Then, ta4king

t-"-.s i-ntc. account, we get

+w I+E i
2~ A(.7



a =at. (4. 18),

It should be noted %hat in the initial expression (4.4), the

generalizeddetuning was determined by formula t'4.5), accordinog

to which the amplitude-frequency and the phase-frequency cbaracteris-

tics will be symmetrical, thib is a certain idealization cf the

real clharacteristics. Such an assumption is quite Justified for

narrow band amplifiers (> 1).

2. BANDWIDTH OF A TWO-CHANNEL RADIO DIRECTION FINDER

It is obvious that when the amplifying channels are

completely identical, the bandwidth of the receiving and indicating

unit of the direction finder will equal the bandwidth of any of

its channels. When the frequency of the signal coincides with the

resonant frequency of the channels, the length of tne line on the

tube screen %141 be a maximum. On the boundaries,of the bandwidth,

the lengths of the line will amount to 0.707 of the maxintut length.

For radio dir~ctionfinders based on post-amplification

and pre-amplification (see Figs. 3.1 and 3.2), the pattern on the

screen will in general be an ellipse. StartiLng with this, one can

tak-3 as the bandwidth of the direction finder that interval of

tuning frequencies, on the bnundaries of which the length of the

major .xis of the ellipse amounts to 0.707 of the maximum length.

Usually the operator does not take aV readings out-

side the bandwidth, since the size of the pattern is considerably



decreased then. Therefore greatest interest attaches to the value of

the error withi.-n tbi bandwidtkn of the direction finder.

-~> ~~Le t'~e 'ar.Iw.A,,tt it iz

dependence of the length of thepattarn on the screen of t:Ae tae :-.

tuning frequency. For a circuit with post-amplification (see Fig.

3.2) one obtains

p=+,+iI- I +
S• au., 2~

+_ I - . (4. 19)f I awl A I+
S+

It follows therefore that in this circuit the size of

the major semi-axds of the ellipse is izdependent -f th measured

piase diffe-ence (7.
In generel, the determination of the exactvalues of

aV, corresponding to the boundaries of the

passband, Ax enatils serious mathematical difficulties.

7ne center ocf the passband caa be determined with good

approximation from the expression

(&M 1 £2 (4.20)

The values of < . 'av, corresponding to t1he

boundaries of the passband, can be obtained with sufficient



approximation by adding - 1 to tle abscissa of the center.

Au, A.I I
my ) t--- --- I+e4-1 (4.21)

For a circuit with post-aaptlificat i n (! e Fig.

the langth of the major semi-axis of the ellipse depends on and
Assuming

more weakly on f.iq 9  900 and neglecting t,,t- i.nj2unce of

/ ,we get

P= 2

2 2

(4.22)

An analysis of (4.22) gives results which are close to

the case described by (4.19).

Thus, in practice, the bandwidn .iis the same for a circuit

wi h pre-amplification and post-amplification.

3. ';tRORS DM TO NON-IDENTICITY OF TUI LVULIFI"N CHANNELS

Lot us consider now tLe apparatus errors due to tne

follcwing independent variables: f, ; /l - &0 iav,

and n, of waicb thG first two characterize the non-identicity of the

c.naanels.

For circuits with free amplificatior., the system error,

-- a i mmnn iiI mll l ni U 7



according to (3.36), equals the phase unbalance of the cbannels.

Therefore expressiors (4.16) is an analytic dependence of the error

on these paraLeters.

An analysis of the errors in the circuit with pre-
amplification

i is given in a published article by the author, and

ve shlal here therefor6 only on an analysis of the errors in a
I.

circuit with post-armpLlifi-ation. In th.s circuit the apparatus

error depends also on the value of the measured phase difference

and we shall therefore consider the maximum error determined by

the graph in Fig. 3.7.

-As noted in the preceding chapter, the expression for

the mnximuw. error, as a function of the pararaeters a ad r, can

be obtained by sub-stItuttig into (3.13) tie '.alue fa) rom

formula (3.14). If we then insert in the resultant expression the

new parameters, in accordance with formW.as (4.15) and (4.16),

one should obtainanulytic expressions for the maximum error

S, .(4. 2"

uhich determines the functional dependence of the maximum apparatus

error on tm, new non-identicity paramet-ire. It is impossible to
both

write oLt (.. 23) in a more develcped form, s;.neAths intermediate

ana the initial operations yield coaplicated transcendental ex-

pressions.
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Since tbe maximum error is a function of swveral

parameters, it is necessary to specify fixed valuer of the remining

;ai'-,;zters in order to exhibit the dependence of this functiorn cn

any of the parameters.

Fig. 4.3a shows graphically the variation of the maxi-

mnum error from the tuning of the direction finder by an operator,

a sLngle-stage (nr-r) amplifying channel, when the channels have

Identical bandwidths, but 'wen the channels are not tuned to the

same f •u ncy.

Fig. 4.3b shows the variation of the error, when the

detuning betwecn channels is absent, i.e., when av=O

but the cianneis have different baanwidths.

Figs. 4.3c and 4.3d show the variations of the maximum

exTor for the most general case of non-identicity of the channels,

When Ae/4#Oa.t1 .

As can be seen from Fig. f4.3) , the curves have a

dlicortinuity at the point when the parameter a, determined by

forcula (4.15), assuiis values equal. to unity. Cor.tesponding to

these points are two equal values of the error, but of opposite

signs.

a ~ mm maiilllllll I ll• milll illl _ ll 1lI9
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3____0 _ 20 id0A- L ,wJd.. r,-

I U"-3,0~ 40 3,0 ---
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AiZX

Am~

; •' ) •. .,2

ig. 4.3. Dependence of the maximum error on tie turing

c:" tn• direction firner by the operatcx, at different values of

th• zvcn-identicity parameters of single-stage chaanels.
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The dashed curve shown In Fig. 4.3 corres-

pond to the case when parameter a is determined by formula (.4..-7',

i.e., with allowance for the correction for the variation of the

resonant gain of the channels.

The curves of Fig. 4.3 show that the maximum apparatus

6rror changes with variation of the tuning of the radio direction

finder by the operator, and that at certain values of the tuning

it reaches a maximum value. The curves contain the points corres-

ponding to the boundaries of the bandwidth of the direction finder,

according to formula (4.21). It can be seen that in certain cases

tne greatest value of the maximum error falls within the bandwidth

o0 the direction finder, aW in others the greatest value of the

error is outside the limits of the bandwidth.

94

..001. . . .7 . . . .

Fig. 4.4. Effect of detuning between single-stage
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channels on the maximum error at different channel bandwidths

(continuous line fo: •Af%, dash-dot for t*sax, dash-dash for

Therefore, for a circuit with post-kuplification, it is

advantageous to introduce the following notation:

a -M ziaximum value of the maximum error;maxm

ax - the maximum value of tbe maxIm~u error within

the bandwidth of tbpý direction finder;

Smaxc -- value of the maximum error at the center of

tke passband of the direction finder.

Fig. 4.4 shows the deperience of the maxinum error on

the detunirng between single-stage amplifying channels at three values

of t1e ratio of channel bandwidths, When • 1.0, the fOllowing

equality ho.6a

As can be seen from the curve, the error has a x_. ... um value at thie

center of the passbazd, and this value increases little w4.tt in-

creasing letiuxing between channels and is independent of the

difference between bandidths.

Let us note that the numerical values for the Fig. 4.4

were taken from the corresponding poirtas of the solid curves izn

Fig. 4.3.

Fig. 4.5 shows the dependence of the maximum error on
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the detuning between single-stage cbmamls for unequml Ied gains.

UrLike Fig. 4.4, the parameter a is determined by formula (4.17).

Acu•-ing to this formula, tae ineq-jall&-y of the bandwidtns caw'-

the resonant gains of the channels to be unequal.

14,

e- o. e 0a

Fig. 4.5. Dependence of the maximum error on the de-

tuning between singis-channel stage chaiwels for unequalized (owizg

to the inequality -f the bandwidths) ieaonant gains of the chanAls

(the contLnuous linex for m*,ax and Amay' since A* a

dash line -- for AL Xc

Thus, the curves of Fig. 4.5 correspond to unequal

cnannel gains due to inequality of the banduldths, while those of

Fig. 4.4 correspond to those equalized, for example, by adjusting
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the transconductance of the tubes or the gains.

It is seen from the curves of Fig. 4.5 that Amaxc is

less tham the errors A- l and 4max. This difference increas

with increasing detuning between channals, L' W /L.P_'av, since

max, increases acre slowly thaa A max and

Upon equalization of the gains of the channels, the

curves of the errors maxe for _ 1.2 and 1.1. will ioincide

with the line for • 1.0. One can therefore conclude that it is

necessary to equelisc the gains of the channels, for in this

case the error is consideribly reduced.

If the equality rl = i2 is reached, the operator should

tune tie radio direction finder in such a way, that the frequency

of the transmitter falls exkctlf at the center of the pasabarA.

In the case of inaccurate tuning, the error may reac.h a value L *max

which is conriderably greater than A MAXQ.

A control over the exact tuning may be the size of the

pattern on the screen of the tube. A maximum length of the aijor axis

of the ellipse -. is obtained when the signal frequency is

a t the center of the passband of the directi-an finder.

In the case of two-stage (a = 2) tuned amplifier channels,

the dependence of the maximum rror on the tuning of the direction

finder by the operator, at different values of the non-identicity

parameters, is shown in Fig. 4.6. The curve is drawn for the same

values of the non-Identicity parameters, as =x were used in the case



of the single-stage ohanezls (see Fig. 4.3), and the pass bands

of the two-stage kainnels are assumed %o be equal respectively to

the passbaLd of tte sirgle-stage channels. As can be .een, t A

overall character of" the dependences is analagous to the cas c;.

n ' 1.

Thus, one can expect that far a larger number of stages

in the channels tU3 conclusions will (qualitatively) also remain

valid.

For a quantitative estimate of the influence of n on

the maximum systematic errors let us dwell on two cases: a) when

the bandwidths o2 the channels a&e equal, and b) u there is no

dEtuning etwieC oannw1s.

Fig. 4.7 shows the dependence of the maximum errors

azM L4* on the - number of stages for -7 1.0. It

is seen from the figure that * Max le_ Sa Xm for all n > 1.

Bis means that th6 greatest value of the maximum error does not

fall in the passband of the radio direction finder. As n is in-

creased the greatest value of the maximum error shifts towards the

l-ger absolute value s of' de twing (AL% The same can

be seen from the graph for an equals 2 (see Fig. 4.6a), if the

boundaries of thepv.ss bandare marked on the curves.

Fig. 4.8 shows, for the same conditions, a graph of

thedependence of the values of the maximua error at the center of

the passband, Z a,,., on the number of stages m. This graph is
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Fig. 4.6. Dependence of the maximum error on the tuning

of the radio direction finder by the operator, at different values of

the non-identicity parameters of two-ýý-tqce cnaei$.

shown with a larger scale for the ordinate axis.

We note that the graph of Fig. 4.8 is correct for all values

of the parameter , since it is assumed that the resonant

gains of the channels are equalized, for example, by adjusting the

operating con.Jitions of the tubes.

Fig. 4.9 shows the dependence of the errors on the nuiber

of stages in, in the absence of detuning between the channels

Sav •- 0). It is seen from the curves that the greatest maximum

error, , increases relatively rapidly with increasing

nurmber of stages, and the greatest error in the passband, 4 ax*

increases slightly, and is substantially less, since the maximum

value of the error does not enter into the passband of the radio

direction finder.
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Fig. 4. 7. Deperdence of the rnaximum errors or, the numnber

of S~tages for identical bandiwilths, but diffc-.rent detuningsC between

chanrmels (continuous lines1 for ~ -for A *Max.) max

4

F 1,9 4.1 Effect, off the nurriber of stages on~ the maximum

error 1-- the- center of th,.e passband for JdIfferent detunings between

n te ansence of detimnirg between channels, the value of

th-e maxrizimum err-or -atl the center of the passtband is 0, regariless
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of the nrumbnr of stages in each channel.

A~e• the c,-csciar t [u of the .i•,r .l.: ..r ..et eciiu•.ze1,
th i -a a

t e ., '• ,h I Lth'Le . s :b a . n- r a- C z-,- - - c. c

ba,,... Tile absclute values wil remar urch-rKJei 107h w:hern

F,,-. .,... l.t ....T~ a-,, tth-e"th

teeu n oi rs.. of c- r. c -.s n o• e .

!A

4'-q. . ' Dependence of t-hc axi: rrc- cn- -h r"inbr
c hrannei

Sf"a ... • ,•- b' nt ir e t hse-ce of ,eti:rinc

,.tc , :b.". c"arnnei (conti.nruous lintos f'oor
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Cliapter V

APPARATUS ERRORS OF A TWO-CRANNEL RADIO

DIRECTION FINDER FOR A PUTSED RADIO SIGNAL

I. CHARACTER OF THE PATTERN ON THE TUBE SCREEN Dl THE

CASE OF A PULSED SIGNAL

Let us note, that the voltage of remote complicated radio

signals is usually represented in the form

u (t) z, U (t) sin wt,
where

U (t)= U (t) eO M.

The quantity U(t) is the ccmplex amplitude cr the envelope, and the

quantit'e U(t) and j (t) are respectively the modulus and the

phase of the envelope, which in general are functions of time.

For a continuous (harmonic) radio signal, the moduili and

the phases of the envelopes at the output of the amplifying channels

are constant, and the patterr, on the screen represents an

ellipse if the channels are not i-Jenrtcal (see Chapter ITI).

In -adio direction finding by means of pulsed radio signals

,.60



the moduli and the phases of the envelopes at the outputs of the

channels will not De constant during the transient process, and

If the channels are not ienti?,,..al the tr,;rAnV E t- i:- thn: wni, . iier

scmewhat, and therefore the ratio of the moduli and the phase

difference of the - envelopes will also vary. Consequentlv, the

pattorn cn. the scra=en will in general be an ellipse whic. varies

TLring the time of the transient in size, in slope, and in 'atio of the

axes.

Since the amplifying channels have a limited bandwidth, the

mo'iuli and the phases cf the envelopes at the outputs of the amplify-

ing channels will be slowly varying functions of the time (compared

with the period of the carrier). Then during one cycle of the carrier,

the values of the envelopes cir be considered constant, and to each

cycle of thF high frequency oscillation there will ccrrespond a

fully Jefine-I ellipse, and consequently, also a fully defineu instantan-

eous value of thefrror. Thus, the error in the case of a pulsed

radi.o signal is a function of time. To :ind the instantaneous values

of the error it is necessary first to determine the envelopes at

the output of the amplifier Lhannels.

It is known that the transfer function B(t) determines the

variation of the envelope at the output of a four-terminal network

in response to a unit step of envelope voltage at the input. If a



radio pul~e of rectangle form io app-lied to the input, then the

envelope a atl the outp;,.ut cant be found1 k with ltheý aid rof the transfer

fane:ion ýlIn ti½, foflcw-Inj r-;'. - Cr:

where Pr is t'ne duration of the rectangular radio pulse at the input.

Next, the envelope- at th~e outp-ut w.1l1 be represented in

whe~re G(t) isthe n-c~uanj P (t) is the prhase of the envelope in

the caseC ofi a r~uised. sIr.&

exnreo -f or t'he, Troduiis and the phase ofr th elope

at k cu;*,p-t of a niisa tunedA amrlifier are quite cumberscome-.

C-,@' le~ase. fLcir I~ Ir cmiat/~Ij. W, shall c~onsider

a~m.h Iif - c hannels.

Ife .- iF;)y to, theý int ofthe airnpflfier a radic pui~ce of -uc~h

c) rLio, at, th Ke i~niUhs :rne c li uwe obtinath

-,glF ~ c -strtj&- :we j am pifr 'n--I) fr the lea ing fr-ont

G=-"- Y--ý-e- (5.1))+e21y

arc tg e i11Pt)---arctgp. (5.2)

I /etyCS(PIy



where y z A _a. '4/w" =- 26F't is the dimensionless time.

f A= Z• !/&.c' -- relative detuning.

• O --- e- " (5.3)

j ------- pry- arcgp. (5. 4)

Fi;. 53.1 shows •jraphs -or the modulus G and fcr th• nhaie

of the envelope at theoutput of a single-channel tuned a!n-difier

(n-r-I) to the input of which is applied the prolonged radio pulse, such

tt'at at t4,e beoin-.Lr.g of the trailing frcnt, the. process of es-

LbiiKhiment fc the envelope (arr. litude and iphase of the oscillation)

has already terminiated. In practice it is sufficient that the dimension-

less '.zration of the rectangular pulse Y= (4 SWIr)/-- 2A F"t"

be eoual to 2.

The radio pulse may have a different detuning of the carrner

relativ.e to the resonant frequency of the amplifier

Aw Al
P0AQ•' AF'

The graph of Fig. 5. 1 is based on, formulas (5. 1) and (5.2)

for the leading front and on formhulas (5.3) anid (5.4) for the trailing

front. The expression for the crnveic'pe at Ohe output of the two-stage

tuned ainplifier becomes quite cumbersome, and will not be given

f0lere.
"'3
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However, Fig. 5.2 shows for comparison a graph for the

modulus G and the phase < p of the envelope at the output of a two-

stage tuned amplifier (r=2), which has the same ban3w%,-dth as t,<e

single-stage tuned amplifier referred to above.

it is possible to obtain from Figs. 5. 1 and 5.2 the values

of the modulus and of the phase of the envelope for even shorter

pulses at the input of the amplifier. Analysis shows that the modulus

of the envelope of the leading front. of the shorter pulse coincides

with the corresponding curves for a longer pulse within the range

from y= 0 to y -_ Y, where Y is the duration o1 the shorter pulse.

The modulus of the envelope of the trailing front of the shorter

pulls can be obtained from the cor•responding curves for the trail-

ing front of the longer pulse by reducing the ordinates of a ratio

where G(y a Y) andj G(y= ) are the values cf the moduli of the

envelcpe of the longer pulse at the irstnnts of time.

y Y and y -= o respectively. In practice one can assume

(•{y=-l =Ocyas).

S. .. . .. - = m m m/ .' mm



The phase-of the envelope of the leading 7ront of the shorter pulse

a-so coincijes, wi.h the ccrrescndirg curves for tte longer ""

witln ranije fror, y K tc :. . .. '& ,. .:ýe cu _e " .

the trailing front of the shorter pulse can be obtained by changing the

ordinates cf the corresponding curve, of the phase of the envelope of

-:i',wLr u-.e by a constant quantity, equal, to the ...-[Lference

4J(Yaf - %) (y-z0)'

where p(y = y) I p(y ., ) are the values of the phase of

the e-v-,e.- of the: longer pulse duriri, the correspronding instants

of t

hcriceforth, iifter perfoirning cert a,,- recalculato that take

into ,accoutt hP.t... . the channels, the curves of FIGs.

~.•,2have e to determine the envelopes at the' out-

)iit of each of the amplifier channels.

T Y Ps no .ne .... r to determnire the ratio of the mcdu!h of

thrie envelopes

a,- , (5 $)
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Fig. 5. 2. Graphs fo~r the mnoduluss and phase of, the envelope

at the output of a two-stage tuned amplifier to which a radio pulse is

applied.



and the difference in the phase shifts of the envelopes

m the output of the channelswhen identical radio pulses are applied

to the inputs. The quantities ap and ý/J P(the subscript denoting pulsed

operation) are functions of time and characterize the ranning un-

balance of the envelopes, due to the non-identicity of the aznplifying

channels of the radio direction finder.

Knowing the running unbalance for different instants of time,

it Js possible to determine the values of the running error for the

sa±me instants of time.

2. READI t '< OF THE BEARING IN THE C"ASE OF A PULSE-D RADIO

SIGNi

VMhen receiving oul.zed radio signals, the pattern on the

. s-:reen is e "smeared" figure made of successivefully traced

ellipses with a common center.

During the time of action of the pulsed radio signal and

durir.g the time of the transient due to this radio signal, the



instantaneous values of the error change. With this, the operator

reads the bearing with a certain error which is averaged over the

time c.f the --i..::a.. It is: obvio:s tl--at this error i-s greatly ,f•er ee.

by the -instantaneous values of the er.or jiurin tross instarls of

time, when the length of the pattern reaches a sufficient quantity,

for exarople not less than 0. 707 of the maximum length. Therefore,for

- "nfa-as- it. is nececssary to ,,term., the tive -- once of

tLe lengah of the Line or the major se-mi-axis of the ell-ue w1n a

radio pulse is received by a two-channel direction finder. Fcr the

circuit with pr(-..mpiificaticrn (see Fig. 3. 2) the length of the major

semri-axis of the eiii-e equals the sum. of the mcdul, of the envelopes

at .hp output of the -I'l'nnels

p,== G, (t) G, o(f). (S.7)

For t:c circuit with post-amppiifcaticn (see Fig. 3. 1) the length of

thE. rajor semi-axis, subject to,.o certai' , assumptions (see Section 4.2)

car-, be ic ,rmnred fro:)m the formula

p= . (5.8)

Thus, one can find from (5.7) a ,(.8) the instants of time when

theenath p has a mraximm, and also determinee that interval of

time. - which p amounts to rnot less than: 0. 707 of the rrxirumm.

he-,., this is a rather comTplicated task, since the moduli

• . m' n ~ nl m ml n u n n l l l Pl "'•[••T"- ' 7



of the envelopes at the output of the channels are determined by

complex functions (f the channel parameters ard depend or. the types

S..& .. " .Z, ,h n.

In order to fIrs. tYe rrajor sent-axt- cl

the- elliPse 'oi,- SMa. detunings of the channels relative to each other,

tLe '.adio dircctlon fi'ider (see Figs. 3.1 arnd 3.2) by a single equiva-

li rAt wh.annel, w .ic.. an,: Irnput envelope with a mcdjulas ,roiortional

W.0 thv- leriih c ,f th ..atter. The bandwidth of such an equivale,.t

channel is equl to the arithmetic mean of the bandwidths of the real

cha:Lr, i.e., 2fl2 ' , , a.nd the resonant frequency of this chinnel

"is di''r,::t fron the frei:.,ency of the signal by the a;ount

I ai& Al(5.9)

wrvn. is the arith:lietic, mean of the detunings of the real f'har.nels

r..tiv,: to the signal frequercy. it is .e nosus;ible to obtuin the

n~m value' of the pof 9 envelope fromr the

curveS c. Figs. .1 and 5.2, asSuing that the latter have bec-n

.itcJd for ..he equivwxl•.rt charnel.

"Ve note rico that in direction finding by means of pulsei

radvJo .•,y.al,, the reaJing of the bearing can be also taken on

the l •A of the dlrcction of *he point of the pattern that is

S .. . " .......... . . - -- • m , m mm m m m m ? 0



farthest away from the center of the screen, corresponding to

taking t~.e reading on the basi s of the instarntarnecus indicator value

thi~s 2aethe error will. --ipresent ttie ir~star a Pc u s value ur 7,

tho.. cor-;-esnonding Instant of time.

Vor thc. zirscu-L wi-th ipre-arnrificatio7, the, in-st~antartecus

7,l iý, o-[ the t~jpparatus error is dletermred by the- rtinnting bhase

ur~aiace,~r.ac-ordance with formula (15. 6), L. e., ~~

3. ERRORS IN TIlE CTFCU7T WITH -ASDALWCTO

(Qep 'Wig. 21

After dezoý,rzrning the pararamters ap and W~ P which

characterize the .runring unbalancce, from fo r muila (5. ;,-) and

(5.~),itis Possible to -determiri-e the instaritaineous values of 'he

errc byforula (3.1,). However, in a cu.cit with post-am pli-

ficU-- L' rror depe'(ý.(S also on the -alue of the ne-asure.l phazse

jifi~u~( 97-. it is trefore necessary, as a.,xapet

spec2".ýv ceruvalI valuw-s of 5 Let -uz take s~ich a values of&

for v.V~ch the error h,-as the maximnum for ;sp-Lf'e.2ife paranme'er-s, of

Fig. 5b. 3 shbows the variation of the insLantarieous va.lues

of tho maxiimumr apparatus error on, the non-Icienticitv o1 single-



stage channels during the time of action of a pulsed radio signal. The

abscissas represent the dimensionless time

y - 2>,'
where

2K

'scurv( on~Fr:.Li ar,,i 53.3b corrpspori to the Cas"e whon the

bandwidths of the channels are the same 1. 0), but a Jetuni ng

exists betwpen channels. The curves on Fig. 5.3c corre-Oporid to the

case whcen the.re is no dc-tuiiirig between channels, ~ )/4-02.- av

but the cankhavQ di ffe retL band~widths, and the hatched line--

corre-pondl to unequaL.'zed channel gain-, owing to the unequal bani-

widths, while the sol'id lines correspond to equalized gains, for

ezamplep, by changing the trarrisconductanrce-s of the tube3.

11t is seen from the curves t~ht the error increases most

substntially during the timne of act-on of the trailing front (on the

* curv,,e, thie r2tart of the trailing front is indicated by a thin vertical

* linE-). it is kttown, however, that in this case the length of the

pa*terrn on the, scre-en decreases raPidly, and this reduces the in-

Iu ice of the trailing front on the reading error.
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Fig. 5.4 shows analogous curves for the tnstantaneous

va , fe -mX:L'r: /ral .-... a ofer du to t,-e nc.-i J . cf

two- stagOe amplifier channels, having the same banow.dth s•s Lthe

corresponding single-stage channe.•

!f the bearing reaiing is taken' to be the average reading

S....i the time of -cticn of the pulied radic signal, when the length

of the pattern amounts to not less tharn 0. 707" of the marimum sze,

then the error in reading will in this case also be at- average, which

can be determined from the curves for the instantaneous error,

USi7;c' thýe formula

wro t(-t 18. I0)
where .a...t -- inst.ants of time •?_at det-,rmine the averaging

interv•:l.

A~wA
*l nJ fei
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An arnaiy-Ot;a1 .eterrnination of this error byformula (5. U

;S yziY' owirn- -3 -! srous rahepi1

ically.

12~

,1 A J , 4LV

41-,

0u.5 5 u~ 0. c-vnto IStrareu vle f~h

rnxinu; n-r ~etodifeorc~ w rj>:~jth c1716e-~
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are relatively small in absolute magnitude.

Fi~g. 5.' ~.Shcw-s the derendenCle of the averaqeA3 maxlmum

e~rrý,r A on :1-, juattcn, of tre vuIS h lrtir b-d-.
ýav

of single-stage channels, &tfor different detuiings between them,

-. while Fig. 5. 9 shows the dependence of the er~ror A1 P on lhe

-~nicr~ ftep~ o the same cornditions.

t Sszeen !.har th e averaged error A and lhne err
I;av

o-btainred whprn the reading i, made on the basis, of th.e f : rthest- r.oint.

Of the pattern, rn decrease with- reduction in tihe radkc 1 s- se.

it r.USt b'o bor-ne in mind that in. th'e case ofý pulses th-at

are 52.lrtr :ar o-4i:numn dluratior, rthe ratio betweer tesignIa**

ar -J nci!7e ge-,- worse.

An anlssof er-rrS- due to non-idenmicity cf twc-sýta~ie

ýr.mz 'itfying :2hanrnelz, hiaving the samet: ban~dwidAth Rs sing!e --stace-

conc-,-, y~iel:ds analcgous, results- for :~rcinfindirlg by m.eanis of a

rado ;L0pulin. rThi.3 ca-n be sE:en from tecornpar-'srn ot the clurves

of I Ie Vsa'tno3valUeS of the errors, clhown r:?spectively con Figs.

5.' K b a-. 5. 4a, 5. 4b. One can therefore expect that the

r e s u s 7:LI have ;-ý same character- als:o for ir 2.

1-1 the pulse cduratior1 is tvilce the optimurn va, Lue-, then the

Cerro.!IS wil I e prmcticaliy equal to the errors in dIrr-tiorn finding, by

Iarsof a continuous signal, bat If the duration is Iless than- optimum,

±nthe values of the errors will also be somewh~at less.
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The main aMp3AfICatJLor here is produced ahead of the "SUM -

difference" stage, with some aimplif~cation being, produlced.
past ziS st~

i J iz, r az , o e ,

finder, Litanaed fo r direction 1:MndL-g. witn LtrIhtaý .t *p-,

perating wiLh cor.tr,'nuous 9 telie grapi-i and pulse sixnals.

F~.p.0.~3,r ~a~m o f two-chanie'l receiver.

remcvitwJHV .3).9

Fla.5.. ckdiag-ram or* sncrt-wave two--nanrnel re-
ce~vh~-Indlcain~unitei for dlresý*tIon findin.F w'ltn c:

ti~ou~z el.egraph, a.ýid pulsed radio slgrna1s.

Z) -Ltermed!&+te f'requenz~y azopl ifier; 5) sum--diIfCerence;
&) lAter 7)catnocle foiloder: 8) automatic o~ifl con-

trol; 91 detector; 10' "Low f.requezicy a-zoiifier; 11) te-
Ie-o'1,o~ne: 12) telew-raph neterodyne.



We see that the apparatus contains two principai airnplify-

ting channels with double frequency conversion and an audio channel.

The fir,-t intcryrnediite frequency is 2. 15 Nes. At such a relatively

aigi: t--rrne iate, freauet-cy, igccv,. ý pr i: UfL-~Yi.q

is insured. T he received freque.ncies, ranging from t to `b Mes,

are broken up tinto six bands sc as to insure optimuz. deiisity of

r&i-sa ini eaclh of tfie ban.31s ar.½' tc. iniSU.e 2.ccuracy, of turi.ir

Citefre~qu1-ncy or ±he sc- le, not worse clar 10 kc. 7`ý.imn

Is by means of a five-gang variable caLacitor, thie zections of which

are carefully Cvnimetrized beforehand. At the in~put of.' the prinrtcvhai

channels is connectoed a !'zerc,-bearing!l svJitchL- to monitor thc

c c. Lt Y o f t- ~a n ic.'Ls.

Fir. t.2. ew -f two-channel railio receliver-

Fol c~wiriq 'he sec'5nJ ln'erulediate f, eque:zecy arnpiifiers, th.:e

Ire~jE~(A of whiJch 112 e~,- each of the P rincA~lpcannl c

t ain,-Ls a Ii ni t e r. Phe purpoie of thje iin,,iter is tLo pjroduce- equal

an, constan(t Voltage amr.ntlifude~s at the outputs. This in~su~res:_ normal.

cx-,,nditions for teoperatilor of the "s-am -- dif.-ference!! unit and for

th.a following elements of the indicator unit, particularly when the



Input signal amplitudes In^.rease conis4derably. Identical
tuned networks are used. In all. stages of the pr-incipal
chann~e2ls.

The -,. te am-I nre f' ol oweft !., thle chan~nels bv -a tho-

d 1 dfIec ene e devi~ce withi -haSO-S,11fLIA;ý RCnI wrot
nut paraoi~as stages of the itreitŽZrqe~ ~pi
f'ier, and the oati-ncce rF-y tube.

trtuoCZuaJ-Iyp -i a~a Lu.ý 'ons.ztz; of a~ receiver
* ~ a 1111-kra-dO Liv.ck, a:d8 Wtpp)nr~.c~,:~

7 -WJ .;h..-':al -.fl !i rie. Of ai t3- i ~ i. t-:elev'er. .e

k.'-tob velth flaq -s' atror th1Lie "zero-oearlnhg" t ,
t_-iioler switch- to conrecot th~telewr'aph litm~erod~yae, kn~ob
for io'h Csc.-trol, a spare 4rvo', 1:1te7ý(;e'l 1, r e-

ouaiz~ng. the -_.Dolituuesj o* the voltage,3 r)sr. t.-e amipli-
:y~f? (arnneis. --t hesae zwbt Iii poess~e to

c,.-)rvervt tri, e.Li intc a qrý

Out C,_-. U;; o Gr~ ýC rear~cezF 2Thqj
sc.n~tsunde~ a) ~o~xaL~be ~ f wihserveo

c~ne' ' wtir.ev~ wo to Cori.".C-3 thekP~ '~o'



Clahpt~er VI

PPARATIS FaRQ6~ OF PhA.S. E MIUS CP~krING AT LW~ rlt&NCY

PHAZ ~ cr

iflent trn6 piaaso shxift '.-To low fraq-.týii'y vritag'es ksteA Ch".Pter 1i).

.,w.;ye r, by Afar not till thnese circuits car, ue used . ~i a

ao rL - wav 9
4d~xec.ticvn finder indlcst.zr Nita frel-aency C~rz-jexS_'rA). -At is

!:.~ iL,, _.,0t t:,k. ma&.eter ineur'q di-rtct, readLag of tac

-,ri: n t:ie ind~i-..td sea&L_. * i,'ý maes it ne1CQ. sary toc fo)r'i(

-ndAm.Zz syst~em jr: ,are 'ds-:' in ~.a cas- ýs wn.~n *rx. 't izr

9~c c~ t:ctni c .,u-fjs, 3ptrtIz; .iltn c urrent, rectiflc&s.1ur..

.i~ I;. teasy t- Dbtair. th,- nfcicssatr; tiZA Q6&LAY tn priase:ter

CLI.At c4f tný, time co'n..cant -)' tnae fliter at t..e jitp'at

-c-tcztil'ing device. !a t~e '.nse (;f necegssity it 1:3 also easy

*tc, vary itne tim delay by svitcrniag the~ filter capacitors in and out.



In choosing the phase meter circuit it is necessary to call

attention to the possibility of insuring the required measurement

ac,.ry. Tbe most dangerc•s errors are tnose &ri bz nru Z •L-

stability of the circidt parameters and tt. p;ower supply parazveters.

Bnlanced circuits have definite advantages in this respect.

The deviation of the actual parameters of the circuit from

t.E ,ilaunai ones :.ads to t.e appearance of the systematic apparatus

error. The apparatus error can be taken into accCunIt in principle

during the ralibration. Hoaever when the error has a complicated

variation on the measured !raring, complete elimilnation o" the error

is impossible. I,. is therefore iwpo:-tant that the absolute value of

te apparatus error be sufficiently small. This necessitates the

mainfAnan.e of definite tolerances for the parameters of the phasc

meter circuit.

In cera+in types of phase mters errors may occur when the

3 ~• amplitude vrries. Obviously these errors should be sufficiently

.aii•nen the signal 8,npitW3 varies within limits that insure

automatic gain control.

In many caats a snort-wave direction finder must measure the

beari~n wittin a short time interval. In this connection, it is

reqaired tbit the ptase meter produce rapid readings veienever

necessary.

2. PHASE METr WITH READING BY MEANS OF A CATHODE RAY TUBE



Fig, 6.1 shove a possible block diagram of a phase meter for a

short-wave direc Ai' inder. Te aigjnai voLtage tud ,ne

These voltages are applied t) a paase.-sensitive ei.4nt, t.e t>?. of

wbh. is a rectified voltage proportional to the amnplitude of tae

Sie1a I a td to ta 0 osine cI h• . 43e &A 'It, i.o., tD tt6e cuantity

IPSI

J

Fig. 6.1. Block diagram of a ptase imeter using a ceahode ray

tube.

PSE -- .pýAse sensitive e3eaent, 900 -- pphase ,.rifter, p'oduicing

h phrase siia-ff Q -f " i0 n thie reference voitJge.

Si - phdard , sU sifx, F -- f 1.1ter,

iaz"- p s ge•i•etn.-zr, CR.T - cataode ',ay tube, R -- regtuat-• f)r

t- gaiz rA tfV first channel, PS - CwntiLUuoU pasae srLftsr for

~Aýýt>2;_ aeJuztL/t.



Tv~e rifr~e:.e vf,1tftce is applied -.3 trie sec!)nd pf~se sonsitive

'acle.-Lizt n -':r 2,:J in, p.vize cy 91-.ý.,~eunl t ntput

o~f tnle prwse5 uaetgr.

,li .7e zti fled a i-2.9a , a ter pa ssialq trcI-XO6 tr~e C r-,:r o

tni"h sce, 8,oatrollad -UoY p J *

gro

d 2 tic D! S

r, u. Id a re vtago ind" priase. c.2~~acr a it~. rfýt-nat2ag-ýd



Vta

a) J,)

Fig. 6.2. erincipal diagram of a phase detector and thf vector

diagram of tUe vcltges in its circuits.

The principeal diagram of a half-vave pla3e detector is snown

in Fig. 6.2.

Tt. voitag- U0 is applieo to. tte plAtes --f the two diodes in

-a, vale the voitage 'UT sg Is an ae oppositinn. Tae

a tudie of the voltage in the circuit cf diode Dl is, according tf I

tae vector diagram ýsee Fig. 6.21)

U2

U01- 7Uo2+ :t- -2UO ~tcofy (6.2)

Analogoualy, the 4ApJIt'2/e in tqc circuit of diode D2

/ 1 2 Uo-co& . (6.3)
If the volage Ug is taken to be considerably smaller than the

voltage UO, expressions (6.2) mnd (6.3) can be represented in the form



U.=L IV4-Wrn+-2 M- cos,-v-Uo '14 ~+m co.,) (62.4)

M (6.6)

Lc~i v~t:;#.~ W'vare2j "tC) tb e oIA IAa 10a10 Li

to tUw -,wIi.+A;A of t,".e sifra&i '.I~tage. nevo"-t~i~c at, trie rc.Ity.,t cf

COST

;4,nOcŽz(e IS 1tii~ et~~c coafficient U! thie dLx¶c.

A -i-Exe cete,-+tc) ec~ be h.t aao t~n.ii ~~e~.

+.In,; i-- tn,ý .,jzljeýýtr portl>, of the grid rc~it~

Fig. 6.J sitc)ws the 'icpLdiagrtt4 -," the phný*o d~tetor%,c. Uaý.ý.

a aluare-I-aw trioui nT ltni3:--, cirnit tbie tt-itud; c-pera~toga in Vic qUE-d-

rzItix; of~u tile irCL11atijirlJti.c -c that tne dXXeps 2Cene of the

~at z~~nront-l grid vcIuta~ can b-P r~rt'by- the

ci tiz'~Ar:i, Is tht'ý ,le-ctr volt-age

U,11 U0 sinw~t+U L sin (wt+?~). (6.9)



In the right arm is respectively a voltage
u,, - U)sinwt-Uwsn(wtf- ) (6. 1C)

#a R

t

7,-

£Zý7SLnwt

2U,

"g. . Pnhasii dctector using a tzlode witai quadratic ca-arac-

-Late curr-', of the 'eft triode is

ia, = Io PUosIn wt+ PU,. sin (wt±+4) +

-. • [U0 sin wt±+ sin (ad-'- •)11 . (6.11)

An...: - :, . tv plate current of te right -aiode is
id2 =--/a+ W/o sin =t-••sin (t+

+ f Uosinfwt--ULd sin (wt+ )]. (6. 12)

Ln• ctput voltage is equal to tae difference of t•w plate voltages -'

S . .... . ... .. .. ... .. . . . . . . ••Mn D~m



the left and right triode
uT=2R.•, -lUsin (.t +1p)--yUU.L_,cos (2wt+?) +

+'TUOU costf!. •.IS

Tne dc component of the output voltage id

•, =2R.,IUoU<. cos 9 G 4

A major drawback of this circuit is the difficulty of selec-

ting identical triaes. The balancing of the circuit is considerably

more complicated than in a diode phase detector, since it Is necessary

to make tne three parameters, wi'hich determine the characteristic,

equal to each other. In this connection, in spite of the relatively
a triode

larg- gain, phase detector is not advantageous for use.

If ±t is desirable to incorporate amplification in the

phase-sensitive element, it is better to use phase commutators with

rectangular reference voltage.

Raj

S.-

:='-"1
2



Fig. 6.1. Phase comautator employing triodes.

1 -- output ,.f refurence voltage, 2 -- input of signal vo'ltage,

3 -- : ',pt

Fig. 6.4 skows a circuit of a triode pbaseccommutator. Tie

=,-atation is cazr.ered out in the cathodes of tubes L end T2. To

~ ce~ Crn~A~iAtrile rataing of tigbe 73T~~. be

gieater tnaa tnose of TI and T2 .

Even more gain is =woduaed by a pentode phase c -mwutator

*Vig. b.5). The commutattin is carried oat r-ere In the scre3r- grids.
tube

' acl.tate U2z cutoff, the plate voltage is taken to be smaller

tc tbe screen vo& tge. The diode DI is Intended ftr fi.xing the

zero Aev.el of Vhe relerenc6 voltage. B0o,1 circuits (Kigs. 6.4 and

6.5) are of the alaf--wave type.

Fin. 6.5. Phase comautator using pentodes.

Fig. 6.6 shows oacillograms that characterize the operation

• • m mnmm •mmmmm mmmm mm M .•



of a half 7e3 phase commutator. It. is seen that the output voltage

can &~ ý..c frtci the inpuit vonltage y toy multlplication by a

Stalice MaSKOS .-t prasi~2.& t,- r--Pre sent the ut~ V 1rtag t.at

follo~wing form a et= lýuw,-(6. 15)

1~n thisi circuiit uc. represents a sequence~ of rectangular -

Sdurat.'-%' ,".I tc; talf the periud '12' The aptue

½ee Us3ce let c n Vic~ g ain e'ot~o cOI" th~e pýa~se

ta)

Ua~~ - - -

yj tn Ans on~ttrcrut



(a) Input voltage (signal), (b) and (a) - voltages at the

grids of tubes T1 and T2, (d) - referenoe voltage, (e) and (f)

input voltage of tubes T1 and T2 , (•) -- output vo1tage, ().

c oaWutating function).

Let us investigate the spectrum of the input voltage. For trds

puwpose me represent the commutating function in the form of a

Fouu-ier series

u-K±--oscos (3 .z t), (6.16)
YU r 3. r

where K characterizes the gain.

The input voltage is sinusoidal

Sicstituting the values of Ucom and ain from (6.16) and (6.17)

in (6.15) we obtain, after trigonometric transforzations

KU O .- ~' O (2
-U cosg -t ?- Ucs(

The do oomponent at the output is

Io K L (6.19)

In erdition to the 4c component, the output cctains harmonics

of' frequency CO, 2 "', 4 L*, etc., wwich are eliminated with the aid

of f'i1 ters.

In conclusion we note that both the phase detector and the

lfq



phase commutator caa be conastrcted of tae full-vave type. In this

ca9A the output v3ULt not contain the fLirst. hsrvnic of the working

can be a substantial advaLctagu iz taose r-o ic.a t.e workinL ive-

quency is qu.t•a low, and tba ti•e delay of the filtr of the paase

iDeter :urnt be suffiieznt2y sailli Full-uave circuits are more

--.ricated an a ti circuits and are more ilfficult to

balace.

r v •---- I Ta

Fig. 6.7. Full-iq:ave paaae detrnot.r.

A diagram ca a f"Pll wave phase deteotor is shown in Fig. '.7.

Let, us proceed now tro s more detailed analysis of several of

to cfkractsratics of a phase meter based oan diode pbase detectors.

/qs-"



3. PHASE MMTI aRR DURING CHANGE IN SIGNAL AMPLITUDE

In a phase meter containing phase detectors based on linear

di-les, the £luctuations the signal amplitude cause an rr.:,r

the phase measuwerant. At a constant reference-vc-ltage amplitude,

the fluctuttions of the signal amplitude are equivalent to a varia-

tion in the quantity ma Usg/2U%. Calibration of the indicator scale

r.:y be carried out in accordance with formula

V -"1  M2 _-•2W , _ I,/ + .0,l -:.In sill (6.Wt9~o *0 je i 1 2-r. c,,?V_ Fi•m_+ -2 c;s . (6.- -01

It is seen from the formula that at phase angles P 45 "t

n&, where n = O, 1, 2, 3, ... , the indicator readings are independent

of the value of &. At all intermediate phaseaekuz-mw the indications

vary with m.

45
'77m7.'

Fig. 6.8. Dependence of the phase meter error on the zkEM

measured phase difference.

The graph 6.8 shows the variation of the indicator readings

at different initial phases as the value of m changes from 0 to 1.0.

It is seen from tae graph that the maximum error is obtained

at - 22.5 450. The maximum error is equal to 30 at m •i.

/f6



In the indiceted range of variation of signal amplitude, the

variation of the phase meter readings depends on the selected value

On the grapn (Fig. 6.9) plotted from formtila (6.20) arQ

shown the ialues of the indicator reading, corresponding to a phase

22.50 at different 7alues of m. With this graph it is possible

",.• ,~er~i.,m� the fluctuations in the indicator reading after specify-

iLg an average value of m and the range of variation of m as a

percentage of the average value. Fig. 6.9 shows also that by

reducing the average value of m it is possible to reduce considerably

the dependence of the indicator reading on the signal amplitude. Thus,

at c - 0.i tUke readings of the phase meter remain almost constant as

the amplitude of the signal is doubled.

0 02 at do 0.8 1.* . , 0 LV UZ 41 023 '4 ;S 06 1,i 'Q

Fig. 6.9. Dependence of tne phase meter readings on the sig-

nal amplitude at a constant phase difference.

Fig. 6.10. DNperdence of the pham meter error as the signal

f Uctuate s by ±25%.

/*7



Fig. 6.10 shows the dependence of the maximum variation of

the phase meter readings on the selected value of m as -he signal

. " itule changes : Jy 2" X -Lao averagf;

a nut be notes that upon cousidorabi-e cpaiges in tLW an Z

atap.itue at the receiver input, the readings of the phase meter may

a hnge because of distortion of the form of the signal by the linear

• of the receiver. Therefore automatic gain coutrol of thG

recsiver must be .%lculateO in such a vay as to make the signal

amp.litude not exceed the permissible valus.

The dependence of the phase meter readings cn the signal

amplitud6 shows hat it is possible to obtain correct readings et

large signal attenuation. This follows from the graph of Fig. 6.9.

At m 0.15 the phase metr readings remaim practically constant

with decreasing mi. All t~at chAnges is tne Itsngth of th•e lIne on

t.he screen of the tube.

4. APPARATUS MRCR1 OF THW PA.SE 1-MI

Tte apparatus erracr is a result of the fact that the real

paraz.ters of the circeit always differ in practice from the nominal

values. Paasu detectors jm have an apparatus error which is due

both to the aaymmetry of the halves of each phase detector, and the

difference between the two phase detectors that are used in the

phaee meter. In an analysis of tte apparatus error it is necessm-y

to t•ke into accovut the presence of an initial setting of the



phase meter, which makes it possible to reduce the influence of the

instability of different circuit Parameters.

Tna ~ S ....ia . ;ý -,• COy O[e r'du_,(.-, withý r,: --_* .... "

pnasc. .nlftar as a contro1 volta~e Is appli2a tt. t.- input In pl-

of a signal. In view of the fact that the standard phase snifter,

with continuous phase yariation, is frequently too complicated,

7.aY,-.a iL possibLe tc' use 8 atepp-d ptiaso snifter u.itn tvree

Ionsiticns, '), 45, and Sia. Since the phase meter operatcs at a -. n-

stant frequency, such a phase snifter, made up of resistances a.-

capacitances is quite simple.

The phase meterhas t,,xee control devices, which zake it

:x-<31btŽ to .otai i at r"e initial setting exact readings at 0, •0,
standard

a41 45• in t1ree corresponding positions of the phase shifter.

"The first two Ldjustwants establish the phase in the signal

cne;Anel and in th-e reference voltage cha."nel, arid tne third regulates

-iatlo of tne output voltages of the two phase detectors.

ix analysis of the relations that take place in this phase

met.-r ylild an exprvssiin f:Pnr the indicator reading as a function

S neasz;.ed phasc angle iwtn allowance 'or possible devia-

tions in tt',e values of the circuit ccmponentb and fbr the influence

ef the initial setting. The phase meter reading will be

~~~ac Kg M~I Uo:. + +ý22m',sin( +arc sin~ym
-arc si 2a

U2 2! ( ._ _ -

'97



ii .2~ sil 2 sa(ýP+S-cs in j*(2)

I- 2,nco(fA±f•-rc sin

where UO, U01 -- amplitudes of± the reference voltage in the first and

second phase detector,

"�l' Kd2 - transfer functions of the first and secoA pbase

detector.

In turn, ue have,

K, 2 L 2 [ + + 2r si( 45*±P±&-arcsin 2 2

A~JI'OZ + ~ ~ ~ ~ n ~ (6. -- ,i+ M2 + 2 cosc
+P(450 

-- sin

I- I+ M-2--q2M sin 45 ± + -+arc sin -m -

In these formulas the parameters pertaining to the first phase

detector are marked by the subscript 1, and those pertaining to

tho second are marked by a subscript 2. Accordngly, m'l and mill

denote th. ratio of the signal to the reference voltage in the

circuits of the first and second diodes of the first phase detector.

Analcgously, for the second phase detector these ratios will be

M I2 and MI '29

The angles and Zý denote the error in the phase shift of



tkhe control signal for 90 and 450 at thie setting of the standard

p.1-he shifter.

the .t.ecquality of~ -tL zrifer .£umctlona :?f '6,.r-,i4 &.V sec,.-w% h pri&

detectors, aud the diif±Terenc's in the gains of the chsnn&.ls of the:

~ as ½M~ :~Z~mra in ts of~s sijfe~'uahpe s cignLi.!A :Ii-1 a-

4!ne -;twnc~e i%-' tz)z- cor.txoi de~vices a~ad *te pflase Lmeter

ka. analys"-s of forunula 6,21) yields arn exprcuiai for th4ý

twariemnint errer -

*g.l2ectin~g terms- of iaigher order nf sa!LLIlnas, we ubtal~i

(S1 -- ii syi Siljl i*** (IrVf 2v 4-

no~~.vabI uf -r.e ratio of thmi sig~aa aapl.iulde to

A ~ ~'l~'.-. -acvracterizest tho degree of non-Xdenticity of~

t:-, op-mrating. modes of the first and second phase det~ectors~



o= me i/m'l -- characterizes the asymmetry of the signal

t-nsformer arms in both zirciits.

r.-r--.ula (6.23) s.nwa thatt thi overall ertor in tho in(- w'e-
meat consists of two terms, the first repeserting thepriase mter

error, and the second the error due to inaccuracy of the

standard phase wnfter.

Fig. 6.11 shows, in polar coordinates, tthe depend6nce of the

intrinsic phase meter error on the measured phase difference.

Fig. 6.11. Apparatus error of the pease meter proper.

As san be seen, the intrinsic error has a maximum for

pnase difference values of 180 Lnd 2270:

A (P5 mat--, y 1- ) (6..24)

Assuming 1.2 and (1 -0) 0.1, corresponding to

apprcximately 5% accuracy in the manufacture and adjustment of tUe

circuit, we obtain

T M a• ."or (6. 25)



wahen n .; 0.1 we obtain a mAxiaum error of 0.60.

We can conolude from the analysis of the apparatus error of

the piaase meter thiat P) tho overall apparatus e.rrcr o&• the

meter is the sum of the intrinsic error la the error of the phase

shifter,

b) both the intrxnsic error and the standard error depends

r the measuraed phase difference

c) the intrinsic error is equal to zero wben tae phase

differences are 0, 45, and 900,

d) the intinsic error has a =mximum when the phase

A4tcf eence vasl.4s are 180 and 27C0 .

The magaitee ol" the maximum intrinsic error is proportional

to mn, rd4 consequaxitly can be reduced upon a judicious choice of

the pliase meter operatt-IV cond1tions.

Fca Mn 40.1 it is enovgh to ensure 5% accuracy in the

x•nuf-w'V1t; and balancing of the phase df-tectar, to obtain a

Ah~e vmter aixror leacs U•an l).

r5. 71A-3eIr•T TIME OF YHAF, MTM rf'"DINW

The phase 6i.-d3toctor ctxtput contaia11 f.Uters, i•eaded

to redtre the amplitude of the alternating component. to an

acceptable value, determined by the permissible ripple coe.fficient.

T-" the ripple factor is too large, the line that indicates

the bearing on the tube screen becomes smeared out, and this

'I3



reduces the reading accuracy. The alternating voltage at the output

of the phase &Aoto~trs is alsco dua to noise. In the case of -whit's

f£liuctwtioq3, vw,-cb makA the ro:,adirig dfficl.it.. Tbe iiattnsity )f

this fluettation can be redwed by increasing the tim delay of~

the 2"11ter. Hovi>4ver, sr. inarmiase in the time coastant, of the fuUtr

Li 1.ied 'by tk.e re;!A .wir-it that -tht t-rarsient t -, -A' the p-s

ne~ eaiding bCe ~o

2 C2IM CpU

Fi. 6 D.iaEira4 of pmsa se 8TeCtvor in time-d~elay detz,;tio'i.

Fig. 6,1l3. D~iagramu of phase detectoor lii pe~ak detctet,-n.

Let us (,ýalder' the seqtzerwe of d-itarzmiawtion of -tbe t-- nsisi~t

*t-'& of the readings, tt, for d:Lf.erarit Mite~r b-y!te.-ns

In azku~Ma tiiue-delAy pnlase detector, as aho'4n In "Fig.

4%the transeont tirnp for the case Rf»ý, R1 ,2 is independent of

th,, signal phase and is determinned fu~lly by the time constant ci'



the filter RfCf. It is possible to determine tne transient time

with sufficient degree of accuracy frcm the formula

Let us now deterotihe tae transient tiae in t•v case of peak

detection (Fig. 6.13). Fig. 6.14 shows oscillogram3 for this case.
the

In thb absence of a signal a capacitances CI and r2 are

~..::d appreýizatzly t%, a v•ctage equal to the amplitude of ,e

re3fernce voltage, iU. Wher. a signal appears, the amplitukda of the

voltage actirn in the circuit of diode 1 increases to a value Ual

>U,: while in the circuit of diode 2 it decreases to Ua2 < .

The capcitance C1 is charged aJlxnost Lrstantanezusly tlrcugh

d*:Ade I arn ttee Internal resistance of the transformers (tiW e

constant r'I is small). The diode 2, after the appearance of the

signal, becomes cutoff, since ..ne voltage on capacitan.ce C2 , applied

Sitn negative polarity to its anode, exceeds the amplitude of t'e

wa g a • g e 1 ̀ -2 -

"T18 capacitLacc• C2 is freely discharged througn resistance R

'tizý- interval to in, Fig. 6•.14' unti-. the voltage across the

ca,'>eitance is equalized with the amplitide df the acting voltage

"LIU0 - •i/2,'Ug), accurate tc vA wit•nn one cycle of the uork-

inrg frequ.ency.

Let us deter.nine the transient time to for the most Un-

favc-r-bhl case, 0 Z 0. The voltage across the capacitance I2
St`

Varie- s Uas R1 C1



S. . ... C! C1

Fig. 6.14. Por the determination of time to fix reading
with pulse signal (daghed line shows voltage modulation
in circuitt of first and second diodes, solid line show
vcltage per capacitances C1 and 02)

(a) and (b) -- voltage oscillograms for first and se-
cond diode circuits, respectively;

(c) -- oscillogram of output voltage.

'7



During the Lnstant t. tae voltage across the capacitance

C2 6i1 be U0 - Usg,2 . 16n

where Usg is the signal, amplitude.

Hsnce
to w(6.271

2Us

From Eq. (6.27) we determine

to_• _. -, --- i .In M (6.28)

. t ... ... - - ,L t e<- . . .

15 ,,. . -* - _4 I- _4 -.- .- ....2-
12 - !- 4~ i ,'1

., , , QQ .1

Fig. 6.15. Dependence of tbe trnsient time on the •chce

of operating conditions of the phase detector with peak detectors.

Fig. 6.16. Dependence of the transient time on the choice

of conditions.

Taking m «1 and considering R2 C2 = RCj =RC, we get



tc, i RCm. (6.-29)
i-aaLogou~aly) *1 obtainl the "rn:ettiJ2

for i<< I we get

r. V.,-- RM. (6-31)

Thus, the izausient ld-mo of the readi•gs ir a pea•k dc.t-ctor

is doterza.ied not only by the time const1tat RC. but daptd-ld also

on tha rlation betweern the signai voltage and the reCerennoe voltage,

as well as on the measured phase difference.

Taking the refereac, voltage sunfficiently large compared with

the axgaal voltage, it i1 possible to reduce considerabrly the

tLanalnt time of thn readinga, Ior an equal ripplen coert±cient.

This clxcur-atanct, wakes the circuit with pek detectors quite auperior.

Thie dependeace of tG and tI0 on m, establisbed by formulas (6.28)

arx- (6.30), is shvn grapb-ially2 U. Figs. 6.15 an 6.16. The same

grapbo sanoi the experLmental results.

The e"'periaant was carried out vith an Ludicator symboled as

shk'wa in Fig. 6.1, 'fth- phase dete.,tors (see Ug. 6.2). Thb signal

voltage Mas maintaied constant at 20 volts.

The referenoe voltage vas varied from 13.3 to 96 volt,

corresponding to m rang from 0.75 to 0.104. One of the pflaae

detectori waseturned on. The transient time was determined with a

Rtop watca, being the time necessary for the line cnthe tube



to build up to total. length~. Tne time constant RC weas taken to be

1'1 sec'rinds.
.-Arading

t1=~ ot -.he ratio c~f trt efftctivt, c~t~s

Trie quniintitetiv~c ýIiscre pexcy bet'ween tne*.nyx-rimeat8.. &an

,ný r_;tic -. ý-r-ve is SZ'aw2 ali is t-.sser1tiAU di.4 to ac-ixacies

:~1jr a~ceof fir, adct1i-naJ. filter at the oudtput of the phas6

~tc~r(Fig. 6_17) under t.io coruiitiozi R,,>'> R. In the absence

i* ý ~~a th care3cit -ice C:', li~k- C, is chcr:,d to a voltage

L~.W~.fka signal aprears, the ef _-ective vc~ltage U. increases

3& tnO.T capacitan".e C is onarged a~lmost inatante.neously.

jn, correspo,,dbing capacitance C, is eriarged through a

roitance R-, ari6 its charging time is approximnately 3RfCf.

in trhe seccnd arm of the first detector, after cutoff 3f



diode 2, the capacitances C and Cf are discharged through resiitaaces

R and Rf.

C oav'n~s a s-wad;-r ait-zee vauluu ±ze ;%Pi .tpn- (--

diacharge, and tne tie, Constant is approximately RfCf. The voltage
a time of

is built up miti n,ýppoximataly 3 CfR. The total tuildup tiwe of

.tux rending;s A• det-u.%J.x-d ty the forarula

*:- -%.MRC +3R) C/

6. OPeRA.ON OF ' PHrASE MTER IN THE RIESENCE OF NOISE

Let us cosdlder certain singularitiea -Af a phise detcctor

iri welcii d(2-3ttiagutds its ope-ration i4r the presence of noisc

from ordiary detector circuits. Assumo that a varlet: of sinusoidal

noises, at a 'reqvnoies, close to the signal trequsncv, are appli,!d
to tr• paee zmeter Inpuit si•mul-aneously A.tn the signa-. Such a

pnanomnon =Cctws when the signal of tne radio atatl-,n is mod-ilated

ix in amplitude. It is poasible to consider analogously the action

of white noise.

The voltage acting on the circu.it of the first diode (see

Fig. 6.1;) is givea by the forwula

Si~n f+V sin (f, - W) sin [at+t (t)0. (6.32)
Iju



whore Unt - amplitude of the voltage of the i-tb noise,

WO i - frequency of the i-th noise.

CA) - freqiency of the signal.

(t) - phase modulation of the effective voltage.

1e introdi-me the following notation

U iL! U
U10  110 mh.-T r

We then obtain after certain transformations

n n
V 'U

u ai= Uo s1/ 1+ m2 +2m cos+o+ mEmX
•,I=

2 . u-I c

-t- -•= " IsinJt (). (6.33)
I + m2+ -2m cos + + 1+mm±.



Assume :h..t 'ne voltage on the detector load duplicates the

£.•r'. 'o: the enve!- ',-he act'", Vo.- j , Lct %'.c "Ze ;2...C.

voltage exceed considerably the signal ;oltage and the noise voltage.

Then the voltage across the load is given approximately by
In11,1-.K, uo22csc+j +Ktl,'X

mX[ i=1 &(= ~~J+ xrim~Q(l~ ~ 1

I + 4+,..+2P.cos,+ Z•,,

(1 .34)
To obtain an analogous expression for the load voltage of

the LiecOzr diod,, it is enough to reverse tne sines of m, mi, and

mk in for.•uJa (6.34).

The output voltage of the pnase detector is the differeace

in the voltages across tae loads of the "am first and

second detect(-.-. Vbviously, under the conditions indicated above

,T <<s 1) the spectrum of tbe alternating amponent of the outp,.t

"voltage of the pnase detector will contain predcminately the

comiponents of thc beats between the frtiquency of the reference

voltage Z and tne noise (.O -

Jcmbination frequencies of the type (6 0Ek are prac-

ticaily absent from the o,,tput. This incre-,ses the interference

immzn'ty of the phase detector compared with the detection cir-

219k



cuits vitaýoutt ro±'ezence vcltage.

Lot us ncwi conisider tbe effect of pu2lse n~oise on~ t~h phase

Simxadtanaoiualy to a signs l and t-, a nois.o, tr.ý. ý;cli lgrfrm of

14dcr. k; stý:an 1-n Fig 2.18. Ncise of ttils type 1:; !`mquanftly

Y,18 1. 02r~in a ~~ a~e

The dlre*ic-,r of tbp. princip&1 gula3 is appr~oxima~tely ouai

to half t~w Nz- ý4,f the wc,:rk-ing Tr-q-ty .1n tl.m case C'S t.mae-

del.ay iCietecticrn kaet F4. 6.121) ti, e-ffect of'~C~ suxl1e arSZagse

J.: - iý ~dci+ ciice ttlie caange in tl"f outPlut voltase pfast

ttCr filVe.- is if' '..ne am.Itt~-"Oo l the n!OiSQ2 J. co -

p-abswith twt of tesl-mul. In Vic- raý4e of peak detec.tinn,

tý: tth-- c,.zitrary, Mki~glz pulse noises greatly interf~ere with t~e

M:4stVwem6Gts.

This Is explained by the fact that tiv capacitance Cj in



the circuit of diode 1 (see Fig. 6.13) is charged through the diode,

since the noise combines ,ith the effective voltage of the signal.

The increase in the voltate across capacl'.ance C 's •i=;s',

to the amplitude of the noise. At the am. time, the capacitance in

the circuit of diode 2 remains practically with the seam charge.

The increment in the output voltage is approximately equal to the

amplitude of the noise. This causes a pip on the line of the

tube screen. After the noise action stops, the capacitance is dis-

charged tiwough the load resistances and the line gradually retuwns

to its previous position. The angle of the pip in the line is

determined by the formula

2 (635

Formula (6.35) is corrbot when Un (K Usg.

Let us consider now the effect of a single noise on a phase

detector built in accordance with the circuits shown in Fig. 6.17.

As in the case of peak detection, the capacitance C in the cathode

of diode 1 increases its voltages by an amount equal to the amplitude
and

of the noise. After thsewise stops, the diode is nutoff a the

capacitance C is daischarged through thu rzistances R and Rf,

charging thereby the capacitance 0f. Thevoltage on the capacitance

Cf increases slowly, and then drops again to the steady-state value

(Fig. 6.19).



"2

Fig. 6.19. Or, tne detrirination of the effect of pulzed

noise on the poase meter reading.

'al $z-Le refS•il rce, (b) large r•afrenc'j vc wtage, --

v.Jt5 e •trc,;; c aaitanco 0, 2 -- voltage ac.r-ss .apjcitar,-e -- ,.

tLO. ,U-- r z)

L1 1I----i -v _ _ __

I\ I ___ I __ _

6 -0- -7

Q 7_

45U

Fig.l(t.---, .a... of th fucto tat-t--uns
II\ U , I ,

Fig. 6.20. Values of the function that determines the



error of the phase meter for single noise pulses.

capacttance C. deter.uinic tt angle ef s c.. tc-- llno, Ld'lt

consequently the effect of the noise. It can be shoan that this

quantity diepends not only oa the aeplitude of tne noise, but also

n ' hr it c,- ̀  tne riserence vrl1tage. Actually, P-r.or to the

rrival of the noise both capacitaxces C -am Cf were charfs'id

equally, approxinuately to voltage U- . After tVe cessaticn of the;

noise the capacitance C is discharged to a voltage 110-i- Un, with the

di'ti.i c•&c1'f. Vie rate of discharge of Qapacitance C depends on the

inLtiai + oltýg+ r aand increases witih Increasing U0 . Since0 n

ztt* Capacitance Cf 2%ss been previously charged to a voltage Ut, the

rate C f its charge and dischage is dete.rminei only by the noise

The maxlmuw, voltags across capacl.tance Cf is reached in

that case, when the voltages across tu cepacitances C and Cf are

appr cximately eqxa~lized. (insten t2, Fign 6.19).

utaec Z LEcý,.as mjaxina, when dicf/dt -: . Thih. means that tra

c.r..nt re"' staacug Rf, £ea ce is i•o 0. 1o 0cnsequentay,

the voltfages across C and 'f are equal to each otrwr Isee Fig.

6.17). 3 y increasing t;- we increase the rate of disntiarge C at

an unei.anged rata of discharge Cf. Therefore the equalization of

-"oltave occurs earlier and tae voltage across C0, has a a.-aller



increase. in order to verify tbisk it is enough to compare the

curves of Figs. 6.19a and 6.19b, which are constructed for different

valu~s of the refere: -vo1*a'e amplitxie U0 a"d e,4ur valun. i

Ua

A detailed analysis shows that the angle of the throw of the
on

line at the screen of the cathode ray tube, for the case under con-

fId1•atcoan, Is determtined by tte equation

w? -f r*L----' " (6.36)
2 vit, U4' RC

The function L, ri is a function of RfCf/.,C, is shown on

Fig. 6.20 fcr different values of Ur/UO.

The anal,3isi g1ven -makes it possible to choose the para-

meters of the pease ieter in such a way, that for a given buildup

time the effect of different noises can be substantially reduced.
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